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2 INTRODUCTION  
 One of the main goals in neuroscience is to understand how the brain read, update and 
process the precept of the environment to generate complex behaviors. In the last decades, a 
huge progress has been made to reveal the mechanisms of high cognitive functions in 
mammals, mainly in terms of anatomy and connectivity. In general, the recent advances of 
systems neuroscience have set up a general framework which argues in favor of a change of 
focus; now, instead of ascribing particular cognitive functions to specialized and localized 
brain areas it is assumed that complex tasks are generated by the cooperation of spatially 
distributed functional networks (Varela et al., 2001; Sporns, 2014). One of the most important 
regions of the brain, which is involved in different aspects of high cognitive functions, is the 
hippocampus. The hippocampus has been described to be crucial for short- and long term 
memory, spatial navigation and also during the early stages of some diseases, such as 
Alzheimer’s disease and temporal lobe epilepsy (Squire and Cave, 1991; Eichenbaum, 2004; 
Mu and Gage, 2011; Buzsaki and Moser, 2013). In addition, the cytoarchitectonic 
configuration of the cells in this structure forms a lamellar organization which together with 
its very well described connectivity and physiological properties make it attractive for 
neurophysiological studies (Lorente de Nó, 1947; Amaral and Lavenex, 2007). To study the 
hippocampal function, rats are extensively used as a model because of their easy behavioral 
training and the possibility of genetic and molecular manipulations. For these and other 
reasons, the present work is focusing on the information processing of the hippocampus of 
behaving rats. 

2.1 ANATOMY AND CONNECTIVITY 
 The hippocampal formation is a bilateral C-shaped limbic structure, which is present 
in rodents leaning together at the top and spreads apart at the base. As being located in the 
medial temporal lobe it can be considered as an annexed part of the neocortex (Amaral and 
Lavenex, 2007). The top portion of the formation is known as the ‘dorsal hippocampus’ and 
because its proximity to the septum, a structure at the midline of the brain, the dorsal tip of the 
hippocampus is called the ‘septal pole’ (Amaral and Witter, 1989). At the macroscopic level, 
the hippocampus of rodents is very different from that in humans or primates, in terms of 
being much larger compared to the size of the whole brain (Amaral and Lavenex, 2007; 
Schultz and Engelhardt, 2014). However, the striking similarities in the hippocampal 
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cytoarchitecture of different species were apparent in the studies of the early anatomists 
(Ramón y Cajal, 1911; Lorente de Nó, 1947). Nowadays a cross-species consensus is 
beginning to emerge (Leal and Yassa, 2015) regarding hippocampal function and 
organization. Modern and advanced techniques (e.g.: high-resolution electrophysiology, 
optogenetic approaches, electron microscopy, fMRI) allowed to compare the hippocampus of 
different mammals during distinct functions, allowing to conclude that anatomy, synaptic and 
functional changes are largely similar between species (Insausti R and Amaral D, 2004), the 
human rostral side corresponding to the rat’s dorsal part and the caudal to the ventral area 
(Figure 1.A). In the present study, we investigate the hippocampus of the rat as a model 
because of its fundamental implications in controlling behavior, the facility to perform 
behavioral electrophysiological experiments on it and because of the extensive and detailed 
bibliography available. 

 Anatomically, the hippocampus can be divided in four major subregions as proposed 
by Lorente de Nó (Lorente de Nó, 1947) . The Cornu Ammnonis is divided in three regions 
known as CA1, CA2, CA3, and the dentate gyrus (DG). Initially a fourth CA4 region was also 
distinguished, but nowadays it is considered as part of the fascia dentata and hilus. Along all 
these subdivisions, cells are organized in parallel, highly compact, and mostly uniform layers 
that make them easy to recognize on histological slices (Figure 1.B). The intrinsic and 
extrinsic synaptic pathways of the hippocampus are also well organized and described. From 
the influential work of Ramón y Cajal (Ramón y Cajal, 1911)  it is known that the entorhinal 
cortex (EC) gives rise to the strongest input projection to the hippocampus, which is the major 
gateway between the three-layered allocortex and the six-layered neocortex. Since then, 
ample studies were conducted with more detailed descriptions of the connectivity and 
proposed the classical theory of the information flow within the hippocampus called the 
‘trisynaptic circuit’ (Ramón y Cajal, 1911). This circuit includes the ‘perforant pathway’ 
projecting from the entorhinal cortex layer II to the dentate gyrus, the subsequent ‘mossy 
fiber’ projection to the CA3 region and finally the ‘Schaffer collaterals’ of the CA3 pyramidal 
neurons to the CA1 region (Witter et al., 2000). Once the information is processed in the CA1 
region, the neuronal activity is projected to the subiculum and back to the deep layers (layer 
V) of the entorhinal cortex, from where it is distributed to other neocortical and subcortical 
areas. Although most of the information flow takes places through the described excitatory 
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trisynaptic circuit, more recent results have shown that parallel routes and circuit loops also 
exist within the entorhinal-hippocampal network (Amaral and Witter, 1989; Leung et al., 
1995; Kohara et al., 2014). Layer II of the entorhinal cortex innervates also CA3 and CA2 
cells and layer III cells send axons directly through the temporo-ammonic pathway to CA1 
(Figure 1.C). Particularly, distinct subregions of the entorhinal cortex project to distinct 
subfields of the CA1 region respectively; while the medial entorhinal cortex subregion (MEC) 
sends axonal connections mainly to the proximal pole of CA1 (close to the CA2 border), the 
lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC) projects mostly to the distal part of CA1 (next to the 
subiculum) (Witter et al., 2000; Hargreaves et al., 2005). It has been shown that the local 
activity of CA1 is significantly influenced by these inputs (Mizuseki et al., 2009; Henriksen et 
al., 2010; Schomburg et al., 2014; Oliva et al., 2016b). 

Figure 1. A) Comparison of the rat and human hippocampus, from (Hiller-Sturmhöfel and Scott Swartzwelder, 
2004). Note the larger relative size in rats comparing to the whole brain volume. B) Cross section of the rat 
hippocampus, modified from a drawing of Ramón y Cajal (Ramón y Cajal, 1911). Figure displays the main 
hippocampal regions and their main axonal pathways. C) Diagram of the classical schema of the information 
flow in the hippocampal formation. Modified from van Strien et al 2009 (van Strien et al., 2009). 
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 The main neuronal components of the hippocampus can be classified as excitatory and 
inhibitory cells and, similar to the neocortex, they are organized into layers. The principal 
cellular layer is called pyramidal layer and is tightly packed in the CA1 region, while more 
loose in CA2 and CA3. The thin, less dense layer located deeper to the pyramidal layer is 
called stratum oriens. The stratum radiatum can be defined as the suprapyramidal region in 
which the CA3 projection Schaffer collateral connections are localized. The most superficial 
layer of the hippocampus is called the stratum lacunosum-moleculare (Amaral and Lavenex, 
2007). 

 A more recent but very important finding provided new information about the nature 
of the synapses entailed by the projections within the entorhinal-hippocampal circuit. While 
just excitatory connections were known to be present both through the trisynaptic and through 
the temporo-ammonic pathways, long-range inhibitory projections from the medial entorhinal 
cortex to the hippocampus were found to enhance local activity in the CA1 region (Melzer et 
al., 2012). More recently, lateral entorhinal cortex has been shown to be connected also 
through long-range inhibitory synapses with the CA1 region, increasing the specificity of the 
excitatory-inhibitory balance required in the hippocampus to compute sensory information 
(Basu et al., 2016). 

 Even though the strongest input is provided by the entorhinal cortex, some other areas 
also project to the hippocampus with weaker impact but still contributing to the elaborated 
function of this area. Among these are the  projections of the amygdaloid complex to CA3 and 
CA1, the septal inputs to CA3 and CA1 (Freund and Antal, 1988), the thalamic inputs from 
the nucleus reuniens to CA1 (Dolleman-Van der Weel and Witter, 2000) and the 
hypothalamic area inputs from the supramammillary body to the CA2 subregion (Vertes and 
McKenna, 2000). 

 The hippocampal recipient neurons of these inputs form various classes based on their 
morphology, receptor and transmitter repertoire, intrinsic properties and connectivity pattern. 
The principal neuronal type is the class of pyramidal cells, which constitute the majority of 
the cell bodies in the pyramidal layers of CA1, CA2 and CA3. Pyramidal cells 
cytoarchitecture are formed by a basal dendritic tree (which extends into stratum oriens) and 
an apical dendritic tree (which covers the stratum lucidum, stratum radiatum and stratum 
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lacunosum-moleculare) (Ishizuka et al., 1995). In the CA1 region, the size and extensiveness 
of the pyramidal cell dendritic trees show a notable homogeneity compared to the CA3 region 
(with more heterogeneous dendritic organization along the proximo-distal axis) (Pyapali et al., 
1998) and in average, somata are smaller in CA1 compared to CA3 and CA2 regions. 
Although pyramidal neurons are the most numerous in the hippocampus, there is a 
considerable but very diverse group of interneurons, which consists of more than 20 distinct 
cell types distributed throughout all layers (Freund and Buzsaki, 1996; Klausberger and 
Somogyi, 2008). One type of interneurons are the basket cells, mainly located in the 
pyramidal layer with dendrites extending from the stratum oriens to the stratum radiatum and 
stratum lacunosum-moleculare. Basket cells can show a variety of morphologies, for example, 
fusiform shaped or stellate-shaped cytoarchitecture. Another type of interneurons in the 
hippocampus is the axo-axonic cells, with the particular characteristic of forming synapses 
with the initial segment of the axon of the pyramidal cells, resulting in a strong inhibitory 
effect. Some other relatively well studied interneuron types worth mentioning are the 
bistratified and interneuron-selective cells. 

 Although the functioning and development of the hippocampus rely mostly on the 
excitatory activity of pyramidal neurons, the interneurons act as the support, shaping the 
activity pattern along the classically described feedforward circuit through a precise, local 
inhibitory balance. 

2.2 ELECTROPHYSIOLOGICAL PATTERNS OF THE HIPPOCAMPUS 
2.2.1 ACTIVITY PATTERNS OF INDIVIDUAL NEURONS 
 The neurons in the hippocampus possess various firing patterns, which are 
characteristic to the different types of cells to some extent  and correlate with their implication 
in the different functional roles. The firing patterns in vivo are determined by the combination 
of synaptic inputs and the intrinsic properties of the cells. Pyramidal cells in the hippocampus 
tend to fire slow [0.5-2 Hz] (Figure 2.B), and occasionally, after large synaptic inputs, in 
complex bursts (Kandel and Spencer, 1961), especially in the CA3 and CA2 region (Wong 
and Prince, 1978; Wong et al., 1979; Tamamaki et al., 1988). In contrast, the interneurons 
tend to fire faster and in a more broad range, from 2-3 Hz to the higher 10-30 Hz range 
characteristic to the fast spiking interneruons. The layout of the extracellular landmarks of the 
action potentials are also different for the various neuronal classes, determined mainly by the 
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repertoire of the receptors and ion channel subtypes and by the morphology of the neuron. 
Altogether, these distinct features allow for the reliable classification of the major neuronal 
types purely from the extracellularly recorded electophysiological signals. 

 The single cell activity of the hippocampus is mainly characterized in terms of the 
response of the principal cells to the spatial position of the animal. Pyramidal cells which 
become active (increase significantly their firing rate) when the animal enters a particular 
location of the environment, and are largely inactive when the animal is out (O'Keefe and 
Dostrovsky, 1971) are called “place cells”. The location in which the cell remains highly 
active is called “place field” and each place cell can have from one to several fields in a given 
environment (Figure 2.A). When the animal is moved from one familiar environment to a 
different one, the place fields of the place cells are reallocated to match the new environment, 
a phenomenon known as “remapping” (Knierim and McNaughton, 2001; Fyhn et al., 2007). 

2.2.2 AGGREGATE ACTIVITY PATTERNS OF NEURONAL POPULATIONS 
 The population-level activity patterns of the hippocampus are easy to recognize due to 
the stratification of the aforementioned synaptic pathways (Whishaw and Vanderwolf, 1973; 
Buzsaki et al., 1983). The different afferents to the hippocampal regions have well defined 
dendritic domains and their activation are precisely organized in time giving rise to very 
characteristic field potential (LFP) patterns, which can be recorded by electrodes from the 
extracellular space. The LFPs in the hippocampus are very prominent compared to the cortical 
activity and strongly correlate with the behavior of the animal (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 
1971; Whishaw and Vanderwolf, 1973; Buzsaki et al., 1983; Buzsaki, 1986; O'Keefe and 
Recce, 1993; Montgomery et al., 2009; Jadhav et al., 2012). One of the most prominent LFP 
pattern is the theta oscillation, which is present during active locomotion, exploration and 
during rapid eyes movement (REM) sleep (Figure 2.C). This almost sinusoidal wave of 5-10 
Hz is one of the most distinctive and robust oscillations in the mammalian brain and is strong 
and reliable enough to be used as physiological marker for identifying different classes of 
behavior (Vanderwolf, 1969; Buzsaki et al., 1983). This oscillation is coordinated along the 
whole extent of the hippocampus and entrains nearly all of its neurons (Buzsaki, 2002; 
Mizuseki et al., 2009; Patel et al., 2012; Oliva et al., 2016b). Within the hippocampus, each 
subregion becomes the most active at a different phase of the cycle, and different types of 
neurons within every region prefer different phases too (Mizuseki et al., 2009; Oliva et al., 
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2016b). Theta oscillations are also present with high coherence at the same time in many 
other regions of the brain, mainly in the limbic system, e.g. in the entorhinal cortex, 
subiculum, piriform cortex and in the septum (Alonso and Garcia-Austt, 1987). Over the last 
decades, intense research was trying to elucidate the generating mechanisms of theta 
oscillations but the debate is still open (Buzsaki, 2002; Vandecasteele et al., 2014). There is a 
consensus that the main theta rhythm generator is in the medial septum-diagonal band of 
Broca, which imposes its rhythm to other regions. However, some of these regions in 
isolation, even in vitro preparations, can generate their own theta oscillations (Goutagny et al., 
2009). When it comes to the generator of theta LFPs in the hippocampus and other regions, 
the picture is even more complex. Almost every hippocampal sublayer has its own theta 
current generator, that is, current dipoles that contribute to the overall theta LFP (Leung, 
1984; Buzsaki, 2002). During different behaviors, those theta dipoles are coordinated in a 
variable manner (Montgomery et al., 2009) modulating the spiking of hippocampal neurons 
accordingly. Pharmacological manipulations have been proven useful to dissociate and 
characterize the different synaptic generators of the theta rhythm in the hippocampus and 
other areas (Vanderwolf, 1988; Soltesz and Deschenes, 1993; Newman et al., 2013; Benito et 
al., 2014) but a comprehensive understanding of its mechanisms is still lacking. 

 One interesting phenomenon of the hippocampus related to the relation of the place 
cells activity and the theta oscillations is that the spiking of the place cell moves earlier in 
phase relative to the background theta oscillations inside the corresponding place fields 
(O'Keefe and Recce, 1993). By other words, the place cells tends to fire at earlier phases of 
the embedding theta oscillations as the animal traverses through the corresponding place 
fields. This is called phase precession for which several theories had been proposed, mainly 
assuming that the changes in the timing of the spikes are experience-dependent and modulated 
by the balance of the asymmetric excitatory input (from CA3) and the periodic recurrent 
inhibitory signal (Mehta et al., 2000). A more complex picture recently appeared to dominate 
the phase precession theory by showing that the medial entorhinal cortex input can disrupt 
this feature in CA1 place cells (Schlesiger et al., 2015). This finding gave rise to the 
possibility that both inputs, CA3 and entorhinal cortex, are necessarily for the occurrence of 
phase precession. 
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 In addition to theta oscillations, the other most distinctive electrophysiological 
population pattern in the hippocampus are the sharp wave-ripples (SPW-Rs). SPW-Rs 
complexes consist of two components: the sharp wave (SPW) and the ripple (Figure 2.D). The 
LFP sharp wave is a negative deflection that reflects the depolarization of the apical dendrites 
of CA1 pyramidal cells due to the synchronous discharge of the CA3 through the Schaffer 
collateral pathway (Buzsaki et al., 1983; Sullivan et al., 2011; Fernandez-Ruiz et al., 2012a). 
The other part of the SWP-R is the ripple, which consists of a ~140 Hz oscillatory event 
confined to the pyramidal cell body layer and represents a network response of CA1 
pyramidal cells and interneurons to the strong synchronous drive (Buzsaki et al., 1992; 
English et al., 2014; Stark et al., 2014; Oliva and Fernandez-Ruiz, 2016). The CA3 region is 
known to be implicated in the generation of the SPW. Specifically, pyramidal cells in the 
CA3a (adjacent to CA2) and distal CA3b subregions give rise to extensive recurrent 
collaterals that are confined largely to the CA3 region and contribute to the generation of 
population events (Ishizuka et al., 1990; Li et al., 1994). The narrow CA2 region (between the 
proximal part of CA1 and the CA3a border) mirrors several aspects of CA3a (Tamamaki et 
al., 1988), however, its contribution to the different activity patterns of the hippocampus, 
including SPW-Rs, has been traditionally neglected until recently (Kay et al., 2016; Oliva et 
al., 2016a). SPW-Rs patterns have been shown to be involved in the consolidation of recently 
acquired memories during immobility and non-REM sleep (Buzsaki, 1986, 2015). The spike 
content of the SPW-Rs is highly coordinated both temporally and spatially by a precise 
excitation-inhibition balance during the time of the event. The activation pattern of the 
neurons during the recent acquisition periods are replayed by the same cell assemblies during 
SPW-R as recently acquired memories, to potentially consolidate into an episodic memory 
which would then propagate to the cortex through the CA1 output signal. 

 Another characteristic activity pattern present in the hippocampus as well as in many 
other brain regions is the gamma oscillation (Figure 2.E). Gamma patterns are defined as 
oscillations in a wide band of 30-150 Hz, and are related to different cognitive functions such 
as attention, sensory processing and learning (Singer and Gray, 1995; Fries et al., 2007; 
Lisman and Jensen, 2013). In the hippocampus, gamma oscillations co-occur with other 
oscillations, mainly theta, which phase modulates gamma amplitude (Bragin et al., 1995; 
Chrobak and Buzsaki, 1998; Schomburg et al., 2014). In every hippocampal subregion, 
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gamma oscillations of different frequencies can be observed and have different laminar 
distributions, synaptic mechanisms and behavioral correlates (Csicsvari et al., 2003; Belluscio 
et al., 2012; Zemankovics et al., 2013; Schomburg et al., 2014). Although initially gamma 
oscillations were considered a unitary phenomenon, evidence suggests that there is an 
enormous diversity of mechanisms that account for these complex patterns (Fernandez-Ruiz 
et al., 2012a; Zemankovics et al., 2013; Schomburg et al., 2014). For example, the origin of 
fast gamma oscillations (90-150 Hz) share some mechanisms with SPW-Rs but contrary to 
ripples, fast gamma oscillations can occur during theta waves (Schomburg et al., 2014). 
Moreover, it is believed that initial memories of experienced events are acquired through a 
precise spatio-temporal coordination of theta and gamma rhythms which activates the 
neuronal pathway for an initial formation of the engram (Lisman and Idiart, 1995). Then, this 
patterns are replayed through SPW-R complexes and propagate to the neocortex (Carr et al., 
2011). 

 

Figure 2. A) Examples of place cells in the hippocampus. B) Spikes (high frequency) activity from pyramidal 
layers of the hippocampus. C) Theta oscillations in the pyramidal layers of the hippocampus. D) Sharp-wave 
ripple complexes along different layers. E). Gamma oscillations within different layer of the hippocampus.  
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2.3  FUNCTIONAL ROLES OF THE HIPPOCAMPAL CIRCUITS IN SHAPING 
BEHAVIOR 

 The functional role of the hippocampus has been extensively studied since the 
discovery of its implication in two main functions, spatial navigation (O'Keefe and 
Dostrovsky, 1971) and memory (Scoville and Milner, 1957). A famous human study 
involving the surgical removal of the uncus and body of the hippocampus as a treatment of 
temporal lobe epilepsy lead to the conclusion that the hippocampus is responsible for 
generating episodic memories (Scoville and Milner, 1957). It can be said that these findings 
inaugurated the modern era of memory research, since memory was considered here for the 
first time as a distinct brain function, separable from other perceptual and cognitive abilities 
and it was proposed that different types of memory (short and long term, episodic and 
semantic) may have different anatomical substrates. Since then, cumulative work involving 
animal models, together with neuroanatomical studies helped to conclude that the 
hippocampal formation is crucial for memory (Vinogradova, 2001; Eichenbaum, 2004; 
Buzsaki, 2015). To date, many perturbation experiments have verified that the impairment of 
the hippocampus or inactivation of its different subregions affect memory (Girardeau et al., 
2009; Jadhav et al., 2012; Maingret et al., 2016) and the model, in which hippocampal activity 
organizes experiences into episodic memories has been broadly accepted (Buzsaki, 2015). 
According to this model, engrams  are maintained by the hippocampus as a short term 
memory storage (Pastalkova et al., 2006) and then sent to the cortex to be stored as a long 
term memory (Buzsaki, 1989). The other main function of the hippocampus was discovered 
when principal cells of the CA1 region were found to respond to particular locations while the 
rat was exploring the environment (O'Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971) and they were called 
place cells (Figure 2.A). Shortly after the discovery of place cells, the hippocampus was 
proposed to be the locus of a ‘cognitive map’. This theory stated that the function of the ‘map’ 
provided by the ensembles of place cells with various spatial sensitivity was not only to 
permit spatial navigation throughout an environment, but also to further act as a memory 
framework upon which the significant items and episodes of experience could be 
superimposed (O'Keefe and Nadel, 1978). Since then, many studies have clarified the 
different properties of the distinct subregions of the hippocampus and how they contribute to 
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the generation and dynamic update of the cognitive map (Buzsaki, 2005; McNaughton et al., 
2006; Buzsaki and Moser, 2013). 

 The characterization of hippocampal activity has been the subject of intensive 
investigation for many decades due to the easy recognition of its main electrophysiological 
patterns and their correlation with distinct behaviors. However, still many aspects of its 
function remain poorly understood. One main methodological limitation is that simultaneous 
electrophysiological recording of the whole hippocampus including the different subregions 
was lacking. In the present work, we pretended to bridge this gap and provide new insights 
into the specialization of the different subregions of the hippocampus during complex 
behaviors. 
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3 AIMS OF THE STUDY 
 

 The aims of the present study were to examine and evaluate the information 
processing within the hippocampus in freely moving rats employing the electrophysiological 
assessment of all subregions simultaneously. We intended to provide data regarding the 
differences and similarities between the various hippocampal neuron populations during the 
main functional states of the region. The concrete aims of my work were the following: 

 

To simultaneously investigate the physiological differences within the CA1, CA2 and CA3 
regions of the hippocampus at the cellular level during different behavioral states. 

To characterize the spatio-temporal dynamics of the information flow within the hippocampal 
regions during memory demanding tasks and sleep at the network level. 

To investigate the specialization of the different subregions of CA1, CA2 and CA3 in spatial 
coding. 

To examine the relationship between the synaptic inputs to hippocampal cells and the 
generation of local network activity in each subregion. 
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4 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
4.1 SURGERY AND RECORDINGS  
 Surgery and recordings were performed in the Department of Physiology, Faculty of 
Medicine, University of Szeged and the Neuroscience Institute, Langone Medical Center of 
the New York University. All experiments were performed in a way to minimize the number 
of animals used and were carried out in accordance with the European Union guidelines 
(2003/65/CE) and the National Institutes of Health Guidelines for the Care and Use of Animal 
Research and were approved by the Albert Szent-Györgyi Medical and Pharmaceutical Center 
of the University of Szeged (No.: XIV/218/2016) and the Animal Care and Use Committee of 
New York University Medical Center (No.: 150215-01). Rats (Long-Evans, 3-5 months old 
males) were implanted with  256-site (eight shank, 32 electrode sites per shank, 50 μm 
intersite distance) electrodes (silicon-probes, NeuroNexus, Ann Arbor) with 300 μm 
intershank space along the transverse axis of the dorsal hippocampus (Vandecasteele et al.; 
2012, Berenyi et al., 2014) (Figure 3.B). Animals were held under isoflurane anesthesia and, 
under stereotaxical guidance. Craniotomy was created parallel to the coordinates of the 
transverse axis of the dorsal hippocampus. Silicon probes were inserted above the targeted 
region and microdrives with a movable screw were attached to the skull with dental cement 
(Figure 3.A). Craniotomies were sealed with sterile wax and two stainless steel screws over 
the cerebellum were used as ground and reference during the recordings. We drilled some 
additional screws over the sides of the skull and covered them with dental cement to make the 
implant stronger. A double layered cooper mesh was attached to the skull with dental cement 
and connected to the ground screw to serve as a Faraday shield and avoid external electric 
noise during the recording. We allowed 5 days for the post-surgical recovery and then the 
electrode was advanced gradually (70 μm – 150 μm per day) until the characteristic electrical 
activity of the CA1 pyramidal layer was recognized. The operated animals were kept in 
individual cages. Monitoring and recording of the brain activity as well as the overt behavior 
were done daily for ~30 days per animal (Figure 3.C,D). The electrode was connected to a 
signal multiplexing headstage attached to a light cable hanging from the room ceiling via a 
trolley, which allowed free movement of the animal in the maze. Two LEDs fixed on the 
opposite sides of the cooper mesh were used to track the position of the animal by cameras 
during the recording. Neuronal activity was recorded for long (1-5 hours) sleep sessions in 
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their home cages, while running in a linear track (50-60 trials) for water and/or cookie 
rewards (Figure 3.C,D) and during the performance of different memory tasks. Animals were 
kept under water deprivation during periods of 6 days and one day resting period (every 7th 
day) of free water access. 

 

Figure 3. A) Intraoperative photo of the implanted 256 site electrode in the hippocampus. B) Electrode shanks 
under microscope. C) Snapshot of the linear track maze. D) Screen-shot of the brain signals of the rat during free 
exploration of the maze. 

 The initial processing of the acquired signals consisted of the physiological 
identification of the main cellular layers and the filtering of the signals in the relevant 
frequency bands. The wide-band signal was acquired at 20 kSamples/s (KJE-1001, Amplipex 
Ltd, Hungary) and processed offline. To generate the Local Field Potential (LFP) signal, the 
wide-band signal (0.2-10 kHz) was low-pass filtered and downsampled to 1250 Hz, while the 
occurrences of neuronal firing (‘spikes’ in the extracellular recordings) were detected as 
threshold crossings in the high-pass filtered (>500 Hz) signal. Spike waveforms were 
extracted and detrended from the unfiltered signal. The pyramidal layers of the CA1, CA2 and 
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CA3 regions were identified physiologically by increased unit activity and the occurrence of 
ripples (Ylinen et al., 1995; Mizuseki et al., 2011). Cellular layers and dendritic domains were 
identified with Current Source Density (CSD) analysis and Independent Component Analysis 
(ICA) of the LFPs (Fernandez-Ruiz and Herreras, 2013) assisted by physiological features 
such as the reversal of sharp-waves (Ylinen et al., 1995) and depth versus amplitude profile of 
theta oscillations (Buzsaki, 1986; Montgomery et al., 2009). We used a specific histological 
marker (anti-PCP4 antibody, Sigma HPA005792) to identify post-hoc the CA2 region (Lein et 
al., 2005; Kohara et al., 2014; Valero et al., 2015), helped by the visual inspection of the 
thicker pyramidal layer and wider and sparser cell bodies compared to CA1 in the histological 
sections (Lorente de Nó, 1947; Chevaleyre and Siegelbaum, 2010) . The CA1 region was 
divided into three equally wide subregions: CA1 proximal (next to the border of CA2), CA1 
distal (close to the subiculum) and CA1 intermediate (in the middle). The CA3 area was also 
subdivided into distinct proximo-distally located segments: CA3a (more distal, close to CA2), 
CA3c (proximal, within the dentate gyrus) and CA3b (in the middle) (Lu et al., 2015). The 
vertical distribution of the recording sites of the shanks allowed us to cover multiple depths of 
the soma layer. The middle of the pyramidal layer was identified by the maximum power of 
the ripples, the superficial layers were the one located below (towards stratum radiatum) and 
the deep layers were defined as the one located above (towards stratum oriens) (Mizuseki et 
al., 2011; Oliva et al., 2016b). 

4.2  TISSUE PROCESSING AND IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY 
 After terminating the experiments, we deeply anesthetized the animals and perfused 
them transcardially with an initial 0.9% NaCl solution followed by 4% paraformaldehyde 
solution. Brains were kept for one day in paraformaldehyde solution and then placed into 
phosphate buffer saline (PBS) until sectioning. For histological evaluation, brains were sliced 
into 70 μm thick slices (Leica Vibratome), with a 45º angle from the midline to capture the 
plane parallel to the implanted electrodes. Slices with visible traces of electrode shanks 
locations were immunolabelled with PCP4 (specific CA2 region marker) (Lein et al., 2005; 
Kohara et al., 2014; Valero et al., 2015). For this process, slices were washed three times in 
PBS-Tx 1% (Triton X-100 ‒ laboratory grade, Sigma 9002-93-1), then blocked with 3% 
bovine serum albumin in PBS-Tx and then exposed to overnight incubation (at room 
temperature) with the primary antibody solution containing rabbit anti-PCP4 (1:300, Sigma 
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HPA005792). Then slices were washed again in PBS-Tx (three times) and incubated for 2h 
(at room temperature) with goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor-488 (1:500, Jackson Immunoresearch 
115-545-003) (Valero et al., 2015). Sections were finally washed in PBS and mounted on 
glass slides with fluorescence medium (Fluoroshield with DAPI , Sigma F6057). 
Immunostained slices were visualized and images were acquired with a confocal microscope 
(LSM880 Carl Zeiss) and/or with and epifluorescence microscope (AxioImager Carl Zeiss). 

4.3  SPIKE SORTING AND UNIT CLASSIFICATION 
 To detect neuronal spikes we applied a digital high-pass filter to the LFP signal (0.5-5 
kHz) by a threshold crossing-based algorithm (spikedetekt2; https://github.com/klusta-
team/spikedetekt2). The detected spikes were then sorted with an automatic software which is 
based on a masked EM (Expectation-Maximization) algorithm for Gaussians mixtures, 
implemented in KlustaKwik2 (Kadir et al., 2014) (https://github.com/klusta-
team/klustakwik/). Once the automatic clusters were generated, we used the physiological 
characteristics of the neurons to manually adjust the different clusters in KlustaViewa 
software until we reached to have well-isolated single neurons (Rossant et al., 2015) 
(https://github.com/klusta-team/klustaviewa/) (Figure 4).  

 

Figure 4.Screenshot of the KlustaViewa software during manual clustering process. Two neurons are shown 
(yellow and pink), with different autocorrelograms and waveforms on the same electrode shank, matching with 
the separation of their corresponding cluster clouds in the orthogonal principal component space. 
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The clusters corresponding to noise or multiunit activity, which we were not able to separate 
into the different contributing cells, as well as poor quality or very low number of spikes (< 
50) clusters, were discarded from the analysis. The quality of the isolation was estimated with 
isolation distance measurements and an interspike interval index for every cluster (Schmitzer-
Torbert et al., 2005). Once the clusters were properly isolated, we attempted to classify the 
clusters as excitatory or inhibitory neurons based on their autocorrelograms, waveform 
characteristics, and detected monosynaptic interactions between all the simultaneously 
isolated neurons (Bartho et al., 2004; Mizuseki et al., 2009). 

4.4  PLACE CELL CLASSIFICATION AND PHASE PRECESSION ANALYSIS 
 All advanced analysis were performed in Matlab (MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox 
2014a, The MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States) by using standard 
toolboxes and custom-written scripts. The position of the animals were recorded while they 
were running in a linear track, these two-dimensional coordinates were projected onto the 
track axis. Next, we split the track into 5 cm wide segments to bin the neuronal activity and 
generate the number of spikes per bin (spike count map) and the occupancy map (time spent 
into each spatial bin). We calculated the rate map as the spike count map divided by the time 
spent at each bin, smoothed by a Gaussian kernel (SD = 5 cm). We defined a place field as a 
contiguous region of at least 15 cm (50 pixels), with a firing rate exceeding the 10% of the 
peak rate in the maze. Additionally, firing rates of less than 2 Hz (or less than 50 spikes) and 
fields with a spatial coherence of less than 0.7 were discarded. We then calculated the number 
of place fields per cell, spatial information (Skaggs et al., 1993b) and selectivity (Skaggs et 
al., 1996) individually for both directions. 

 For each place field we extracted the instantaneous theta phase of each spike, 
considering the local (same shank) CA1 pyramidal layer LFP. To visualize the shifting in 
phase of the spikes inside the theta cycle (phase-precession), we plotted the phase values 
against a normalized position in the track. We applied a circular-linear regression on the 
position versus theta phase data, and computed the slope, the strength of the correlation and 
the phase range of the shifting spikes (Kempter et al., 2012). For further analyses of phase 
precession, we considered just place fields with a significant (p < 0.05) phase-position 
correlation. 
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4.5  THETA MODULATION ANALYSIS 
 To evaluate theta epochs, we band-pass filtered the CA1 pyramidal layer LFP (using a 
zero-lag digital filter) in the theta frequency (5-11 Hz) and neighboring bands (1-4 Hz, 12-14 
Hz). Then we detected increased segments of the ratio of the powers of the theta band and the 
neighboring bands, and manually adjusted it to isolate theta states in both, wakefulness and 
sleep states. Theta epochs during running were labeled as RUN and those during sleep were 
labeled as REM. Low theta power and low speed (less than 2 cm/s) periods during 
wakefulness were classified as WAKE and during sleeping were classified as non-REM sleep 
(SLEEP). The phase of the theta band signal was obtained by Hilbert transform. Theta peaks 
were selected as 0º and 360º and troughs as 180º and 540º. We calculated the theta 
modulation index of spike trains using the mean resultant length of the phases and we 
estimated the significance using the statistic of the Rayleigh test for non-uniformity using the 
circular statistic toolbox (Berens, 2009). To study the spike-theta phase relationship of the 
different cells, we calculated two complementary measures: first, we computed the 
distribution of all the spikes in the different populations of interest and second, we calculated 
the distribution of the preferred phases of all single neurons corresponding to these same 
groups of neurons (Mizuseki et al., 2009; Mizuseki et al., 2012; Oliva et al., 2016b). 

4.6  RIPPLE DETECTION 
 To evaluate ripple activity, first we detected theta epochs as described previously and 
included for this analysis only the non-theta periods. We band-pass filtered (Difference-Of-
Gaussians, DOG; zero-lag; linear phase FIR filter) the wide-band signal of the LFP in the 
distinct pyramidal layers for the frequency of interest, 80-250 Hz (Stark et al., 2014). Then, 
we calculated the instantaneous power by clipping the signal at 4 SD, rectified it and then 
low-pass filtered it (with a frequency which corresponds to π cycles of the mean pass band, 
for example, for 80-250 Hz band-pass, the low pass was 55 Hz). We used non-REM sleep 
periods with no ripple oscillations present, to calculate the mean and SD of the baseline of the 
LFP signal. Then, we computed the power of the non-clipped signal and detect all the events 
which exceeded 4 SD above the average. These events were expanded until the power felt 
below 2 SDs. Events with very short (< 15 ms) durations were discarded. Also, if the events 
following each other with less than 15 ms gap were merged. To align the events, troughs 
closest to the peak power were identified as zero timestamp. For the CA1 region, we detected 
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additionally the sharp-waves (SPW) by applying a band-pass filter (5-40 Hz) on the LFP in 
the stratum radiatum, adjusted to the sharp-waves features. Events with a minimum duration 
of 20 ms and a maximum time of 400 ms and which exceeded 2.5 SD amplitude of the 
reference signal were included as SPW-R event. Only sharp-waves accompanied 
simultaneously with ripple oscillations were kept for further analysis as a CA1 ripple event. 

 We applied this procedure to every shank of the electrode independently. The 
recording site with the maximum ripple amplitude was assumed to be the center of the CA1, 
CA2 or CA3 pyramidal layer on each shank (Mizuseki et al., 2011; Oliva et al., 2016a) and 
used as the reference site for detecting events in that shank respectively. For most of the 
analysis, unless otherwise noted, times of the peaks of CA2 ripple power and CA1 SPW 
trough times at reference sites of all shanks placed in the same region (and subregion for the 
CA3 area) were averaged and used as time stamps. 

 To detect co-occurring events, we used a time window of 60 ms (before or after the 
peak power of the reference ripple). For this analysis, we selected just one reference site per 
region (i.e. one reference site in CA1 and one reference site in CA3). 

4.7  RIPPLE MODULATION OF UNIT FIRING  
 To analyze the firing of the neurons from different regions we considered 
independently the ripples detected in CA1, CA2 and CA3. The units which met the isolation 
criteria described previously and with more than 100 spikes in a given session were examined 
regarding their firing dynamics during ripples. The duration of each ripple was normalized for 
every recording session. Then, for each individual neuron we considered all spikes around 
each ripple (in a window of 100 ms) and group them into 5 ms bins, for all ripples in the 
session. We then constructed ripple cross-correlograms and set the 95% upper and lower 
confidence intervals to a surrogate test (n = 1000). If a particular neuron crosses the upper 
significance threshold inside the duration of the ripple, it was entitled as positively modulated 
by ripples, and if the neuron firing crossed the lower significance threshold, it was classified 
as a negatively modulated one (Oliva et al., 2016a). If a neuron did not cross any of the 
significance levels, we considered it as non-ripple modulated cell and discarded it from the 
rest of the analysis. For every individual cell we constructed peri-ripple [-100 ‒ +100 ms] 
firing rate histograms (with 1 ms bin). To construct the population average, we used the z-
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scored values of the firing rate histograms and smoothed them with a Gaussian kernel (SD = 5 
ms). The mean and SD curves were calculated for every region and subregion to compare the 
time of the firing of the different subpopulations. 

To examine the probability of participation in ripples of the different subpopulations, we 
defined the number of events in which a neuron fired at least one spike during the ripple 
divided by the total number of ripples detected in the corresponding region. 

4.8  CROSS-CORRELOGRAM ANALYSIS OF SPIKE TRAINS  
 To study if two neurons were functionally connected within a monosynaptic window, 
we studied the cross-correlogram (CCG) dynamics of their spike trains. This measurement 
was validated to be useful to indirectly infer putative monosynaptic connections (Csicsvari et 
al., 1998; Bartho et al., 2004; Fujisawa et al., 2008; Amarasingham et al., 2012). A CCG 
between a pair of neurons from different subregions (Figure 5.A,B) was constructed as the 
time resolved distribution of the spike transmission probability between a reference spike 
train (neuron 1) and a temporally  shifted target spike train (neuron 2). To estimate if there 
was a monosynaptic connection between the neurons we detected sharp peaks or troughs 
within a window interval of [-5 , +5] ms. For each neuron pair, we constructed a surrogate 
data set by randomly and independently jittering 1000 times each spike within the spike trains 
on a uniform interval of [-5, +5] ms. We constructed a CCG surrogate data set for each bin 
and calculated the 99% acceptance bands (Fujisawa et al., 2008). Statistical error of multiple 
comparisons were compensated by generating a ‘global significance band’ as described earlier 
(Fujisawa et al., 2008). If any of the bins of the CCG cross the significance bands (upper or 
lower) within the considered time window, we considered as an excitatory (Figure 5.A,B) or 
inhibitory monosynaptic connection.  

We quantified the strength of the connectivity between a pair of neurons as the standardized 
height of the monosynaptic peaks, defined as: 

jitter
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h
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µ
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where h is the peak height, jitterµ  is the jittered mean, and jitterσ  is the jittered standard 

deviation (Fujisawa et al., 2008). 
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Figure 5. Examples of different putative monosynaptic pairs (pyramidal-interneuron) between different regions; 
i) CA3c-CA1 proximal, ii) CA3b-CA1 intermediate, iii) CA3a-CA1 proximal, and iv) CA2-CA1 proximal. 

 To study the peri-ripple activity of neurons from a population point of view, we 
constructed also CCGs with the spikes of the neurons from the different regions within the 
peri-ripple considered time (Oliva et al., 2016a). For the group cross-correlograms, we 
compared all pairs of neurons from one region to another one. As previously, for each pair of 
neurons, each spike of the train was randomly and independently jittered (n = 1000) on a 
uniform interval of [-50 , +50] ms, to build the surrogate data set. CCGs were calculated for 
real and surrogate data sets as a function of time across the interval [-200, +200] ms, and 
CCGs of all the pairs were summed up per bin and then smoothed with a Gaussian kernel (SD 
= 5 ms). We used the smoothed groups to construct the global acceptance bands, and the bins 
of the real datasets crossing the upper global band were identified as significant bins 
(Fujisawa et al., 2008). We calculated an additional CCG by randomly shuffling the CCG 
directionality of the pairs (n = 1000), and we used it to quantify the asymmetry of the CCGs. 

4.9  WAVELET ANALYSIS 
 A precise quantitative method to characterize oscillations in the brain is the wavelet 
analysis. To examine our high-frequency oscillatory patterns with high resolutions, we 
applied a complex wavelet transform (CWT) using complex Morlet wavelets (MATLAB, The 
MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA) (Torrence and Compo, 1998) to the LFP. The CWT shows a 
measure of the amplitude and phase across time for each provided wavelet scale as a 
convolution of the input data sequence with a set of functions generated from the mother 
wavelet. The spectrograms were then calculated for all the detected ripples in a [-200, +200] 
ms window, considering the LFP in the center of the pyramidal layer of each sharp-wave. All 
individual spectrograms were averaged to generate a mean representative spectrogram for 
each region. 
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5 RESULTS 
 Animals were implanted with high-density silicon-probes (32 recording sites on each 
shank separated by 50 μm, 256 recording sites on eight shanks in total) parallel to the 
transverse axis of the dorsal hippocampus, allowing to target the CA1 region from the 
proximal (fimbrial) to the distal (subicular) poles, the CA3 region from the proximal (CA3c) 
to the distal (CA3a) portion as well as the CA2 region (Lorente de Nó, 1947; Henriksen et al., 
2010; Lu et al., 2015). Rats were recorded during exploration, running while performing a 
linear track running task and during sleep. Both, LFPs and single unit activities from all layers 
of the CA1, CA2, and CA3 regions of the hippocampus were recorded. Segmentation of the 
different regions and subregions were made according to physiological criteria (Diba and 
Buzsaki, 2008; Mizuseki et al., 2009; Royer et al., 2010), difference in the width of the 
pyramidal layer and larger size of the neurons in the CA2 region compare to CA1, and finally 
the extensive recurrent collateral and negligible mossy fiber inputs in CA2 compare to CA3 
(Lorente de Nó, 1947; Tamamaki et al., 1988; Jones and McHugh, 2011). Post-hoc 
immunohistological validation of the electrode locations was confirmed with the help of 
PCP4 antibody staining (Kohara et al., 2014; Valero et al., 2015). 

5.1 STATE-DEPENDENT FIRING PATTERNS AND FUNCTIONAL 
CONNECTIVITY WITHIN AND ACROSS THE DIFFERENT REGIONS 

 The precise rate code of action potentials (APs) of neurons can mirror their relation to 
the different external stimuli they are exposed to. Therefore, we used this measurement (firing 
rate) to reveal functional differences between different subpopulations of neurons within the 
hippocampus. To examine the differences in intrinsic properties of neurons, we calculated the 
overall firing rates of single pyramidal cells, during different behavioral states (RUN, WAKE, 
SLEEP, REM) (Oliva et al., 2016b) (Figure 6). Altogether, firing rates of CA2 cells were the 
highest for all brain states, followed by CA1, which were also higher than the CA3 neurons (p 
< 0.001 for CA2-CA1 and p < 0.01 for CA3-CA1 comparisons, rank sum test). When we 
compared the distinct subregions, we found that CA1 proximal cells showed higher firing 
rates than distal ones (F(2, 387) = 15.25, p < 0.001, ANOVA test). However, in the case of 
CA3, CA3a (distal) had higher firing rates than their CA3c (proximal) peers (F(2, 279) = 
6.76, p < 0.0012). Cells located at distinct depths along the pyramidal layer displayed also 
differences in the firing dynamics for the CA1 and CA2 regions, showing a tendency for 
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higher firing rates for the deeply located cells and lower for the superficial ones (p < 0.01 for 
CA1 and CA2, signed rank test). In the CA3 region no significant differences were found 
between the distinct depths of soma layers. For the different regions, some significant 
differences were found during the different states. In general, all regions fired more during 
RUN state (F(3, 1007) = 20.42, p < 0.001), with the exception of CA2, which appeared to fire 
the most during the awake quiet state (F(3, 1007) = 4, p = 0.007). Another interesting source 
of variance was notable during REM state. Firing rate of all population were generally lower 
but most markedly for CA1 superficial cells (p < 0.05 for proximal, intermediate and distal 
portions) and the proximal portion (CA3c) of CA3 pyramidal cells (F(2, 279) = 3.04, p 
=0.046 for all subregions in CA3). 

 

Figure 6. Firing rates during RUN, SLEEP, REM and WAKE states for pyramidal cells in all subregions in the 
hippocampus. 

The phase of the theta cycle, in which the different cells tend to fire, also change for 
the distinct subpopulations (Oliva et al., 2016b). Between regions, the CA1 pyramidal cells 
fire in the ascending theta phase whereas the CA3 pyramidal neurons fire on the descending 
phase (Figure 7). The most notable difference within the CA1 region appears for deep and 
superficial neurons, showing a 180° shift for the deep neurons during the REM state compare 
to the RUN periods. The preferred firing phase of the proximal compare to the distal sites’ 
cells remained rather constant (Figure 7.A). For neurons in the distinct subregions of CA3, we 
observed a gradual shift, which followed the anatomy; from an almost ascending phase in the 
case of CA3a cells toward the descending phase of the cycle for the CA3c pyramidal neurons. 
CA2 pyramidal cells also showed a very constant preferred phase during their firing in the 
ascending phase of the theta cycle. For CA2- and CA3 regions we did not observe any phase 
shift during REM. The preferred firing phase of the interneurons showed a bimodal tendency, 
especially in the CA1 region (Figure 7.B). 
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Figure 7. A) Distribution of the preferred phases of pyramidal cells and B) interneurons from different 
subregions of the hippocampus during the theta cycle of different states, RUN and REM. 

 

 The vast majority of the neurons (both principal cells and interneurons) in the 
hippocampus appear to be strongly theta modulated during exploration and REM sleep 
(Buzsaki, 1983). In all regions, theta modulation strength was higher during REM compared 
to RUN state (p < 0.05 for all comparisons, rank sum test) and CA3 pyramidal neurons (from 
all subregions) were the most modulated by theta oscillations compared to CA2 and CA1 (p < 
0.01 and p < 0.05 for CA3-CA2 and CA3-CA1 comparisons, rank sum test) (Figure 8.A). 
Inside the CA1 region, the strength of the modulation increased from distal to proximal CA1 
site (F(2, 236) = 14.34, p < 0.001) during the RUN state, while in the CA3 region the gradient 
was markedly notable during the REM state and increased from CA3a toward CA3c region 
(F(2, 217) = 8, p = 0.047). During RUN state superficial CA1 pyramidal cells were more 
modulated by theta than deeper ones, especially in the distal part (p < 0.05, rank sum test) and 
during REM the deeper cells showed a higher modulation, especially in the proximal part (p < 
0.01, rank sum test). Most of the interneurons also appeared to be highly theta modulated 
(Figure 8.B).  
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Figure 8. A) Modulation strength (mean vector length) of pyramidal cells and B) interneurons from different 
subregions. 

 

 Because our electrode covered the whole transverse axis of the hippocampus and we 
recorded simultaneously the firing of the different types of neurons located in the distinct 
regions, we could study the inter-regional monosynaptic connections. The connectivity 
between cells from distinct subregions appeared to be significantly different (Figure 9). We 
defined monosynaptic connections between pyramidal cells and interneurons based on the 
presence of a sharp peak in their CCGs within a time lag of ±5 ms, as described in chapter 4. 
Methods. We found that the pyramidal cells from the CA3a site preferentially connect with 
the interneurons of the CA1 proximal part (p < 0.01, rank sum test), whereas the CA3c 
pyramidal cells project more to the distal part of CA1 (F(2, 387) = 5.5, p = 0.049) (Figure 
9.A). From the CA2 region, more connected pairs were found with to the proximal CA1 site, 
especially from the CA2 deep located cells toward the deep CA1 proximal interneurons (p < 
0.01, rank sum test). Within the CA2 and the distinct CA3 subregions, significantly more 
connections were found from CA2 toward CA3a compared with the CA3b and CA3c sites (p 
< 0.01, unpaired t-test). We quantified the strength of these connections by calculating the 
standardized peak height (‘h’) using the jittered surrogate and the real CCG. We found that 
the connectivity between CA3 and CA1 (the average of all pairs’ h values from the distinct 
CA3 subregions toward CA1) is in general stronger than the connectivity between CA2 and 
CA1 (average of all pairs’ h values from CA2 to CA1) (F(2, 279) = 3.21, p = 0.044) (Figure 
9.B). 
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Figure 9. A) Synaptic transmission probability between different regions (CA2-CA1 and CA3-CA1 in left panel 
and CA2-CA3 in right panel). B) Average strength of monosynaptic connections for the different subregions 
connectivity (CA2-CA1 and CA3-CA1 in left panel and CA2-CA3 in right panel). 

5.2 SPATIAL CODING PROPERTIES ALONG THE HIPPOCAMPAL 
TRANSVERSE AXIS  

 With the simultaneous recording of all hippocampal regions, we could study the 
differences during spatial navigation in the distinct areas. While to date most of the 
experiments to elucidate the basis of hippocampal spatial coding has been done by recording 
only one region (or two in some cases), we now could provide a systemic comparison under 
the exact same behavioral conditions of the firing responses of the cells from the different 
subregions of the hippocampus during navigational tasks (Oliva et al., 2016b). 

 We found a larger number of place cells located in CA2 and CA1 (considering all 
parts of the transverse axis), whereas a smaller portion of CA3 neurons (from all regions) 
responded to particular spatial locations (68% in CA1, 66% in CA2, 42% in CA3, p < 0.05 for 
CA1 and CA2 in comparison with CA3, rank sum test) (Figure 10.A). No significant 
differences in the number of place cells could be attributed to the distinct sites of CA1 
(proximal versus distal) whereas this number increased from CA3c toward CA3a (F(2, 45) = 
11, p = 0.007). The number of place fields per cell also varied across subregions (Figure 
10.B). However, for the different depth of soma layers the differences were notable in CA1, 
with more place cells in the deep layers than in the superficial ones (p < 0.05 for all 
subregions, rank sum test), but not in CA2 or CA3 distinct depth layers. Place cells with 
several fields were preferentially located in CA2, CA3a and distal CA1 (32% for CA2, 22% 
for CA3a, and 30% for CA1 distal cells, ANOVA test for number of fields versus regions, 
F(6, 185) = 4.6, p = 0.041), whereas cells with one single field were found to be in CA1 
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proximal and CA3c (85% in CA1 proximal and 95% in CA3c, F(6, 106) = 8.1, p = 0.04). The 
size of the fields also displayed significant differences, from larger fields in CA1 distal sites 
compared to proximal CA1 (F(2, 247) = 3.6, p = 0.01) and larger fields in CA3a compared to 
the CA3c border (F(2, 119) = 6.89, p = 0.0014) (Figure 10.C). We did not find significant 
differences in the deep cells field size compared to the superficial ones in any region. 

 

Figure 10. A) Proportion of place cells in the different regions and subregions. B) Proportion of cells regarding 
the number of place fields per cell in the different subregions. C) Place field sizes in the distinct locations. 

Next, we analyzed the firing rates inside the place fields of the distinct locations (Oliva et al., 
2016b). We found that deep cells of the CA1 and CA2 regions fire more inside the fields than 
their superficial peers (p < 0.05 for distal CA1, p < 0.05 for intermediate CA1, p < 0.01 for 
proximal CA1 and p < 0.001 for CA2) (Figure 11.A). However, in the case of the CA3 region, 
superficial cells fire more inside the place field than the deep located ones (p < 0.01 for CA3a, 
CA3b and CA3c). The peak firing rate (maximum of the firing rate inside the field) showed 
the same distribution; higher in CA1 proximal compare to distal sites (F(2, 247) = 4.6, p = 
0.049) and higher in CA3a than in CA3c (F(2, 119) = 6.7, p = 0. 0017) (Figure 11.B). 

 
Figure 11. A) Mean firing rate, B) peak firing rate, in the distinct subregions. 
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 The properties, which quantitatively characterize the spatially responsive cells, also 
showed variations across subregions. First, we analyzed the selectivity of the cells to fire in a 
particular location, defined as the peak of the firing rate inside the field and divided by the 
mean rate in the linear maze. We concluded that the more selective neurons are located CA3 
and increase from CA3a toward CA3c (Figure 12.A, F(2, 45) = 7.9, p = 0.038) and also from 
CA1 distal toward CA1 proximal (F(2, 185) = 6.2, p = 0.03) (Figure 12.A). In the CA1 and 
CA2 regions, the superficial cells showed higher selectivity than the deep ones (p < 0.05 and 
p < 0.001, rank sum test) and no difference appeared in the CA3 region for the different 
depth. 

 Then we analyzed the information content (bits per spike) of the distinct cells and was 
found that CA3 neurons are more spatially informative than the CA1 neurons, which at the 
same time are more informative than CA2 cells (Figure 12.B, p < 0.01 for CA3 compare to 
CA1, and p < 0.001 for CA3 compare to CA2, rank sum test) (Figure 12.B). Inside the 
different regions, CA1 proximal cells had higher information indices than CA1 distal (F(2, 
185) = 3.91, p = 0.021) whereas these values increased from CA2 border toward CA3c (F(3, 
180) = 3.87, p = 0.0098). 

 

 

Figure 12. A) Selectivity index, and B) spatial information index, in the distinct subregions. 

 

 Important information that our recordings could provide is a comparison of the phase-
precession properties of the pyramidal cells located in the different regions (Figure 13.A). We 
use the theta phase of the local LFP as reference in the middle of the pyramidal layer, 
considering 0̊ as the theta peaks and 180̊ as the theta troughs. Phase precession in the CA1 
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region has been broadly studied (Skaggs et al., 1996; Dragoi et al., 2003; Maurer et al., 2006), 
however a comparison between the different areas inside the region was still missing. We 
found that cells from all subregions in CA1 display phase precession, but the phase range 
which subscribe the shifting inside the cycle increased from distal to proximal sites (Figure 
13.B, F(2, 247) = 3.75, p = 0.024). When we compared CA1 with CA2 and CA3, we found 
that the phase range of CA2 and CA3 cells are significantly shorter (p < 0.0001 and p < 0.001 
for all subregions of CA1 compared with CA2 and CA3 respectively, rank sum test). 

 In addition, distributions of regression slopes and strength of phase-position 
correlation displayed differences within regions (Figure 13.C). A sharper slope characterized 
the phase precession of CA1 cells, whereas in CA2 and CA3 was smoother (Figure 13.B; p < 
0.01 for CA1-CA2 comparison and p < 0.05 for CA1-CA3, rank sum test). The strength of the 
phase precession for the distinct cell groups showed intrinsic differences, being higher in 
proximal CA1 sites and lower in distal ones (F(2, 247) = 4.46, p = 0.012) as well as gradually 
increased from CA3a toward CA3c (F(2, 247) = 2.63, p = 0.043) (Figure 13.D). The different 
sites of CA1 displayed higher strength than CA2 and CA3 (p < 0.01 comparison between all 
subregions of CA1 with CA2 and CA3, rank sum test) also. 

 

 

Figure 13.A) Examples of phase-precessing cells from various subregions. B), Range, C), slope and D) strength 
of the phase precession for the different subregions (note that CA2 and CA3 are shorter than CA1). 
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5.3 ACTIVATION DYNAMICS OF HIPPOCAMPAL SUBREGIONS DURING 
SPW-RS 

 SPW-Rs are LFP patterns which reflect the firing of the neurons within and across 
regions in a very organized manner (Ylinen et al., 1995; Sullivan et al., 2011; Schlingloff et 
al., 2014; Stark et al., 2014). The fast oscillation ripples (100-250 Hz) in the stratum 
pyramidale of the CA1 region is accompanied with a slow negative SPW (sink in a current 
source density map) (Figure 14.A). The CA3 region shows ripples simultaneously with CA1, 
albeit of lower frequency (Figure 14.B). However, the ripples in the CA2 region showed two 
very characteristic types of patterns (Figure 14.C). In one of these types, the CA2 ripple 
occurred 10-20 ms earlier than the CA1 ripples and was follow by the classical response in 
CA1, large negative LFP sharp-wave in the stratum radiatum and LFP positivity and current 
source in the stratum pyramidale. The other type of pattern was represented by a negative 
wave (and sink in the CSD map) in the stratum oriens of CA1 and a positive LFP wave and 
current source in the stratum radiatum. This chapter details our analysis illustrating that local 
CA2 activity can precede CA1 SWP-Rs and that there are at least two modes in which 
synchronous network activity can propagate from CA2 to CA1 (Oliva et al., 2016a). 

 

Figure 14. Different types of ripples detected in distinct subregions of the hippocampus. A) Average CSD-LFP 
map for CA1 triggered ripples. B) Average CSD-LFP map for CA3 triggered ripples. C) Average CSD-LFP map 
for the two types of CA2 ripples. 
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 As a complementary approach, we calculated the wavelet spectrograms in every 
region. We analyzed the peri-SPW LFP traces (200 ms and centered on the SPW trough of 
CA1) from the pyramidal layer of every recording shank corresponding to different regions. 
The maximum ripple power of the CA2 region appeared markedly earlier than the CA1 SPW 
(Figure 14, p < 0.001, t-test) (Figure 15). Another notable feature, which appeared to be 
different across regions, was the power within the various behavioral states. While in CA1 
and CA3 the power was higher during SLEEP (p < 0.05 and p < 0.001 for CA1 and CA3 
respectively, paired t-test) (Figure 15.A), for the CA2 region a stronger ripple power occurred 
during WAKE (p < 0.001, paired t-test) (Figure 15.B). 

 

Figure 15. SPW-R spectrograms of the different regions for all detected events (averaged) during both states, A) 
SLEEP state, B) WAKE state. 

 Since the power peak of the ripple frequency band appeared to be earlier in CA2, we 
studied the firing dynamics of the pyramidal neurons from the distinct subregions of the 
hippocampus during SPW-Rs (Oliva et al., 2016a). For each cell, we calculated the average 
firing rate during all CA1 and CA2 detected ripples (100 ms window, z-scored values; Figure 
16.A and Figure 16.B respectively). We found that most of the neurons in CA1 (95%) and in 
all subregions of CA3 (87% in CA3a, 93% in CA3b, and 90% in CA3c) are positively 
modulated (increase their firing rate) during ripples detected in both regions, CA1 and CA2. 
In contrast, we found that in the CA2 region only around half of the population is positively 
modulated (45%) during the ripples detected in CA1, while the another part (54%) possessed 
a complex behavior; they slowly increased their firing rate hundreds of milliseconds before 
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the CA1 ripples, and become negatively modulated when the ripple occurs. Moreover, these 
two populations uniformly increased their firing rate during CA2 detected ripples, being not 
distinguishable anymore. We termed the two groups as ripple-ramping cells (increasing the 
firing rate during CA2 ripples but negatively modulated during CA1 ripples) and phasic cells 
(increasing the firing rate both during CA2 and CA1 ripples). Moreover, when we calculated 
the peak firing rate during ripples of the different subpopulations, we found correlated 
temporal sequence matching with the anatomy; an initial activation of the CA2 ramping group 
(Figure 15; 25 ± 2.5/33 ± 2.3 ms before for SLEEP and WAKE state respectively), then CA2 
phasic group (18 ± 0.5/28 ± 0.9 ms for SLEEP and WAKE state respectively), followed by 
CA3a, CA3b and CA3c and then CA1 cells. 

 

Figure 16. Peri-SPW-R z-scored values of the firing rate of all pyramidal cells responding to ripples in the 
different regions. A) SPW-R are detected in the CA1 region. B) Ripples are detected in the CA2 region. 

 Then we investigated the local circuitry of the two different subpopulations in CA2, 
(i.e. ramping and phasic cells) (Oliva et al., 2016a). We recorded neurons at multiple depths 
of the soma layer through multiple sites on the shank which crossed the histologically 
identified CA2 region (Figure 17.A,B). We defined the center of the soma layer as the largest 
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ripple-power identified site in the local LFP (Figure 17.C,D). In the middle of the layer, we 
found the higher number of cells (from both types, ramping and phasic neurons). However, 
when we analyzed the depth location of the ramping and phasic neurons, we found that they 
were clearly segregated anatomically. Ramping cells were preferentially located in deep 
layers (toward str. oriens) whereas phasic neurons in superficial ones (toward str. radiatum) 
(Figure 17.E). We reproduced the CA1 SPW-R z-scored firing patterns based on the deep and 
superficial distinction of CA2 pyramidal cells and we found that the distribution reliably 
resembles the ramping and phasic groups defined previously (Figure 17.F). Although we 
could not fully exclude a limited contamination to the superficial cells (phasic neurons) from 
the adjacent CA3a pyramidal neurons, we were able to see phasic behavior in some neurons 
located in the middle and even deep locations as well, corroborating that both, phasic and 
ramping neurons mainly belong to the CA2 region (Figure 17.G). 

 

Figure 17. A) Average waveforms (top panels) of representative ramping (1th   to 4th panels) and phasic neurons 
(5th   to 8th panels), identified by the average peri-ripple response (bottom panels). B) PCP4 immunolabeled cells 
in CA2 at different depths. Black dots denote the recording sites of the shank penetrating CA2, while sites 
marked with red circles are marking the origin of the waveform traces on panel A. C) Average LFP and D) 
absolute power during ripples in CA2 at different depths. E) Depth distribution of the two types of neurons 
within the CA2 soma layers. F) Peri-SPW-R firing rates for deep and superficial neurons during different states. 
G) Percentage of ramping and phasic cells located at different depths of the in the CA2 pyramidal layer. 
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6 DISCUSSION 
 

 With our novel technique of large-scale electrophysiological experiments, we could 
investigate how the main functional properties of the hippocampus are organized within the 
different subregions. The simultaneous recording of all areas allowed us to characterize 
information processing in every neuronal subpopulation in freely moving rats. With our 
methods, we could study simultaneously both local activity and network properties, while the 
conditions are identical. We were able to dissect the functional contribution of every 
subregion to the spatial navigation process and network synchrony. The simultaneous 
targeting of the distinct subregions offer us a wider framework to study the different neuronal 
dynamics during the hippocampal functioning. We were able to provide important new 
insights to the knowledge of the spatio-temporal organization of sharp-wave ripples, which 
are known to be important in transferring memory engrams from the hippocampal episodic 
memory circuit to the cortical long-term storages. 

 

6.1 CONNECTIVITY, FIRING PROPERTIES AND PHYSIOLOGICAL 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HIPPOCAMPAL SUBREGIONS 

 The firing dynamics of the principal cells located in distinct subregions of the 
hippocampus appeared to be notably different and variable within the various behavioral 
states (Mizuseki et al., 2012; Oliva et al., 2016b) . In general, all the neurons fired more 
during the RUN state, indicating that these periods are more demanding (mainly due to the 
higher number of sensory inputs) and actively entrain most of the neurons in the 
hippocampus. An exception was notable for the CA2 region, in which neurons fired more 
during WAKE but quiet periods. This can be attributed to the recently discovered functional 
network, which code the animal’s position during immobility and is located in the CA2 region 
(Kay et al., 2016). The REM state was characterized by lower firing rates in general in all 
regions. This is in line with the recently proposed theory that neuron's firing rates are 
homeostatically regulated (Hengen et al., 2013), an emerging framework which state that 
firing rates of neurons increase during waking (Miyawaki and Diba, 2016) and decrease to a 
lower, constantly fluctuating range during sleep (Vyazovskiy et al., 2009) . Following this 
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flow of idea, the putative role of sleep may be to serve as a largely recuperative function for 
the brain (Feinberg, 1974; Borbely, 1982; Tononi and Cirelli, 2006). According to this model, 
neocortical excitability (a parameter which is used to refer changes in firing rate and synaptic 
strength) increases cumulatively during waking behavior due to the many sensory demands 
and conversely, decrease during sleep (Grosmark et al., 2012), as it is also shown in our data 
(Oliva et al., 2016b). 

  The functional connectivity between the different neuronal subpopulations also 
showed distinct patterns that correlate with the intrinsic anatomical wiring of the 
hippocampus (Figure 9.B). Following previously reported anatomical studies, our functional 
monosynaptic analysis showed that CA3 subregions innervate preferentially different poles of 
the CA1 transverse axis. While CA3a projects more to CA1 proximal site, CA3c axons 
preferentially target the distal part of CA1. This is in line with the evidences provided by 
studies performing full CA3 axon reconstruction (Ishizuka et al., 1990; Witter et al., 2000) 
and suggests that slightly different information may be carried by distinct functional pathways 
through the hippocampus. For the case of the small CA2 region, the preferred connections 
were established with its closest neighbor regions, the CA3a and the CA1 proximal site. This 
finding also resemble previous anatomical studies (Tamamaki et al., 1988), but furthermore, it 
demonstrates the importance of the traditionally neglected CA2 area which send direct 
connections not just to the neighboring CA3 area, but also to the main hippocampal output 
region, to the CA1. The recent findings assigning this small region to different functions 
remark that a direct connectivity from CA2 to CA1 actively functions as a complementary 
path during the information processing in the hippocampus (Mankin et al., 2015; Kay et al., 
2016; Oliva et al., 2016a). 

 Importantly, the strength of the connectivity appeared to be different between the 
various subpopulations. While a very strong synaptic transmission characterizes the CA3-
CA1 connectivity (pyramidals to interneurons), lower values characterize the transmission 
between CA2-CA3 and CA2-CA1 (Figure 9.B). Although many recent works highlighted the 
complementary pathways, which contribute to the complex processing of this structure, the 
classical trisynaptic circuit still route the majority of the information flow within the 
hippocampus. According to this framework, the entorhinal cortex sends information to the 
hippocampus through DG and CA3 and finally CA1. Since the main source of inputs to the 
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hippocampus is the entorhinal cortex (as well as the main communication gate with other 
cortical areas), it is not surprising that the main target region of entorhinal inputs (arriving 
directly, as well as indirectly via DG to CA3) shows a marked higher strength in connectivity 
with the main output (CA1). 

 

6.2 THETA PHASE LOCKING AND PHASE PRECESSION WITHIN THE 
HIPPOCAMPUS 

 An extensive bibliography exists about the phase, in which the cells from the different 
subregions fire inside the prominent orchestrating theta cycle in the hippocampus (Buzsaki, 
2002; Jensen, 2005; Mizuseki et al., 2009). In the present work, we presented a 
comprehensive framework, which integrates the different firing properties of pyramidal cells 
and interneurons in hippocampal subregions, their theta phase and ripple relationships, as well 
as their possible physiological and behavioral correlates. For the first time, we could also 
provide a scheme of the different theta phase preferences corresponding to the distinct 
subregions of the CA3, as well as for the different pyramidal layer depths simultaneously, 
including the CA2 region (Oliva et al., 2016b). Specifically in the CA3 region a gradual shift 
from the CA3c cells (firing preferentially in the descending phase) to the CA3a and CA2 
(firing in the ascending phase, similar to CA1) was observed (Figure 7). The topology of the 
mossy fibers distribution along the CA3-CA2 axis correlates with the gradual theta phase 
shifting of the cells (Ishizuka et al., 1990). While a majority of mossy fibers innervates the 
CA3c part, their number gradually decrease towards the distal sites (CA3a and CA2), which 
can account for the different phase preference of firing inside the theta cycle. Another notable 
change in the firing phase was detectable for the CA1 deep located neurons during REM state 
compare to their superficial peers (Figure 7). The diverse functionality of the cells located at 
distinct depths of the CA1 pyramidal layers is supported by several anatomical and molecular 
observations (Slomianka, 1992; Dong et al., 2009; Mizuseki et al., 2011). Most notably, it has 
been proposed that CA1 deep cells receive more innervation from the entorhinal cortex 
(Mizuseki et al., 2012). 

 In the case of the interneurons, their firing’s theta phase preference was similar across 
all regions (Figure 7). It has been shown that different subtypes of interneurons contribute to 
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different network mechanisms and hence, become crucial at different parts of the network 
oscillations (Freund and Buzsaki, 1996; Somogyi and Klausberger, 2005). In our results, 
although the distinct subregions showed higher preference to fire during the descending phase 
of the theta cycle, a bimodal distribution was notable especially in CA1, presumably related to 
the different types of inhibitory cells described within the hippocampus (Somogyi and 
Klausberger, 2005). 

 Several theories have been proposed to explain the phase precession phenomena of the 
hippocampal cells (O'Keefe and Recce, 1993; Skaggs et al., 1996). The most broadly accepted 
one suggests that the theta phase of a place cell within its place field changes due to the 
oscillatory interference between a dendritic excitation and somatic inhibition. We have shown 
that phase precession characteristics are different for the distinct hippocampal regions. We 
hypothesized that these differences may be due to the different anatomical inputs of the phase 
precessing cells at CA1, CA2 and CA3 areas. For example, while the medial entorhinal cortex 
targets preferentially the proximal sites of CA1, the axons from the lateral entorhinal cortex 
mainly reach the distal part (Witter et al., 2000; Naber et al., 2001; Hargreaves et al., 2005). 
The higher strength of the phase-position correlation in the proximal CA1 place cells may be 
shaped by this distinct innervation by entorhinal axons along the transverse axis. The 
intriguingly different phase precession ranges of the CA1 (much wider, spanning more than 
200°) compare to the CA2 and CA3 cells (shorter, 130-170°) could also be influenced by the 
distinct afferents reaching the distinct regions form different entorhinal layers. 

 

6.3 SPATIAL CODING PROPERTIES OF DIFFERENT HIPPOCAMPAL 
SUBPOPULATIONS 

Cells that respond to crossing particular spatial locations (place cells) have been broadly 
studied in the hippocampus. Robust differences in the firing properties related to space can be 
attributed to the different hippocampal regions. Although fewer cells displayed space 
dependent response in CA3 than in CA1, in CA3 were more selective and spatially 
informative (Figure 12) (Lee et al., 2004; Mizuseki et al., 2012; Oliva et al., 2016b) . This 
specificity in the spatial computation of CA3 is easy to understand in the frame in which this 
region is the substrate of the pattern completion function of the hippocampus. It operates as an 
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autoassociative network which allows for the association of any spatial location with a 
particular reward or object and provides ‘completion’ for scattered and fragmented memory 
patterns when demanded (Leutgeb and Leutgeb, 2007). Inside the CA3 axis, the variation in 
the spatial coding is illustrated by the occurrence of more single place fields within the CA3c 
region and multiple place fields and more place cells in the CA3a part (Figure 10). Taking this 
together with the previously described anatomical connections (CA3c make connections 
mainly with CA1 distal and CA3a mainly with CA1 proximal), one would expect changes 
also in the spatial coding of the cells from the distinct subregions of CA1. Indeed, the 
proximal CA1 located cells showed more informative place cells and more single place fields 
than their distal peers (Figure 12). These differences in spatial processing in the CA1 axis 
were originally attributed to the distinct innervations of the medial and lateral entorhinal 
cortex (Henriksen et al., 2010). Since the spatially selective cells (grid cells) located in the 
medial entorhinal cortex send their information to the proximal part of CA1, the cells here are 
also more informative compared to the CA1 distal neurons, which mainly receive information 
from the lateral entorhinal cortex (more specific in objects coding) (Witter et al., 2000; 
Hargreaves et al., 2005). In addition, our results on the properties of spatial coding along the 
CA3 axis together with the connectivity from CA3 to CA1 point to this connectivity also as 
responsible for the differences in CA1 (Oliva et al., 2016b). While CA3c (projecting to the 
CA1 distal site) has less fields (mostly single place fields per cell), CA3a (mostly several 
place fields per cell) can send multi-field information toward CA1 proximal sites and hence, 
contribute to the specificity in this region compare to the less specificity in the distal site. 

 

6.4 MECHANISMS OF SPW-RS GENERATION AND PROPAGATION  
 The sharp-wave-ripple represents one of the major self-organized patterns within the 
hippocampus. Originally and for many years, it was proposed to be generated in the CA3 
region after a sudden disinhibition which was presumed to allow enough excitatory effect 
building up to generate a population discharge (Buzsaki et al., 1983; Ylinen et al., 1995; 
Csicsvari et al., 2000; Mann and Paulsen, 2007; Schlingloff et al., 2014; Oliva and Fernandez-
Ruiz, 2016) . Anatomically, the CA3 region can be characterized by the strong recurrent 
collaterals (mainly in the CA3a segment and decreasing toward the CA3c) and the CA3 to 
CA1 collaterals projections (higher from CA3c to CA1 and with less strength from CA3a) 
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(Ishizuka et al., 1990; Ishizuka et al., 1995). It has also been described that CA2 is possessing 
a strong recurrent system (Tamamaki et al., 1988; Li et al., 1994). The physiological firing 
patterns of the cells from the different regions during SPW-Rs follow this anatomical 
organization (Oliva et al., 2016a).  

 We described two physiologically different subpopulations regarding their behavior 
during SPW-Rs (positively and negatively modulated or phasic and ramping cells 
respectively) (Figure 16 and Figure 17). We detected an increase in the firing rate of the CA2 
ramping neurons followed by the activation of the CA2 phasic cells even earlier than the CA3 
cells, which then trigger the population discharge in CA1 through the Schaffer-collaterals 
axons. These results point to the CA2 region as a candidate in triggering sharp-wave-ripple 
events within the hippocampus. 

 SPW-R events are present during non-REM sleep stage and during non-movement 
periods at the reward locations in the WAKE state (Buzsaki, 1986, 2015). Hence, we 
characterized the physiological differences of the different regions of the hippocampal 
network during SPW-Rs in these two different states. The two different LFP-CSD patterns 
that we found to be generated by the CA2 during ripples (Figure 14), were found in clear 
correlation with the two different behavioral states. In the SLEEP state, the anatomical 
propagation described previously was dominant so we conclude that the SPW-Rs during 
SLEEP are propagates following the CA2-CA3-CA1 pathway. However, in the WAKE state 
we found a different dominant LFP-CSD pattern, which was characterized by a sink in the 
CA1 stratum oriens, suggesting a direct synaptic transmission from CA2 to CA1 (Figure 14). 
In addition, the preceding discharge of the CA2 cells during SPW-Rs in the WAKE state was 
even earlier than during SLEEP periods. Another interesting finding was the stronger power 
in the wavelet spectrograms of the CA2 region during WAKE compare to the SLEEP state 
(Figure 15), indicating a higher contribution of the local activity of this region during WAKE 
SPW-Rs. Previous anatomical studies showed that the CA2 region (mainly from the deep 
cells) sends axonal projections to the proximal part of the CA1 stratum oriens (Tamamaki et 
al., 1988), which was also confirmed by our connectivity measurements. This observation, 
together with our previously mentioned results, suggest that direct CA2-CA1 transmission 
may play a crucial role in the episodic memory network during the WAKE state (Oliva et al., 
2016a). 
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 Although many experiments have demonstrated that selective inactivation of the CA3 
region impairs memory (Nakazawa et al., 2002; Florian and Roullet, 2004; Fernandez-Ruiz et 
al., 2012b), much less is known about the impact of the selective inactivation of the CA2 
region on memory. A recent transgenic model allowed for the inactivation of CA2 pyramidal 
neurons and resulted in a loss of social memory (Hitti and Siegelbaum, 2014). Although in 
this study there was no significant alteration of the hippocampal-dependent spatial memory, 
the animals spent more time to learn the task. Although there are several proposed theories, 
the vast majority assumes that the underlying mechanisms of sharp-wave-ripple events are 
based on reaching a certain level of excitation which trigger a population discharge (English 
et al., 2014; Schlingloff et al., 2014, Stark et al., 2014; Oliva and Fernandez-Ruiz, 2016). This 
excitatory event can be originated by the strong recurrent system of CA2-CA3a (Csicsvari et 
al., 2000; de la Prida et al., 2006), by externally triggered local stimulation (Stark et al., 
2014), by a strong input from the entorhinal cortex (Chrobak and Buzsaki, 1998) or even by 
single cells with enough recurrent connectivity (Bazelot et al., 2016). Then, it is likely that 
even if in the majority of the ripples the CA2 region act as the initial excitable region which 
trigger the population response. When it is not available other parts of the network can take 
the leading role and develop the necessary excitation to initiate SPW-Rs. 

  

 Our experiments allowed us to gain new important insights into the physiological 
nature of the regional differences in the hippocampus as well as to obtain a better clarification 
of the intrinsic spatio-temporal organization of its computations. For the integration of spatial 
information, the hippocampus utilizes the parallel contribution of the different subregions 
with their distinct specializations. Each of these subregions is characterized with particular 
features due to the precise combination of different anatomical inputs and intrinsic properties. 
Furthermore, the CA1 region of the hippocampus which is the output of this structure, appear 
to have segregated spatial coding modes that may shape the information to be sent to the 
cortex. However, for the memory processing, the different subregions cooperate together with 
a precise organization in time during the SPW-Rs events. This coordination may allow the 
hippocampus to act as a common integrator of the memory related information, which is then 
propagated to the cortex to trigger the processes responsible for converting short-term 
engrams into long-term memory. 
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7 SUMMARY 
  

 Extracellular electrophysiological recordings of the hippocampus were carried out in 
freely moving Long-Evans rats. Large-scale and high-density electrodes were used to target 
all subregions simultaneously. We were able to record both local field potentials (LFPs) and 
single unit activity, which allowed for the analysis of population activity and individual cells, 
respectively. We recorded the animals while they performed spatial navigational tasks and 
during sleep in their home cages. We focused our investigations on the information 
processing of the hippocampus during its two main general functions: spatial navigation and 
memory consolidation. In particular, two main questions were addressed in this work: 

How the different subregions of the hippocampus contribute to spatial coding within the 
hippocampus. 

How the distinct subregions of the hippocampus coordinate to generate sharp-wave ripples 
complexes, known to be essential in memory consolidation 

 To investigate the contribution of the different subregions of the hippocampus to 
spatial coding, we recorded simultaneously place cells (neurons which selectively respond to 
crossing locations in the environment) from CA1, CA2 and CA3 during spatial navigation. 
We analized the fine function of the distinct anatomical portions of these areas separating 
CA1 into proximal, intermediate and distal and CA3 into CA3c, CA3b and CA3a subregions. 
We could also record neurons located at several depths of the soma layers so we treated the 
deep (toward stratum oriens) and the superficially (toward stratum radiatum) located cells in 
the CA1, CA2 and CA3 regions separately. We analyzed the distinct properties of the place 
cells located in the different subregions and found significant differences which characterize 
the spatial coding in these parts and correlate with the anatomy. 

 The CA1 and CA2 regions in general had a higher number of place cells than the CA3 
region. Furthermore, more fields per cell were found in CA1 neurons and CA2 compared to 
their CA3 peers. Firing rates inside the fields and peak firing rates were also higher for CA1 
and CA2. The more spatially informative place cells were the ones located in CA3, and the 
less informative the CA2 ones. Inside the different subregions, CA1 proximal cells appeared 
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to be more spatially informative, showed higher firing rates in-field and a tended to have one 
single place field whereas toward CA1 distal they fired less, had more place fields and 
contained less spatial information. For the CA3 region, more spatially informative and 
selective place cells were located in CA3c, with preferentially single fields but lower firing 
rates than in their CA3a peers. No significant differences were found within the cells located 
at different depths in the CA3 area, whereas in CA1 and CA2 a tendency characterized the 
deep cells with more number of place cells, higher in-field firing rates but less selective and 
spatially informative than their superficial peers. These findings are in correlation with the 
axonal distribution of the different afferents to the hippocampus, mainly from the entorhinal 
cortex. The medial part of the entorhinal cortex (where the highly spatially selective grid cells 
are located) is preferentially connected with the proximal CA1 (more spatial selectivity than 
the distal part) and the lateral portion of the entorhinal cortex (where mainly object and 
environmental cues coding cells are located) mainly target the distal part of CA1 (more place 
fields per cell and less spatially informative). Unlike the CA1, cells in the CA3 region have 
strong recurrent collaterals, which can account for the lower number and highly spatially 
selective place cells in this region. The least informative cells during spatial navigation were 
the ones located in CA2, which is in line with the discovery of a specific network which code 
for space during immobility inside this region. The phase precession was weaker in place cells 
from the CA2 region, which can be also explained by the distinct combination of inputs 
arriving to this part of the hippocampus. 

 The theta phase locking of the different subregions also correlates with anatomical 
inputs. While a relatively preserved phase preference was found in CA1 cells from all 
subregions during RUN (ascending phase of the cycle), a gradual shift was notable from the 
CA2-CA3a border (ascending phase) toward the CA3c (descending phase). During REM, an 
important percentage of cells shift their firing with 180º in the CA1 region, but this is not the 
case for the cells located in CA2 or CA3 regions. Therefore, this is assumed to be related to 
the specific entorhinal layer III input to the CA1 region. 

 To investigate the generation and propagation of sharp-wave-ripple (SPW-Rs) 
complexes we detected these population events in all hippocampal regions (CA1, CA2 and 
CA3). We found that ripples detected in the different subregions can generate different 
current source density (CSD) and local field potentials (LFP) patterns in the CA1 region. The 
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CA3 initiated events gave rise to characteristic CSD pattern with a sink in stratum radiatum 
(due to the input from the Schaffer collaterals axons into the CA1 population) and two sources 
surrounding it (output of currents through the soma and lacunosum-moleculare layer). In the 
LFP this is visible as a slow negative sharp-wave in the stratum radiatum of CA1 and the high 
frequency oscillation (‘ripple’, 150-240 Hz) generated by the synchronization of the 
pyramidal-interneurons spiking activity. However, the CA2 initiated events generate an 
additional CSD-LFP pattern characterized by a sink with the corresponding slow wave in the 
stratum oriens of CA1, confirming the direct transmission of information from CA2 to CA1. 
This later pattern was found to be dominant during awake states, supporting the specific role 
of the CA2 region during awake immobility. 

 We then examined the contribution of single pyramidal cells to SPW-Rs detected in 
CA1. We found that although the vast majority of pyramidal neurons located in CA1 and CA3 
respond with an excitation (increasing their firing rate) to SPW-Rs, in the CA2 region two 
equally large subpopulations exist. One showed positive (phasic cells) and the other one 
showed negative modulation during ripples (ripple-ramping cells, decreasing their firing rate). 
We also found that the ripple-ramping cell population shows a preceding slow excitation prior 
to inhibition that coincides with SPW-R events. This pattern is followed by the phasic neurons 
(also in the CA2 region) and then by the propagation to the CA3a, CA3b, CA3c, and finally 
CA1 population of cells. We then detected ripples in the CA2 region and study again the 
firing dynamics of all pyramidal subpopulations. We found that the two subpopulations 
distinguished in the CA2 region, ramping and phasic cells, identically increased their firing 
rates during local ripples. The first population in the temporal sequence of response was still 
the CA2 ramping cells group, followed by the CA2 phasic, and then CA3 subregions and 
CA1. These results prompt to the CA2 region as a potential trigger of SPW-Rs in the 
hippocampus. 

 The SPW-Rs events show a very clear increase in power of the corresponding 
frequency band (150-240 Hz) in the LFP. We tested the spatio-temporal response of the 
distinct subregions during SPW-Rs in the time-frequency domain. The CA2 region increased 
the ripple-band frequency power earlier than any other, followed by CA3 and CA1. We 
concluded then that the first region becoming active before SPW-Rs events was the CA2, 
particularly, ripple-ramping neurons, which then became silent when the ripples reached the 
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CA1 region. The next group of cells becoming active was the CA2 phasic neurons group, 
followed by the CA3a, CA3b, CA3c and finally the CA1 neurons. These results show a clear 
pattern of propagation of local excitation in time, from CA2 to CA3 and to CA1, which 
correlate with the known  anatomy. This was observed during both states, SLEEP and 
WAKE. However, during the WAKE state the onset of the CA2 subpopulations was even 
earlier than the SPW-R triggers in CA1. Also, during WAKE state but not running periods, 
CA2 pyramidal neurons showed a very high firing rate. These results together with the earlier 
timing during WAKE state can be related with the specific network which code for 
immobility, recently found to be located in the CA2 region. 

 Different functional characteristics were already attributed to the CA1 cells located in 
deep and in superficial layers. Then, we investigated whether the two functional 
subpopulations we found in the CA2 have also distinct anatomical locations. We found that 
deep CA2 pyramidal neurons and superficial CA2 pyramidal neurons correlate with the firing 
dynamics of the CA2 ripple-ramping and CA2 phasic groups, respectively. We show a 
significant segregation of the location of the ramping cells toward deep layers and the phasic 
cells toward superficial layers of the immunolabeled CA2 region. This anatomical segregation 
of the two different types of cells together with the role of CA2 during SPW-Rs could be 
explained by the unique anatomical wiring of this region compared to the neighboring areas, 
CA1 and CA3. 
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SUMMARY

Sharp-wave ripples (SPW-Rs) in thehippocampusare
implied inmemory consolidation, as shown by obser-
vational and interventional experiments.However, the
mechanismof their generation remainsunclear.Using
two-dimensional silicon probe arrays, we investi-
gated the propagation of SPW-Rs across the hippo-
campal CA1, CA2, andCA3 subregions. Synchronous
activation of CA2 ensembles preceded SPW-R-
related population activity in CA3 and CA1 regions.
Deep CA2 neurons gradually increased their activity
prior to ripples and were suppressed during the pop-
ulation bursts of CA3-CA1 neurons (ramping cells).
Activity of superficial CA2 cells preceded the activity
surge in CA3-CA1 (phasic cells). The trigger role of
the CA2 region in SPW-R was more pronounced dur-
ing waking than sleeping. These results point to the
CA2 region as an initiation zone for SPW-Rs.

INTRODUCTION

The functioning of the hippocampus is believed to depend on the

unique contributions of its subregions and their interactions

(Amaral and Lavenex, 2006). Hippocampus proper is made up

by divisions of the cornu Ammonis, CA1, CA2, and CA3, each

with specialized cell types and connectivity (Lorente de Nó,

1947). The vulnerability or resistance of the CA2 region stands

out in several pathological conditions, including Alzheimer’s dis-

ease (Braak et al., 1980), ischemia (Kirino, 1982; Sadowski et al.,

1999), hippocampal sclerosis (Babb et al., 1984; Dam, 1980;

Gloor, 1991; Kotloski et al., 2002; Sloviter, 1989) and schizo-

phrenia (Benes et al., 1998; Knable et al., 2004; Narr et al.,

2004; Nullmeier et al., 2011; Piskorowski et al., 2016; Zhang

and Reynolds, 2002). CA3 but not CA2 neurons rapidly degen-

erate in kainic acid-induced status epilepticus (Nadler et al.,

1978). The CA2 region can be clearly delineated from its neigh-

boring regions by expression patterns of several peptides and

genes (Kohara et al., 2014; Lein et al., 2004; Young et al., 2006).

Despite these distinct pathophysiological differences, the CA2

region has been traditionally considered as a transition zone,
since its pyramidal neurons resemble CA3 neurons both in size

and dendritic branching patterns (Ishizuka et al., 1995; Wood-

hams et al., 1993) and receive inputs fromCA3 neurons, similarly

to CA1 pyramidal cells (Lorente de Nó, 1947). They also receive

input from dentate gyrus granule cells, but they lack the thorny

excrescences characteristic of the CA3 neurons (Kohara et al.,

2014). In addition to local inputs, CA2 interneurons receive

excitation from CA1, CA3, the supramamillary body, and the

amygdala (Bartesaghi et al., 2006; Benes and Berretta, 2001;

Chevaleyre and Siegelbaum, 2010; Cui et al., 2013; Ding et al.,

2010; Kohara et al., 2014; Maglóczky et al., 1994; Mercer

et al., 2012; Piskorowski and Chevaleyre, 2012, 2013) and form

a loop with layer II entorhinal neurons (Chevaleyre and Siegel-

baum, 2010; Rowland and Moser, 2013). In addition to these

anatomical differences, recent studies have pointed out the

special cognitive and behavioral functions of the CA2 region

(Dudek et al., 2016), including its postulated role in social recog-

nition (Alexander et al., 2016; Hitti and Siegelbaum, 2014; Piskor-

owski et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2016), contextual memory (Alex-

ander et al., 2016; Wintzer et al., 2014), and temporal coding

(Mankin et al., 2015).

The hippocampus plays a prominent role in memory consoli-

dation, and hippocampal sharp-wave ripples (SPW-Rs) repre-

sent a mechanism of memory transfer from the hippocampus

to the neocortex (Buzsáki, 2015; Ego-Stengel and Wilson,

2010; Girardeau et al., 2009; Jadhav et al., 2012). SPW-R com-

plex consists of two components: the sharp wave (SPW) and

the ripple. The LFP sharp wave is a negative deflection that re-

flects the depolarization of the apical dendrites of CA1 pyramidal

cells brought about by the synchronous discharge of the CA3

axonal input to those dendrites (Buzsáki et al., 1983; Fernán-

dez-Ruiz et al., 2012; Sullivan et al., 2011). On the other hand,

the ripple is a �140 Hz oscillatory event confined to the pyrami-

dal cell body layer and represents a network response of CA1 py-

ramidal cells and interneurons to the strong synchronous drive

(Buzsáki et al., 1992; English et al., 2014; Stark et al., 2014).While

the CA3 region is implicated in the generation of the SPW, it is not

homogenous in terms of its output pathways and the induction of

SPW population bursts (Csicsvari et al., 2000; Mann and Paul-

sen, 2007). Specifically, whereas pyramidal cells in the CA3a

(adjacent to CA2) and distal CA3b subregions give rise to exten-

sive recurrent collaterals that are confined largely to the CA3 re-

gion and contribute to the creation of population events, more
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Figure 1. Overview: Heterogeneity of Rip-

ples in CA1, CA2, and CA3 Regions

(A) Histological section parallel to the transverse

axis of the hippocampus double stained with DAPI

(blue) and anti-PCP4 (green) to identify the CA2

region. The cartoon of the electrode shanks is

constructed following the track marks visible on

the inset.

(B) Example peri-SPW-R firing histograms of CA1-

CA2-CA3a, b, and c pyramidal cells, triggered by

the SPW troughs. Histograms are color coded to

mark their regions of origin. All histograms are

remarkably similar with the exception of a sub-

population of CA2 cells. CA2 boundaries are

marked with dashed lines. An example CA1 SPW-

R used as trigger is shown in green. Arrows illus-

trate the expected propagation of synchronous

unit firing during SPW-Rs based on the anatomy.

From CA2, excitation propagates to CA3a, b, and

c and then to CA1. Alternatively, CA2 activity can

also propagate directly to CA1 (dashed line).

(C) Upper panel: LFP-CSD map triggered by one

CA2 ripple (white arrow). Note the characteristic

negative SPW (black lines) and sinks in the str.

radiatum (in blue, marked by arrow) accompanied by ripples (black lines) and flanked by passive sources in the pyramidal layer and str. lacunosum-moleculare

(red) after the CA2 ripple peak. Bottom panel: Another characteristic pattern triggered by CA2 ripple (white). Excitatory currents in CA1 in str. oriens (blue sinks

and black negative waves, black arrow) were accompanied by return currents in str. radiatum (red sources). Note ripples in all CA1 pyramidal layer sites. See also

Figure S1.
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proximal CA3b and CA3c (adjacent to dentate hilus) neurons

send the majority of their axon collaterals to the CA1 region

and convey CA3-generated activity to CA1 (Ishizuka et al.,

1990; Li et al., 1994). Because the CA2 region mirrors several as-

pects of CA3 (Tamamaki et al., 1988), its role in SPW-R genera-

tion should also be considered. We show here that CA2 neurons

are the first neurons to ramp up their activity prior to SPW-Rs and

thus play a leading role in their initiation.

RESULTS

We recorded both LFP and unit firing from all layers of the CA1-

CA2-CA3 regions in the dorsal hippocampus in behaving rats.

Eight animals were implanted with high-density silicon probes

(256 recording sites on eight shanks, 32 recording sites on

each shank, with 50 mm vertical site separation) parallel to the

transverse axis of the dorsal hippocampus. After the recordings,

the electrode tracks were determined by histological reconstruc-

tion (Figure 1A; Table S1). The CA1-CA2 border was identified by

the widening of the pyramidal layer and the larger size of the neu-

rons in the CA2 region and further validated by immunolabeling

by the CA2-specific marker PCP4 (Kohara et al., 2014; Valero

et al., 2015). The CA3 region was divided into three subregions

(Figure 1B): CA3a (closest to CA2), CA3b, andCA3c (see Supple-

mental Experimental Procedures). All analyses were performed

during non-REM sleep (SLEEP) and waking immobility (WAKE).

Brain State-Dependent SPW-Rs in CA1, CA2, and CA3
Areas
LFP ripples reflect organized population spike series of local

neurons, temporally coordinated within and across regions by

the slower SPW (Schlingloff et al., 2014; Stark et al., 2014; Sulli-
2 Neuron 91, 1–14, September 21, 2016
van et al., 2011; Ylinen et al., 1995). SPW-R events showed vary-

ing LFP patterns and current sinks and sources depending on

the location of the reference ripple events. Fast oscillatory pat-

terns (100–250 Hz) in the CA1 and CA3 pyramidal layer were

characteristically accompanied by a negative SPW (and a sink

in the CSD map) in the hippocampal stratum radiatum of CA1-

CA3 (Figure S1). This sink in stratum radiatum was flanked by

two sources (Figure S1) in strata pyramidale and lacunosum-mo-

leculare (Fernández-Ruiz et al., 2012; Sullivan et al., 2011). In

contrast, ripples detected in CA2 had two different LFP patterns.

The first type (Figure 1C upper panel) preceded the CA1 SPW

and ripple by 10–20ms. The second type of CA2 ripple (Figure 1C

lower panel) was followed by a short latency (�5 ms) negative

wave (sink in the CSD map) in CA1 stratum oriens and a corre-

sponding source in stratum radiatum. Depending on the magni-

tude of the CA1 stratum oriens sink, ripples in the CA1 pyramidal

layer could either be present (Figure 1C bottom panel) or not.

To characterize localized activity at the time of the CA1 sharp

wave, we computed wavelet spectrograms from 200 ms-long

LFP segments recorded from the middle of the pyramidal layer

at every recording location in the CA1-2-3 axis, centered at the

trough of the large negative SPW in the CA1 stratum radiatum.

As expected, strong ripple-band power (at �150 Hz) appeared

at all CA1 sites during SPW events during both SLEEP and

WAKE states. SPWs and ripples were generally coherent in the

transverse axis (Figure S1; Patel et al., 2012). In contrast, CA2

and CA3 activity was divergent and depended on brain state

(Figure 2A). First, the peak of ripple power in CA2 significantly

preceded the CA1 SPW trough during both SLEEP and WAKE

(white asterisks, Figure 2B; p < 0.001; t test; n = 16 sessions in

five rats), whereas CA3 peak power trailed behind (p < 0.001,

t test; n = 20 sessions in seven rats). Second, during SLEEP



Figure 2. High-Frequency LFP Oscillations during SPW-R
(A) An example of SPW-R triggered wavelet spectrograms at every recording site in the CA1-CA2-CA3 pyramidal layer during a single session. Strong power

increase in the ripple band appeared at every site during both SLEEP and WAKE SPW-R, albeit with different timing and frequency profiles.

(B) Averaged SPW-R-triggered spectrograms of the different regions for both states. Ripple power in CA1 appeared synchronously with SPW-R peak; however, it

appeared earlier in CA2, while later and with slower frequency in CA3. Black lines, SPW trough; white asterisks, maximal ripple powers.

(C) Ripple power was significantly larger in CA2 during WAKE ripples, while in CA1 and CA3 during SLEEP ripples.

(D) Same comparisons as (C) but with absolute voltage values showing similar results.

(E) Frequency of power maximum is similar in CA1 and CA2 regions and higher during WAKE, and ripple frequency is significantly slower in CA3.

See also Figure S2. Error bars in (C), (D), and (E) represent ±SEM.
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ripple power in both CA1 and CA3 region was stronger than dur-

ing WAKE, whereas in CA2 it was stronger during WAKE

compared to SLEEP (Figure 2C, Z scored power; pCA1 < 0.05,

n = 24 sessions in eight rats; pCA2 < 0.001, n = 16 sessions in

five rats; pCA3 < 0.001, n = 20 sessions in seven rats; paired t

test. Figure 2D, absolute power; p < 0.05 all comparisons, paired

t test). Third, LFP frequency was comparable in CA1 and CA2

and significantly higher during WAKE than SLEEP (Figure 2D;

pCA1 < 0.01; pCA2 < 0.001; paired t test). In contrast, in CA3 ripple

frequency during CA1, SPW was comparable during SLEEP and
WAKE and significantly lower than ripple frequency in either CA1

or CA2 (p < 0.001, unpaired t test; all comparisons). Similar re-

sults were obtained when CA2 or CA3 ripples were used as the

temporal reference (Figure S1).

The above analysis sampled the different subregions only in

the time windows of the CA1 SPW-Rs. As a complementary

approach, we detected putative ripples independently in the

CA1, CA2, and CA3 pyramidal layers (Figure S2). The LFP ripple

detection algorithm, tuned to CA1 ripples, detected numerous

high-frequency events in the pyramidal layer of CA1, CA2, and
Neuron 91, 1–14, September 21, 2016 3



Figure 3. Temporal Relation of Ripples in CA1, CA2, and CA3

(A) Example SPW-R recorded by two shanks, one in CA2 and the other inmid-CA1 region (900 mmdistance), both reaching also theCA3 pyramidal layer. Note that

while SPWs in CA2 and CA1 are largely synchronous (yellow line), ripple in CA2 occurs 20 ms prior to CA1.

(B) Average occurrence of ripples is higher in CA1 and CA3 during SLEEP compared to CA2, whereas during WAKE CA2 is more active.

(C) Mean frequency (±SEM) of ripples is higher in all regions during WAKE.

(D) Percentages (±SEM) of ripples detected in different regions propagating to downstream areas. Higher proportion of events propagated during WAKE than

SLEEP from CA2 to CA1, while from CA3 to CA1 the propagation is larger during SLEEP than WAKE.

(E) The percentage of CA1 ripples that have a previous CA2 ripple is higher during WAKE, and those with a preceding CA3 ripple are more during SLEEP.

(F) Cross-correlograms between ripple peaks and SPW through (orange dashed lines) were constructed by detecting ripples independently at each recording site

and pooling data for all sites and animals from the same area. While the peak of ripple power and SPW troughs are aligned in CA1, CA2 ripples occur earlier

(13 and 21 ms in SLEEP and WAKE). Solid lines indicate CCG peaks. Median and second/third quartiles of the cross-correlogram distribution emphasize the

earlier occurrence of CA2 ripples. See also Figure S2.
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CA3 regions (Figure 3A). CA1 and CA3 events were more

frequent during SLEEP (Figure 3B; p < 0.001 in both regions;

n = 116,115/11,595 CA1 events in SLEEP/WAKE in eight rats

and n = 13,486/1,273 CA3 events in seven rats; paired t test),

whereas in CA2 their occurrence was higher during quiet

WAKE (Figure 3B; p < 0.001; n = 10,580/3,770 events in five

rats; paired t test). The oscillation frequency was faster during

WAKE compared to SLEEP in each region (Figure 3C; p <
4 Neuron 91, 1–14, September 21, 2016
0.001 CA1 and CA3; p < 0.05 CA2 for all pooled events; paired

t test), and CA2 ripples were significantly faster than ripples in

CA1 (SLEEP, p < 0.001; WAKE, p < 0.05, unpaired t test) or

CA3 (SLEEP p < 0.001; WAKE, p < 0.01; unpaired t test).

Next, we calculated the proportion of ripples detected in CA3

and CA2 that propagated to the CA1 or CA3 regions, respec-

tively (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). A large propor-

tion of CA2 ripples propagated to CA1 and to a lesser extent to



Figure 4. Characteristics of Pyramidal Cells in CA1, CA2, and CA3 Regions

(A) Percentage of cells per region that significantly increased or reduced their firing rates during CA1 SPW-R. Bottom part of each bar represents positively

modulated percent of cells, middle part (black or dark green) represents negatively modulated cells, and gray represents non-modulated cells. Note that while

only a minority of cells is suppressed in most regions (black), approximately half of the CA2 pyramidal cells reduce their firing rates during SPW-Rs (dark green).

(B) Median firing rates (boxes, interquartile ranges; error bars, ranges) of CA1, CA2, and CA3 pyramidal cells during SLEEP andWAKE. CA2 pyramidal cells fired

faster in both states compared to CA1 and CA3 (p < 0.01/0.001 for all comparisons during SLEEP and WAKE, Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

(C) While CA1 and CA3 pyramidal cells fired more during SLEEP than WAKE, CA2 principal cells showed the opposite behavior.

Error bars represent ±SEM. See also Figure S3.
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CA3 (Figure 3D). During SLEEP, a similar fraction of CA2 ripples

propagated to CA1 and CA3 (22%/18%, p > 0.05, paired t test),

but during WAKE this fraction increased in CA1 (43%, p < 0.05,

paired t test) and decreased in CA3 (9%, p < 0.01, paired t test).

In a complementary analysis, we assessed the proportion of

CA1- and CA3-detected ripples that were preceded by CA2 or

CA3 ripple. This analysis provided similar results (Figure 3E).

To examine the direction of propagation during SPW-Rs, we

calculated temporal cross-correlograms between peak times

of ripple power in each hippocampal region and the reference

SPW trough in CA1 stratum radiatum (Figure 3F). In both SLEEP

andWAKE, the peak power of the fast oscillation in both CA1 and

CA3 regions were largely alignedwith the CA1 SPW troughs (Fig-

ure 3F). In contrast, the CA2 region lead the CA1 SPW trough

during SLEEP and even more so during WAKE (Figure 3F;

p < 0.001; paired t test). Comparison of the median time lags

of all SPW-ripple power cross-correlograms further illustrates

the leading role of CA2 and cascade of events to CA1 and

CA3a, b, and c (Figure 3F bottom panels). Congruent results

were obtained when different temporal references were used

(e.g., SPW onset or CA2 ripple peak; Figure S2). In summary,

the LFP analysis suggests that SPW-Rs are often initiated in

the CA2 region during SLEEP and even more frequently during

WAKE.

Firing Patterns of CA1, CA2, and CA3 Neurons
To examine the neuronal spike correlates of SPW-Rs, neurons

were clustered and separated into putative pyramidal cells and

interneurons (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Only

pyramidal neurons were included in the analysis unless other-

wise noted. First, we classified all neurons according to whether

they were significantly modulated by SPW-R or not (Figures 1B

and 4A; Figure S3). Most pyramidal neurons in CA1 and CA3

had a significant positive modulation by SPW-Rs (95%/87%/

93%/90% in CA1, CA3a, CA3b, and CA3c, respectively; Fig-

ure 4A), whereas a minority of pyramidal cells decreased their

rates during SPW-Rs (2%/1%/0%/2.5% in CA1, CA3a, CA3b,

and CA3c, respectively). In contrast, in CA2, less than half of

neurons were positively modulated by SPW-Rs (45%), and a
greater proportion (54%) were suppressed (Figure 4A). Thus,

we termed these two neuron types as ‘‘phasic’’ (positively modu-

lated) and ‘‘ramping’’ (negatively modulated) cells (Figures 1B

and 4A; Figure S3). The majority of putative interneurons

(>88%) in CA1, CA2, and CA3 region significantly increased their

firing rates during SPW-Rs (Figure S5C). Examples of peri-SPW-

ripple firing patterns in different hippocampal regions are illus-

trated in Figure 1B and Figure S3.

The median firing rates of CA2 pyramidal cells were higher in

SLEEP and WAKE than those in CA1 and CA3a, CA3b, and

CA3c subregions (Figure 4B; p < 0.01/0.001 for SLEEP and

WAKE, respectively of all comparisons; n = 965 putative CA1 py-

ramidal neurons in eight rats; n = 230 putative CA3c pyramidal

neurons in six rats, n = 165 putative CA3b pyramidal neurons

in seven rats, n = 294 putative CA3a pyramidal neurons in five

rats; n = 188 and 228 putative CA2 phasic and CA2 ramping cells

in five rats; see below; Wilcoxon rank-sum test). State-depen-

dent modulation of CA2 pyramidal cells was different from CA1

and CA3; they increased their firing rates during WAKE

compared to SLEEP, whereas CA1 and CA3 neurons had lower

firing rates duringWAKE (Figure 4C; p < 0.001 for all regions, Wil-

coxon signed-rank test). These results indicate that the baseline

firing rates of CA2 neurons are higher than those of CA1 or CA3

pyramidal cells, and this difference is magnified during WAKE,

similar to a recent report (Kay et al., 2016).

CA2 Ensemble Activity Precedes SPW-Rs
CA1 and CA3a, b, and c neurons fire robustly during SPW-Rs

(Csicsvari et al., 2000; Sullivan et al., 2011), and we confirmed

this pattern (Figure 5A; n = 965 putative CA1 pyramidal cells in

eight rats; n = 230 (six rats), 165 (seven rats), 294 (five rats) pyra-

midal cells in CA3c, CA3b, and CA3a, respectively; n = 188 CA2

phasic and n = 228 ramping cells in five rats; Wilcoxon rank-sum

test). In agreement with the anatomical connectivity of the CA3

recurrent circuit, the earliest-firing neurons in theCA3 region dur-

ing SLEEPSPW-Rswere theCA3a cells with the strongest recur-

rent connections (Li et al., 1994), followed by CA3b and c cells

(Csicsvari et al., 2000; Figure 5A; p < 0.001 for all comparisons,

t test). The synchronous discharge of the CA3c neurons and their
Neuron 91, 1–14, September 21, 2016 5



Figure 5. Temporal Dynamics of Unit Activity during CA1 and CA2 Ripples

(A) Peri-SPW-R Z scored firing rate raster plots for all putative principal cells and average (±SEM) firing rate curves per region show a propagation of peri-SPW-R

activity from CA2 to CA3a, b, and c and finally CA1 during SLEEP (left panel). CA2 cells are separated into two subgroups based on their firing pattern during

SPW-R (‘‘phasic’’ cells, light green; ‘‘ramping’’ cells, dark green). Note the slow early ramping-up and sudden decrease of the firing rate in the ramping group

approximately 30 ms prior to CA1 ripple peak. Insets show peak time-lags of averaged firing rate curves, and their color-coded pairwise significance levels.

During WAKE SPW-Rs (right), both CA2 cell groups had the highest firing probability 20–30 ms before the SPW-R peak.

(B) Peri-CA2-ripple firing plots were constructed in the same manner as in (A).

(C) Averaged peri-SPW-R firing rate curves (±SEM) in absolute units (Hz) in a ± 100 ms window centered on CA1 ripple peak (left panel). CA1 and CA3 pyramidal

cells fired more during SLEEP compared to WAKE. In contrast, CA2 cells fired more during WAKE than SLEEP CA1 ripples. During CA2 ripples (right panel), the

firing of CA1 and CA3 units was lower compared to CA1 ripples (p < 0.001 for all comparisons, t test) while CA2 pyramidal cells weremore active (p < 0.001 in both

cases). Firing rates were decreased during WAKE in all regions.

(D) Participation probability of CA1, CA2, and CA3 pyramidal cells in CA1 and CA2 ripples illustrates the relative independence of the CA2 region. CA1 and CA3

units have larger degree of participation in CA1 ripples in both states (p < 0.001 for all comparisons, signed-rank test), while CA2 units show the opposite behavior

(p < 0.001 for all comparisons). Note that CA2 phasic cells (light green) have larger degree of participation in both types of ripples than CA2 ramping cells (dark

green).

(E) Participation probability of CA1 and CA3 pyramidal cells was higher in CA1 and CA2 ripples during SLEEP compared toWAKE (p < 0.001 for CA1 and p < 0.01

for CA3a, b, and c in both types of ripples, signed-rank test). In contrast, CA2 units participated more frequently in CA1 ripples during WAKE (p < 0.01/0.001 for

CA2 phasic/ramping, signed-rank test) but no brain state dependence was present for CA2 ripples (p > 0.05).

Error bars represent ±SEM. See also Figures S4, S5, and S6.
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excitatory effect then brought about a strong depolarization in

the CA1 stratum radiatum, manifested in the LFP as the SPW

(Csicsvari et al., 2000; Fernández-Ruiz et al., 2012; Sullivan

et al., 2011). SPW-R-related firing of CA2 phasic neurons fitted

this general picture, except that they fired earlier (‘‘phasic’’

CA2 cells; mean time lead of peak firing 18 ± 0.5/28 ± 0.9 ms
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prior to CA1 SPW-R peak in SLEEP and WAKE; p < 0.001 for

all comparisons with CA1 and CA3 cells, t test). In contrast,

neurons in the ramping subgroup gradually elevated their firing

prior to the CA1 SPW-R peak (25 ± 2.5/33 ± 2.3 ms prior to

CA1 SPW trough in SLEEP and WAKE, respectively; p < 0.001

for all comparisons with CA1 and CA3 cells, t test), fired less
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synchronously, and became strongly suppressed subsequently

during SPW-Rs (Figure 5A).

Neurons in CA1 and CA3 subregions fired less during WAKE

SPW-Rs compared to SLEEP (Figure 5C; CA1: WAKE 6.8 ±

0.7 Hz versus SLEEP 10.2 ± 0.7 Hz, p < 0.01, paired t test;

CA3: WAKE, 2.4 ± 0.3 Hz/2.5 ± 0.4 Hz/4.4 ± 0.9 Hz versus

SLEEP, 4.1 ± 0.4 Hz/4.8 ± 0.4 Hz/5.6 ± 0.3 Hz for CA3a, b,

and c, respectively; p < 0.01/0.01/0.05; paired t test). In contrast,

both subpopulations of CA2 neurons were more active during

WAKE SPW-Rs (WAKE, 4.4 ± 0.8 Hz/3.0 ± 0.3 Hz versus SLEEP,

3.0 ± 0.5 Hz/2.0 ± 0.2 Hz for CA2 phasic and ramping groups,

respectively; both p < 0.001, paired t test), suggesting a stronger

CA2 control of SPW-Rs in the waking animal.

When LFP ripples in the CA2 region were chosen as a refer-

ence event, both phasic and ramping CA2 pyramidal neurons

were strongly recruited to the population event (Figures 5B and

5C; SLEEP phasic cells: 5.7 ± 1.2 Hz peak firing rate; ramping

cells: 4.8 ± 1.0 Hz; p < 0.05; WAKE phasic cells: 6.4 ± 0.8 Hz

peak firing rate; ramping cells: 5.7 ± 1.0 Hz). Notably, CA2 ramp-

ing cells did not show the same slow ramping behavior as with

CA1-detected ripples (Figure 5B). CA2 ripples may often remain

localized, in which case ripples recruited both ramping and

phasic neurons in different proportions, leading to a temporal

blurring of the two groups (Figure S4F). CA2 spikes associated

with local CA2 ripples induced a negative SPW in stratum oriens

(sink) and a positive return current in stratum radiatum, whereas

CA2 spikes that were associated with CA3-CA1 propagating rip-

ples induced negative SPWs in stratum radiatum (Figure S4E).

While CA2 pyramidal neurons fired maximally 2–5 ms before

the peak power of local ripples, CA3 and CA1 pyramidal cells

fired after the peak of CA2 ripples. Similar results were obtained

when other temporal referenceswere used (i.e., SPW trough, rip-

ple onset or CA3 events; Figure S6).

As an alternative way to relate firing patterns to SPW-Rs, we

compared the probability of participation of pyramidal cells de-

tected within LFP ripples in either CA1 or CA2 region. CA1 and

CA3 pyramidal neurons participated more frequently in CA1

than CA2 ripples during both SLEEP and WAKE (Figure 5D; p <

0.001 for all comparisons, signed-rank-sum test). However, the

two subpopulations of CA2 cells behaved differently. CA2 phasic

cells weremore active inCA2 ripples (p < 0.001 for all comparison

with CA1 and CA3 cells and p < 0.05 when compared with CA2

ramping cells, rank-sum test) and they also fired frequently during

CA1 ripples (p<0.001 for all comparisonsexceptwhencompared

with CA3c neurons, p < 0.05; rank-sum test). In contrast, CA2

ramping cells were rarely recruited during CA1 ripples yet fired

robustly during CA2 ripples (p < 0.001 for all comparisons, rank-

sum test). CA2 cells participated more in CA1 ripples during

WAKE than during SLEEP (Figure 5E; p < 0.01/0.001 for CA2

phasic/ramping, signed-rank test) but showed no state-depen-

dence in their participation in CA2 ripples (p > 0.05). In contrast,

CA1andCA3cells participatedmore in bothCA1andCA2 ripples

during SLEEP compared toWAKE (p < 0.001 for CA1andp< 0.01

for CA3a, b, and c in both types of ripples, signed-rank test).

Similar results were obtained when participation in CA3 and

CA2 ripple events was compared (Figures S4B and S4C).

In contrast to pyramidal cells, spiking of interneurons in

CA1, CA2, and CA3 regions was rather synchronous, peaking
approximately 5 ms prior to CA1 SPW-R peak (Figure S5)

(Csicsvari et al., 1999, 2000; Stark et al., 2014), in line of pre-

vious observations that interneurons show a more global

involvement in population events compared to pyramidal cells

(Csicsvari et al., 2000). Yet firing rates of CA1 interneurons

were lower during WAKE CA1 SPW-Rs than during SLEEP.

In contrast, the firing of CA3a interneurons was significantly

higher in WAKE than in SLEEP (Figure S5D), which may explain

the decreased contribution of CA3a pyramidal cells to WAKE

SPW-R initiation.

Overall, these results indicate that the local ensemble activity

of neurons in the CA2 region represents the earliest activity in

SPW-R events, implicating this region with a potential role in

the cascade of events that trigger SPW-Rs.

Inter-regional Neuronal Interactions
In addition to the above population comparisons, we analyzed

the inter-regional spike timing between pairs of pyramidal cells

in the time windows of CA1 SPW-Rs (Figure 6A). As expected,

single CA3 pyramidal neurons, on average, fired earlier than their

CA1 partners (6 ms in SLEEP and AWAKE). Spiking of CA2 pyra-

midal cells preceded both CA1 (SLEEP, 7/10ms time lag;WAKE,

9/10 ms time lag for CA2 phasic and ramping cells, respectively;

Figure 6A) and CA3 pyramidal neurons (SLEEP, 4/8 ms; WAKE,

6/7 ms CA2 phasic/ramping). In addition to the peak delays,

the asymmetry of the CA2-CA1 and CA2-CA3 cross-correlo-

grams also supports the leading role of CA2 neurons in SPW-R

induction. While CA2 phasic cells typically had cross-correlo-

grams with a sharp peak, CA2 ramping neurons displayed a sus-

tained increase prior to both CA1 and CA3 firing and during both

WAKE and SLEEP.

Intra-regional Activation Patterns of Inhibitory
Interneurons
Population cross-correlograms between pyramidal neurons and

putative interneurons within both CA1 and CA3 regions showed

that the peak activation of putative interneurons occurred 2–3ms

earlier than the peak activity of pyramidal cells during both

SLEEP and WAKE (Figure 6B), indicating that interneurons are

also activated in a feedforward manner from an upstream region

(Csicsvari et al., 1999). In contrast, CA2 pyramidal neurons fired

before CA2 interneurons (Figure 6B; 3/5 ms for CA2 phasic, 16/

13 ms for CA2 ramping in SLEEP and WAKE). Together, these

results imply that the earliest participant and the putative initiator

of SPW-Rs in the hippocampus is the CA2 pyramidal cell

population.

Our large-scale recordings of single neurons also allowed for

studying the monosynaptic interactions between regions (Fig-

ure 6C; Figure S7A) by calculating spike-transmission probabili-

ties (Berényi et al., 2014; Csicsvari et al., 1998). CA2 pyramidal

neurons activated not only local putative interneurons but also

interneurons in the CA1 and CA3 regions, although with lower

probability in the distal regions than locally (Figure 6D). Among

the CA3 subregions, CA3a received more inputs from CA2

than CA3b or CA3c (Figure 6D; p < 0.01, unpaired t test). Phasic

CA2 neurons were significantly more effective in discharging

interneurons in their target CA3 region compared to ramping

neurons (p < 0.05, t test). CA2 interneurons received not only
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Figure 6. Inter-regional Spike Timing Relationships

(A) Population cross-correlograms of pyramidal cells from different regions were constructed by pooling all spikes that occurred during SPW-R periods during

SLEEP andWAKE. Note that CA2 pyramidal cells fired, on average, before CA1 and CA3 principal cells during both SLEEP andWAKE SPW-R, and CA3 units fire

earlier than CA1. Dashed vertical lines indicate zero time lag and solid lines mark CCG peaks. Red horizontal dashed lines indicate 0.01% significance level

obtained from jittered CCGs and blue curves show the 0.01% significance boundaries for CCG symmetry, obtained by shuffling the order of the individual cell

pairs. Orange arrows indicate inferred direction of spike transmission.

(B) Population cross-correlograms between pyramidal cells and interneurons within regions. Note that in CA1 and CA3 the maximal probability of firing of in-

terneurons slightly precedes pyramidal cells (dashed lines), while in CA2 pyramidal cell activation leads interneuron discharge.

(C) Connectivity graph shows putativemonosynaptic connections between pyramidal cells (triangles) and interneurons (circles) in a representative session (colors

represent region identities). Right panel, cross-correlogram and autocorrelograms of an example CA2 pyramidal cell/CA1 interneuron pair.

(D) CA2 output connectivity was quantified as the probability (±SEM) of monosynaptic connections (significant pairs divided by total possible pairs) between CA2

pyramidal cells and CA1, CA2, or CA3 interneurons.

(E) CA2 input connections were qualified as the probability (±SEM) of connections between CA1 or CA3 pyramidal cells with CA2 interneurons. CA2 interneurons

received more inputs from CA3a than from CA3b or c. See also Figure S7.
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recurrent excitation from the adjacent CA2 pyramidal cells,

but also from CA1 and CA3 pyramidal neurons. The connection

probability between CA3a pyramidal cells and CA2 interneurons

was significantly higher compared to connections from the CA3b

and c subregions (Figure 6E; p < 0.01, unpaired t test).
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Differential Role of Deep and Superficial CA2 Pyramidal
Cells in SPW-Rs
Previous work has shown that deep and superficial substrata of

the CA1 pyramidal layer have different physiological features

and anatomical connectivity (Mizuseki et al., 2011; Stark et al.,



Figure 7. Anatomical Segregation of Phasic and Ramping CA2 Pyramidal Cells

(A) Anti-PCP4 immunolabeled section of the hippocampus with recording shank passing through the CA2 region.

(B) Average LFP traces recorded at different depths in CA2, triggered by CA2 ripple power peaks (n = 2,041).

(C) Filtered (140–230 Hz) traces at different depths.

(D) Mean ripple power at different recording depths.

(E) Average waveforms (top panels) of eight neurons simultaneously recorded by the same shank showing different ripple-related firing patterns (bottom panels).

Note that deep neurons are suppressed (1–4), whereas superficial neurons (5–8) are recruited by ripples. Vertical red line at 0ms, peak of ripple power. Horizontal

dashed lines indicate 95% upper and lower confidence intervals.

(F) Depth distribution (±SEM) of phasic and ramping neurons in the CA2 pyramidal layer. Phasic cells were preferably found in superficial pyramidal layer (closer to

str. radiatum) while CA2 ramping cells were preferably located in the deep layer (closer to str. oriens).

(G) Peri-SPW-R activity curves were computed as in Figure 5 for superficial and deep CA2 cells, respectively. Note the similarity of activity curves of superficial

and deep neurons to phasic and ramping categorization, respectively (compare with Figure 5A).

(H) Peri-SPW-R cross-correlograms between CA2 deep and superficial pyramidal cells during SLEEP and WAKE. Note that deep cells slightly precede the

activation of superficial cells.

(I) Distribution of preferred theta phases of unit firings during running and REM sleep periods for CA2 deep and superficial pyramidal cells. See also Figure S7.
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2014; Varga et al., 2012). Since in a previous study ripple-sup-

pressed CA1 pyramidal cells were located in deep CA1 pyrami-

dal layer (Valero et al., 2015), we investigated SPW-R-related

spiking of neurons as function of their depth location in the

CA2 pyramidal layer. The vertical distribution of the recording

sites of the silicon probe shanks allowed us to simultaneously

sample both superficial and deep neurons. The separation of

neurons into ‘‘deep’’ and ‘‘superficial’’ subgroups was facilitated

by the larger depth-span of the ‘‘electric layer’’ compared to the
narrow anatomical CA1 pyramidal layers (< 100 mm; Stark et al.,

2014). The middle of the CA2 pyramidal layer was identified

physiologically by the recording site with the largest ripple-

amplitude in the local LFP (Mizuseki et al., 2011). We were able

to isolate multiple single units at several recording sites in the

shank located inside the histologically defined CA2 region (Fig-

ure 1A; Figures 7A and 7E). The largest number of units were re-

corded by electrodes located in themiddle of the pyramidal layer

(Mizuseki et al., 2011), where both phasic and ramping units
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were present (Figure 7E, panels 4 and 5). The physiologically

identified phasic and ramping groups showed significantly

different depth distributions; ramping neurons resided largely

above the middle of the CA2 pyramidal layer (deep, toward str.

oriens), and phasic neurons were located mainly below the mid-

dle of the layer (superficial; toward str. radiatum) (Figures 7E and

7F; p < 0.01, n = 16 sessions in five rats, paired t test). CA2 su-

perficial and deep cells had similar overall firing rates, but the

deep cells were significantly more bursty, analogous to CA1 sub-

layer differences (Mizuseki et al., 2011; Figures S7B and S7C).

CA1 SPW-R-triggered spike histograms of deep and superficial

layer CA2 pyramidal neurons yielded patterns reminiscent of the

ramping and phasic subgroups, respectively (Figure 7G). Activa-

tion of deep sublayer neurons preceded the discharge of super-

ficial neurons during SPW-R (Figure 7H), resembling the pattern

observed for CA2 ramping and phasic cells (Figure 6B).

Because CA1, but not CA3, neurons show characteristic sub-

layer-dependent phase coupling to theta oscillations during

waking and REM sleep (Mizuseki et al., 2011), we also quantified

these parameters for superficial and deep sublayer CA2 neu-

rons. All CA2 pyramidal neurons in both sublayers kept their

theta phase preference across waking and REM sleep (Figure 7I;

Figure S7E), indicating that in this respect they are more similar

to CA3 than CA1 pyramidal cells. Although our recordings

cannot fully exclude a limited contamination from the adjacent

CA3a pyramidal cells in every case, the findings clearly show

that the superficial and deep layer CA2 pyramidal neurons

behave differently. Furthermore, superficial CA2 neurons may

share many features with their adjacent CA3a partners.

DISCUSSION

Our findings show that increased discharge of CA2 pyramidal

cells precedes the activation of their CA3 peers during SPW-

Rs. Deep layer CA2 neurons ramp up their activity first, followed

by suppression of their spiking during SPW-Rs. Superficial CA2

neurons fire, as a population, prior to synchronized activity

of CA3 neurons. The population activation spreads through

CA3a-b and c and finally to CA1 stratum radiatum where it elicits

an LFP SPW (current sink). Although CA2 neurons contribute to

SPW-Rs during both sleeping and waking, their contribution to

wake events is stronger (Figure 5). A subset of CA2 ripples are

followed by a sink in CA1 stratum oriens, indicating direct induc-

tion of CA1 ripples by the CA2 input. Overall, these results estab-

lish a prominent role of the CA2 region in SPW-R generation.

Mechanisms of SPW-R Initiation
Self-organized SPW-Rs have been postulated to arise in the CA3

region when decreased activity of subcortical neuromodulators

allows the spread of excitation in its strongly recurrent network

(Buzsáki et al., 1983; Csicsvari et al., 2000; Mann and Paulsen,

2007; Schlingloff et al., 2014; Ylinen et al., 1995). Most CA3

recurrent collaterals arise from the CA3a subregion, and these

neurons contribute relatively little to direct excitation of CA1 neu-

rons. The ratio of recurrent versus CA1-projecting axon collat-

erals increases gradually from CA3a to CA3b and CA3c subre-

gions (Ishizuka et al., 1990; Li et al., 1994). In addition to CA3a,

CA2 neurons also contribute strongly to the CA2-CA3 recurrent
10 Neuron 91, 1–14, September 21, 2016
system and send a minority of their axons to the basal dendrites

of CA1 pyramidal cells (Li et al., 1994; Tamamaki et al., 1988).

The physiological spread of activity appears to obey this

anatomical organization (Csicsvari et al., 2000, 2003). In our ex-

periments, the earliest excitability change was detected in the

deep layer ramping neurons, whose activity gradually increased

tens of milliseconds prior to the SPW-R without culminating in

their synchronous population burst (Figure 5). Such ramping up

of excitatory activity is also observable in the membrane poten-

tial of CA3 neurons as increasing amplitude of EPSCs 50–100ms

before the SPW-R event (Schlingloff et al., 2014) and is consid-

ered to be critical for giving rise to large population events (Traub

and Wong, 1982). Thus, ramping up their activity, deep CA2 py-

ramidal neurons play a leading role in the initiation of populations

bursts.

Ramping CA2 neurons became suppressed at the onset of

SPW population burst of phasic CA2 neurons and the recruit-

ment of CA3 and CA1 populations. The hypothesized population

burst-triggering ability of the CA2 circuit might be explained by

its unique anatomical wiring (Figure 1B). In addition to local feed-

back excitation, CA2 interneurons were also activated by CA1

and CA3 pyramidal neurons, in agreement with anatomical and

physiological findings (Bartesaghi et al., 2006; Chevaleyre and

Siegelbaum, 2010; Mercer et al., 2012; Piskorowski and Cheva-

leyre, 2012, 2013). Phasic (superficial) CA2 pyramidal cells were

more effective in driving local interneurons compared to their

ramping (deep) peers (Figure 6D), a feature that they share with

the CA1 region (Lee et al., 2014; Stark et al., 2014; Valero

et al., 2015). Thus, the strong excitation of CA2 interneurons by

phasic CA2, CA3, and CA1 pyramidal neurons participating in

SPW-R population bursts may explain the strong silencing of

the event-initiator ramping neurons (Kay et al., 2016). Such feed-

backmechanismsmay effectively prevent excessive recruitment

of pyramidal neurons during the emerging network bursts

underlying SPW-Rs and their excessive repetitive occurrences.

In support of this hypothesis, when fast GABAA inhibition is

suppressed pharmacologically by picrotoxin, large amplitude in-

terictal spikes can be triggered by weak electrical stimulation.

Importantly, interictal events invariably emerge in the CA2 re-

gion, independent of the site of stimulation from where the pop-

ulation bursts spread to CA3b and c and eventually invade the

CA1 region (Traub and Wong, 1982). The high excitability state

of the CA2 region is also supported by in vivo models of epilepsy

in rodents and human patients, which show that pathological

‘‘fast-ripples’’ (> 250 Hz) occur more frequently in the CA2

compared to CA1 and CA3 regions (Bragin et al., 1999a,

1999b; Ibarz et al., 2010).

Relationship to Epileptic Interictal Events
In addition to ‘‘regular’’ SPW-R events with a negative SPW in

CA1 str. radiatum, in a minority of cases we observed that CA2

activity was followed by a short latency (�5 ms) negative wave

in CA1 str. oriens and a positive SPW in str. radiatum, accompa-

nied by a ripple in the pyramidal layer (Figure 1C). The likely

anatomical substrate of this pattern is the associational collat-

erals of CA2 and CA3a neurons that innervate the basal den-

drites of CA1 pyramidal cells (Ishizuka et al., 1990; Li et al.,

1994). Activation of this pathway, therefore, can induce an active
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sink in str. oriens and an associated passive return current

(source) in str. radiatum and lacunosum-moleculare. Most often,

however, the initial str. oriens negativity was followed by a later

negative SPW in str. radiatum and a concurrent ripple, an indica-

tion that the direct CA2-CA1 excitation was coupled with multi-

synaptic recruitment of CA1 neurons via the CA2—CA3a—

CA3b—CA3c route. These experiments, therefore, show that

strong activation of CA1 pyramidal cells and partner interneu-

rons are sufficient to induce a ripple, irrespective of the source

of excitation (Nakashiba et al., 2009; Stark et al., 2014). They

also demonstrate that short-latency ‘‘priming’’ of the CA1 circuit

by the direct CA2 and CA3a inputs can be combined with a

longer-latency, more complex recruitment of other CA3 neurons.

These observations also shed light on a long-held paradox of the

origin of two types of interictal spikes in various models of epi-

lepsy (Alvarado-Rojas et al., 2015; Wadman et al., 1983).

Type I interictal spikes are ‘‘exaggerated’’ versions of physiolog-

ical SPWs. Accordingly, Type I LFP spikes are negative in CA1

str. radiatum, and they utilize the same anatomical substrates

as SPWs, but they are considerable larger in amplitude and

shorter in duration, often combinedwith one ormore large ampli-

tude population spikes in the CA1 pyramidal layer (Buzsáki et al.,

1991). In contrast, Type II interictal spikes have positive polarity

in CA1 str. radiatum, and their mechanism is unknown (Wadman

et al., 1983). In light of our present observations, Type II interictal

spikes may be supported by super-strong excitation of the basal

dendrites of CA1 pyramidal neurons by the direct CA2—CA1

path. Similar LFP patterns, i.e., positive and negative polarity

SPW in the stratum radiatum accompanying CA1 ripples, were

also observed in monkeys and were associated with different

patterns of brain-wide BOLD activation (Ramirez-Villegas et al.,

2015). This suggest the possibility that CA2- and CA3-initiated

SPW-R events reach different target regions or are under the

control of distinct subcortical inputs.

SPW-Rs in the Waking and Sleeping Brain
A striking observation of the present experiments was the char-

acteristically different involvement of the CA2 region in ripples

during waking and sleep. This is perhaps not surprising since

in the sleeping animal activity of subcortical neuromodulators

is considerably more strongly attenuated than in the waking

but still animal (Csicsvari et al., 2007; Karlsson and Frank,

2009; O’Neill et al., 2006). The frequency of CA1 ripples is faster

during waking immobility than during non-REM sleep (Buzsáki,

2015; Ponomarenko et al., 2008), and this difference is also pre-

sent in CA2. We also found that while both baseline firing rates

and CA1 SPW-R-related spiking of CA1 and CA3 pyramidal neu-

rons decreased during waking compared to non-REM, CA2 neu-

rons were more active during waking. The relative incidence

of SPW-Rs in CA1 was higher during non-REM compared

to waking, whereas the incidence of CA2-confined ripples

was higher during waking. Sleep CA1 SPW-Rs frequently co-

occurred with CA3 ripples, but such local CA3 ripples were

rare during waking. In contrast, wake SPW-Rs were commonly

preceded by large amplitude and faster frequency CA2 LFP

ripples (Figure 3D). Such brain state-region interactions could,

in principle, be brought about by the differential control of the

supramammillary projection, which selectively innervates the
CA2 region (Maglóczky et al., 1994). These physiological differ-

ences can impact the role played by SPW-Rs in the waking

and sleeping brain. Reduction or blockade of SPW-Rs during

post-learning sleep can interfere with memory consolidation

(Ego-Stengel and Wilson, 2010; Girardeau et al., 2009). Elimina-

tion of SPW-Rs in the waking rat, on the other hand, interferes

withworkingmemory and prospective route-planning (Girardeau

et al., 2009; Jadhav et al., 2012). One possible mechanism for

this difference is the selective access of the entorhinal cortex

to the CA2 region (Chevaleyre and Siegelbaum, 2010), whose ef-

ficacy may change with brain state. Our findings suggest that

during waking, the entorhinal cortexmay ‘‘prime’’ the CA2 region

so that prospective (forward) replay may dominate SPW-R con-

tent, whereas during sleep the CA3 region plays a more impor-

tant role in triggering SPW events and induces replay of reverse

neuronal sequences.

Given the critical role of SPW-Rs in memory consolidation, the

finding that CA2 disruption did not affect spatial memory perfor-

mance (Hitti and Siegelbaum, 2014) is seemingly at oddswith our

findings that the CA2 region initiates SPW-Rs. However, ripples

can emerge at multiple hippocampal subregions, provided that

sufficient level of excitation is built up locally (Stark et al., 2014).

In the absence of CA2, the neighboringCA3a subregion can likely

become the SPW-R-initiator zone, given its similarly extensive

local excitatory collateral system (Tamamaki et al., 1988).

The phasic and ramping CA2 pyramidal cells likely correspond

to the two subgroups of neurons (‘‘positively’’ and ‘‘negatively’’

modulated by ripples) described by Kay et al. (2016). However,

Kay et al. (2016) concluded that CA2 neurons are strongly sup-

pressed during SPW-Rs (i.e., our ramping neurons) and sug-

gested that positively modulated (our phasic group) neurons are

in fact CA2-bordering CA3a or CA1 pyramidal cells. Our high-

spatial-resolution recording methods, the large coverage of the

CA1-2-3 regions, and the histologically identified recording sites

within the CA2 region unequivocally demonstrate that the CA2

region consists of sublayers with physiologically and, possibly,

anatomically distinct properties. Overall, our findings demon-

strate that the strongly recurrent CA2 region is a high excitability

zone, which can function as the initiator of population events.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Eight rats were implantedwith 256-sitesmovable silicon probes (Berényi et al.,

2014; Schomburg et al., 2014; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for

full details). Animals were recorded during long SLEEP sessions in their home

cage (1–5 hr) and during different navigational tasks (open field exploration,

linear track running). All experiments were performed in accordance with

European Union guidelines (2003/65/CE) and the National Institutes of Health

Guidelines for the Care and Use of Animals for Experimental Procedures. The

experimental protocols were approved by the Ethical Committee for Animal

Research at the Albert Szent-Györgyi Medical and Pharmaceutical Center of

the University of Szeged and the Animal Care and Use Committee of the

New York University Medical Center.

Cellular and dendritic layers were identified by CSD and ICA analysis of LFPs

(Fernández-Ruiz et al., 2013; Schomburg et al., 2014). The CA2 region was

identified post hoc from histological sections by the thicker pyramidal layer

and wider and sparser cell bodies compared to CA1 and confirmed by specific

immunolabeling (Figure 1A; anti-PCP4).

Data analyses were carried out using built-in and custom-built software in

Matlab (MathWorks). Significance testing of data comparisons was done by
Neuron 91, 1–14, September 21, 2016 11
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standard parametric (Student’s t test) and non-parametric (Wilcoxon signed-

rank or rank-sum tests) tests or by determining the crossings of confidence

boundaries of surrogate datasets (compensated for type I statistical error).

Single, double, and triple asterisks on the figures represent significance levels

lower than 0.05, 0.01, and 0.001, respectively. For all plots, mean and standard

error are shown, unless otherwise noted.
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURES 

 
Figure S1. 

 
Figure S1. (Related to Figure 1 and 2): LFP patterns associated with CA1 and CA3 ripples 
Averaged LFP and CSD profiles constructed with all the ripples detected in CA1 (A) or CA3b pyramidal layer (B) 
in a representative session. Note the characteristic source-sink-source distribution accompanying the SPW in CA1. 
(C) Mean ± s.e.m. delays between ripple power peaks (upper panels) and SPW troughs (bottom panel) within the 
CA1 region (n = 8 rats) illustrate their fast propagation. Averaged spectrograms of pyramidal layer LFP in each 
region in SLEEP and WAKE states, using ripples detected in CA2 (D) or CA3 (E) as temporal reference (n = 16 
sessions in 5 rats). Note the delayed occurrence of CA1 and CA3 ripples relative to CA2 ripples (D) and the earlier 
occurrence of CA2 ripples when CA3 ripples were chose as time reference (E). 
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Figure S2. 
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Figure S2. (Related to Figure 2 and 3): Characterization of CA1, CA2 and CA3 ripples 
(A) Average LFP and wavelet spectrograms for ripples detected in CA1, CA2 and CA3 (average of n = 8 animals 
for CA1, 5 for CA2 and 7 for CA3). Note the slower frequency of CA3 ripples compared to CA1 and CA2 ripples. 
Mean ripple duration (B) and power (C) were similar in all regions (p > 0.05, ANOVA tests). However, the number 
of peaks (D) of CA3 ripples was lower than for CA1 and CA2 ripples (p < 0.01, ANOVA tests). (E) Proportion of 
ripple bursts (more than one ripple detected in a 300 ms window) was higher in all the regions during WAKE 
compared to SLEEP (p < 0.05, t-test). (F) Cross-correlograms between ripple power peaks and SPW onsets (orange 
dashed lines) further illustrate the earlier occurrence of CA2 ripples. Solid color lines indicate CCG peaks. (G) 
Cross-correlograms between ripple power peaks detected in different regions. Note the earliest occurrence of CA2 
ripples. 
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Figure S3. 
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Figure S3. (Related to Figure 4): Single cell responses to CA1, CA2 and CA3 ripples 
Representative example of firing patterns of different pyramidal cells from the CA1 (A), CA2 (B) and CA3 (C) 
regions. (A) Most of CA1 pyramidal cells strongly increased their firing during CA1 ripples and less so during CA3 
ripples and after CA2 ripples. (B) A minority of CA1 cells was suppressed during CA1 and CA3 ripples. 
Interestingly, these same neurons increased their firing rate during CA2 ripples, indicating that different circuits are 
involved in CA1 and CA2 ripples. (C) Most CA3 principal cells increased their firing rate during CA1 and CA3 
ripples but not during CA2 ripples (D) CA2 neurons positively modulated by SPWs (phasic cells) increased their 
firing during CA1, CA2 and CA3 ripples (E) The suppressed CA2 cells (ramping neurons) mainly fired during local 
ripples. (F) CA2 neurons’ average peri-SPW firing rates are showing a clear bimodal distribution (phasic and 
ramping), supporting a strong functional separation of the two groups. Each dot represents the firing rate of one 
neuron, horizontal dashed lines indicate 5 and 95% confidence intervals obtained after surrogate test (n = 1000 
surrogates). 
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Figure S4. 

 
Figure S4. (Related to Figure 5): Probability of participation of neurons during different ripple types 
(A) Participation probability ratio of pyramidal cells in CA1 ripples versus CA2 ripples during SLEEP and WAKE. 
CA1 and CA3 units participate more in CA1 ripples in both states (p < 0.001 for all comparisons, signed rank test) 
while CA2 cells participate more in CA2 ripples (p < 0.001 for all comparisons except CA2 phasic during WAKE p 
< 0.01, signed rank test). (B) Ripple participation of pyramidal cells in CA3 ripples vs CA2 ripples is similar to CA1 
vs CA2 ripples (see Figure 5D), which suggest high synchrony between CA1 and CA3 events. This is further 
supported by the similar behavior of all types of cells during CA1 and CA3 events. (C) Note that during WAKE the 
participation probability is shifted towards CA1 ripples. (D) Comparison of individual unit participation strength 
(firing during ripples normalized by the mean firing rate) in CA1 and CA2 ripples during WAKE and SLEEP. Note 
that CA3 cells participate more during sleep state and CA2 cells during WAKE. (E) Average LFP-CSD map 
triggered by CA2 ripples when associated to a CA1 SPW-R (upper panel) or when they were confined to CA2 
region (bottom). (F) Peri-ripple z-scored firing rate raster plot for neurons from all regions during CA2 ripples 
propagated toward CA1 and during CA2 local ripples. 
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Figure S5. 

 
Figure S5. (Related to Figure 4 and Figure 5): Temporal dynamics of interneurons during CA1 SPW-R 
(A) Peri-SPW z-scored firing rate raster plot for all interneurons recorded in CA1, CA2 and CA3 during SLEEP and 
WAKE SPW-Rs (n = 350 putative inhibitory units, 6 animals) and average firing curves per region were constructed 
in the same way as for the principal cells on Figure 5. In contrast to pyramidal cells, the firing of interneurons is 
highly synchronous in all the regions, only with a slight delay of CA2 interneurons (black arrow). (B) Peri-CA2 
ripples raster plot and average SPW-centered firing rate curves. Note the lower activation of interneurons, especially 
those from CA3. (C) Percentage of interneurons from every region that was positively (color), negatively (black) or 
not significantly (grey) modulated by SPWs. Note than more than 80-90 % of the interneurons in every region were 
positively modulated by SPWs, including the CA2 region. (D) Peak firing rates of interneurons during SPW-Rs. 
CA1 interneurons were more active during SLEEP (S) ripples compared to WAKE (W) (p < 0.001, t-test) and CA3a 
interneurons fired more during WAKE (p < 0.01, t-test), while cells in all the other regions did not show significant 
state-dependent changes. (E) The firing rate of all interneurons during CA2 ripples was similar during SLEEP (S) 
and WAKE (W). 
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Figure S6. 
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Figure S6. (Related to Figure 5). Relative timing of neuronal activity in different hippocampal regions. 
Peri-event firing curves were constructed averaging single unit responses over each subpopulation of pyramidal cells 
either in absolute firing rate units (Hz) or z-scored. Different events were chosen as temporal reference for the 
different panels: CA1 SPW peak, firing rate (A), CA2 ripple peak, firing rate (B), CA1 SPW onset, z-scored (C), 
CA2 ripple onset, z-scored (D), CA3 ripple onset, z-scored (E), CA3 ripple peak, z-scored (F), CA1 SPW onset, 
firing rate (G), CA2 ripple onset, firing rate (H), CA3 ripple onset, firing rate (I), CA3 ripple peak, firing rate (J). 
(K) Same Peri-event firing curves during CA1-SPW peak (sleep and wake) as on panel (A) visualized in a longer, 
±200ms window to enhance the visibility of ramping behavior (green arrows) of the described ramping cells. 
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Figure S7. 

 
Figure S7. (Related to Figure 6 and 7): Properties of deep and superficial layer pyramidal cells 
(A) Examples of inter-regional excitatory monosynaptic interactions between pyramidal cells and interneurons. Note 
short-latency, large narrow peak in at 2-5 ms in the cross-correlograms, indicative of monosynaptic connections 
(Csicsvari et al., 1998; Barthó et al. 2004). Red vertical line indicates 0 time lag, pink horizontal lines indicate 
0.01% global confidence levels, red curves show pointwise 0.01% confidence interval and blue horizontal line 
pointwise mean of the 1000 jittered CCGs (Fujisawa et al., 2008). (B) Location of the few CA1 pyramidal cells with 
firing rate suppression by SPW-Rs in our dataset. Depth 0 corresponds to the middle of the CA1 pyramidal layer. 
Note that they correspond to the deep pyramidal sublayer of CA1 (Valero et al., 2015). (C) Distribution of burst 
index (fraction of spikes with ISIs < 6 ms). CA2 deep pyramidal cells were more bursty than superficial ones (p < 
0.001, rank sum test). (D) Median overall firing rates of the two subpopulations were not significantly different (p > 
0.05, rank sum test), similarly to results of the phasic and ramping categorization (see Figure 4A). (E) Percentage of 
ramping and phasic cells located in the different depths of the CA2 stratum pyramidale. Note that phasic neurons 
more likely be present superficially while ramping cells appear deeper. (F) Population discharge probability of both 
types of cells as a function of CA2 pyramidal layer theta phase (black line represent two idealized theta cycles). 
Only spikes from cells with significant theta modulation were included (p<0.01, Rayleigh test). During RUN and 
REM both subpopulations have highly similar theta-phase firing distribution. The magnitude of theta modulation 
(mean vector length) of CA2 superficial cells was higher compared to deep cells during both RUN and REM (p < 
0.001 / 0.01 in RUN and REM, rank sum test). (G) Three representative neurons simultaneously recorded from two 
shanks penetrating the CA2 (left) and the CA3a subregion (middle). Notice that none of the neurons recorded from 
CA3a were detectable by the shank penetrating the CA2 region (300 µm distance). The three CA3a units showed 
marked firing rate increase during SPW-R, as most of the CA3 pyramidal cells. Horizontal dashed lines indicate 95 
% upper and lower confidence intervals obtained after surrogate test (n = 1000 surrogates). These and similar 
recordings demonstrate that contamination of units from CA1 and CA3 regions do not contribute to units clustered 
from shanks within the CA2 region. 
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Recording locations per animal 
 Rat1 Rat2 Rat3 Rat4 Rat5 Rat6 Rat7 Rat8 Total 
CA1 x x x x x x x x 8 
CA2  x  x x x x  5 
CA3a x x  x x   x 5 
CA3b x x x x x  x x 7 
CA3c x x x x x  x  6 
 
Total number of cells per animal 
 Rat1 Rat2 Rat3 Rat4 Rat5 Rat6 Rat7 Rat8 Total
CA1 59 24 237 210 112 145 71 107 965 
CA2 0 22 0 168 74 92 60 0 416 
CA3a 19 28 0 180 21 0 0 46 294 
CA3b 11 10 26 65 20 0 8 25 165 
CA3c 25 14 85 61 25 0 10 0 230 
 
Anatomical reconstruction of CA2 and adjacent tracks 
 

 
 

 
Table 1. 

 
Table 1: Summary of animals and recording locations (Related to Figure 1) 
Upper table shows recording locations in each of the 8 animals included in this study. Lower table shows the  
number of isolated single units (pyramidal cells and interneurons) in each animal and region.  Bottom panel displays 
the schematic reconstruction of all CA2 tracks in those animals where the anatomically defined CA2 region was 
successfully targeted (in green, n = 5 rats) as well as the tracks of the corresponding neighboring shanks in the CA1 
and CA3 regions.  
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Supplemental Experimental Procedures 
 
Surgery and recordings  
Eight male rats (Long-Evans, 3-5 months old) were recorded in the Department of Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, 
University of Szeged and the Neuroscience Institute, Langone Medical Center of the New York University. 
Electrode fabrication and implantation surgery were discussed in detail earlier (Berényi et al, 2014). Briefly, animals 
were anesthetized with isoflurane anesthesia and one or several craniotomies were performed under stereotaxical 
guidance. Eight shank, 256-site silicon-probes (NeuroNexus, Ann-Arbor), with 300 µm inter shank spacing, 32 
electrode sites per shank separated by 50 µm were implanted along the transverse axis of the dorsal hippocampus. 
Silicon probes were mounted on custom-made micro-drives to allow their precise vertical movement after 
implantation. The probes were inserted above the target region and the micro-drives were attached to the skull with 
dental cement. The craniotomies were sealed with sterile wax. Two stainless steel screws were drilled bilaterally 
over the cerebellum served as ground and reference (ipsi- and contralateral, respectively) for the recordings. Several 
additional screws were drilled into the skull and covered with dental cement to strengthen the implant. Finally, a 
copper mesh was attached to the skull with dental cement and connected to the ground screw to act as a Faraday 
cage preventing the contamination of the recordings by environmental electric noise (see more details in 
Vandecasteele et al., 2012). After recovery, the probe was moved gradually in 70 to 150 µm steps per day until the 
desired position is reached. The operated animals were housed in individual cages and recorded during long SLEEP 
sessions in their home cage (1-5 hours) and during different navigational tasks (open field exploration, linear track 
running). Neuronal recordings were performed daily for 20-30 days per animal by connecting the probes to a signal 
multiplexing headstage attached to a thin and light cable pending from the room ceiling on a trolley system that 
allowed free movement of the animal. The spatial position of the rats during behavioral sessions was monitored 
using video tracking of two LEDs fixed to the headstage. The wide-band signal was acquired at 20K Sample/s (KJE-
1001, Amplipex Ltd, Hungary), and processed offline. The wide-band signal (0.2–10kHz) was low-pass filtered and 
down sampled to 1250 Hz to generate LFP, and high-pass filtered (>0.5 kHz) for spike detection. The pyramidal 
layer in the CA1, 2 and 3 regions was identified physiologically by increased unit activity and the occurrence of LFP 
ripples (Ylinen et al., 1995; Mizuseki et al., 2011). The identification of dendritic sublayers in CA1, DG and CA3 
was achieved by the application of CSD and ICA analysis to the LFPs (Fernández-Ruiz et al., 2012; Fernández-Ruiz 
et al., 2013) and by known physiological markers such as the reversal of sharp-waves (Ylinen et al., 1995) and depth 
vs amplitude profile of theta oscillations (Buzsaki, 1986; Montgomery et al., 2009). The CA2 region was 
specifically identified post-hoc from histological sections by the thicker pyramidal layer and wider and sparser cell 
bodies compared to CA1 (Lorente de Nó, 1934; Chevaleyre and Siegelbaum, 2010) and confirmed by specific 
immunolabeling (see below). CA3 area was divided into three approximately equal wide subregions as in (Lu et al., 
2015): CA3a closest to the CA2 border, CA3c within the dentate hilus and the intermediate part as CA3b (Lorente 
de Nó, 1934). 
  
Tissue processing and immunohistochemistry 
Following the termination of the experiments, animals were deeply anesthetized and transcardially perfused first 
with 0.9% saline solution followed by 4% paraformaldehyde solution. Brains were sectioned in 70-µm thick slices 
(Leica Vibratome), at a 45-degree angle from midline, parallel with the plane of the implanted electrodes. 
Additionally, immunolabeling for the CA2 region specific marker PCP4 (Kohara et al., 2014) was performed.  
Slices were washed three times in PBS-Tx 1%, then blocked with 3% bovine serum albumin in PBS-Tx and 
incubated overnight at room temperature with the primary antibody solution containing rabbit anti-PCP4 (1:300, 
Sigma HPA005792). After three washes in PBS-Tx, sections were incubated for 2h at room temperature with goat 
anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor488 (1:500, Jackson Immunoresearch 115-545-003) (Valero et al., 2015). Sections were then 
washed and mounted on glass slides with fluorescence medium (Fluoroshield with DAPI - F6057, Sigma, USA). 
Immunostained slices were examined and images were acquired with a confocal microscope (LSM880 Carl Zeiss) 
and/or with an epifluorescence microscope (AxioImager Carl Zeiss). 
 
Spike sorting and unit classification 
Neuronal spikes were detected from the digitally high-pass filtered LFP (0.5–5 kHz) by a threshold crossing-based 
algorithm (Spikedetekt2; https://github.com/klusta-team/spikedetekt2). Detected spikes were automatically sorted 
using the masked EM algorithm for Gaussians mixtures implemented in KlustaKwik2 (Kadir et al., 2014; 
https://github.com/klusta-team/klustakwik/), followed by manual adjustment of the clusters using KlustaViewa 
software (Rossant et al., 2015; https://github.com/klusta-team/klustaviewa/) to get well-isolated single units. 
Multiunit or noise clusters were discarded for the analysis. Cluster isolation quality was estimated by calculating the 
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isolation distance and interspike interval index for each cluster (Schmitzer-Torbert et al., 2005); poor quality clusters 
were discarded. Putative pyramidal cells and interneurons were separated on the basis of their autocorrelograms and 
waveform characteristics (Csicsvari et al., 1998; Stark et al, 2014; Mizuseki et al., 2009), assisted by monosynaptic 
excitatory and inhibitory interactions between simultaneously recorded, well-isolated units (Bartho et al., 2004; 
Mizuseki et al., 2009). 
 
Ripple detection and analysis 
Only non-theta states were studied. Theta epochs were detected automatically using the ratio of the power in theta 
band (5- 11 Hz) to the power of nearby bands (1-4 Hz, 12-14 Hz) of CA1 pyramidal layer LFP, followed by manual 
adjustment with the aid of visual inspection of whitened power spectra. Low theta power and low speed (less than 2 
cm/s) epochs during wakefulness were classified as WAKE and during SLEEP as non-REM sleep (SLEEP). 
Ripples were detected independently on each recording site (Stark et al., 2014). The wide-band signal was band-pass 
filtered (difference-of-Gaussians, DOG; zero-lag, linear phase FIR), and instantaneous power was computed by 
clipping at 4 SD, rectified and low-pass filtered. The low-pass filter cut-off was at a frequency corresponding to π 
cycles of the mean band-pass (for 80-250 Hz band-pass, the low-pass was 55 Hz). The mean and SD of baseline 
LFP were computed based on the power during non-REM sleep. Subsequently, the power of the non-clipped signal 
was computed, and all events exceeding 4 SD from the mean were detected. Events were then expanded until the 
(non-clipped) power fell below 2 SD; short events (<15 ms) were discarded, and adjacent events (gap <15 ms) were 
merged. Events were then aligned by the trough closest to the peak power. For the CA1 ripples only, sharp-waves 
were additionally also detected; LFP from str. radiatum channels was filtered with band-pass filter boundaries (5-40 
Hz) adjusted to match the features of sharp-waves. LFP events of a minimum duration of 20 ms and maximum 400 
ms exceeding 2.5 SD of the signal were included as candidate SPW-R. Only if a SPW was simultaneously detected 
with a ripple, a CA1 ripple event was kept for further analysis.  
These procedures were carried out independently on every recording site of each shank. The recording site with the 
maximal ripple amplitude was determined for each shank separately; this was defined as the center of the CA1, CA2 
or CA3 pyramidal cell layer on that shank (Mizuzeki et al., 2011) and used as the reference site. For most of the 
analysis times of the peaks of CA2 ripple power or CA1 SPW trough times at reference sites of all shanks placed in 
the same region were averaged and used as time stamps. Results of the same analyses using CA1 ripple peaks as 
triggers were qualitatively similar (data not shown). 
For the detection of co-occurring ripples, a time window of 60 ms was consider before or after the peak power of the 
reference ripple. Only one site per region (i.e. CA1, CA2 or CA3) was chosen. Similar results were obtained with 
slightly larger or shorter windows and averaging ripple times over multiple sites inside the same region (data not 
shown). 
For the analysis, either ripple peak powers or SPW trough times at reference sites of multiple shanks placed within a 
given region were averaged and used as time stamps. The middle of the pyramidal layer was determined as the 
recording site where the LFP had the largest ripple-band power. Wavelet spectrograms were calculated at these sites 
for each detected ripple in a [-200, +200] ms window. Spectrograms for individual events were averaged to 
construct final plots. 
 
 
Ripple modulation of unit firing  
For all unit firing analysis ripples detected in CA1, CA2 and CA3 were analyzed independently. Well-isolated 
putative units with at least 100 spikes in a given session were classified according to their ripple modulation. All 
ripples detected in a session were averaged and their duration normalized. Next, spikes of each individual unit 
surrounding ripples were binned (5 ms time bin) to construct ripple cross-correlograms. Surrogate test (n = 1000 
surrogates) was applied to set the 95% upper and lower confidence intervals. Units that crossed the upper or lower 
significance thresholds inside the normalized ripple duration for at least 4 consecutive bins were considered as 
positively or negatively modulated, respectively. 
For all individual units, spikes in a [-200, +200] ms peri-ripple peak window were collected and firing rate 
histograms (1 ms time bin) were constructed. The firing rate histograms were z-scored for each unit individually and 
the histograms were smoothed using a Gaussian kernel (SD = 5 ms). Raster plots were constructed with all the 
smoothed z-scored histograms of individual units for the different types of events. All histograms for the same type 
of units (same region and cell type, i.e., pyramidal or interneuron) were pooled and mean and SD curves calculated.  
The probability of participation of individual units in ripples was defined as the number of events in which a unit 
fired at least one spike during the ripple divided by the total number of ripples detected. 
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Cross-correlogram analysis of spike trains  
Cross-correlogram (CCG) analysis has been applied to indirectly detect putative monosynaptic connections 
(Csicsvari et al., 1998; Barthó et al., 2004; Fujisawa et al., 2008). CCG was calculated as the time resolved 
distribution of spike transmission probability between a reference spike train and a temporally shifting target spike 
train. A window interval of [-10, +10] ms with a 1 ms bin size was used for detecting sharp peaks or troughs, as 
identifiers of putative monosynaptic connections. Significantly correlated cell pairs were identified using the 
jittering method (Amarasingham et al., 2012). For each cell pair, surrogated data sets were constructed by randomly 
and independently jittering each spike train on a uniform interval of [-10, 10] ms 1000 times. 99% acceptance bands 
were calculated from the surrogate data set CCGs for each bin, multiple comparison error was corrected by 
introducing ‘global significance bands (Fujisawa et al., 2008). A cell pair was considered as having an excitatory or 
inhibitory monosynaptic connection, if any of its CCG bins reached above or below these global bands, respectively, 
within the considered time window. 
Peri-ripple CCGs were constructed with the spikes around sharp-wave troughs. For the group cross-correlograms, 
counts in CCGs of all pairs within a category were summed up. For each cell pair, each spike of each neuron in the 
original data set was randomly and independently jittered on a uniform interval of [-50, 50] ms, to form surrogate 
data sets (n = 1000). CCGs were constructed for original and surrogate data sets as a function of latency across the 
interval [-200, +200] ms, and counts in CCGs of all the pairs in each category were summed up, and then smoothed 
using a Gaussian kernel (SD = 5 ms). Global bands at acceptance level 99.9% were constructed for the smoothed 
group CCG from the maximum and minimum of each jitter surrogate smoothed group CCG across the interval 
(Fujisawa et al., 2008). The time bins, in which original smoothed group CCG were above the upper global band, 
were identified as significant bins. To quantify the asymmetry of the CCGs, we generated surrogate CCGs randomly 
shuffling the CCG directionality of the individual cell pairs in the two populations contributing to each CCG 1000 
times. 99.9% confidence intervals were obtained from the surrogate CCG sets. 

  
Wavelet analysis 
To analyze high-frequency oscillatory activity in the LFP at a high resolution in time and frequency, the complex 
wavelet transform (CWT) of the LFP was calculated using complex Morlet wavelets (MATLAB, The MathWorks, 
Inc., Natick, MA; Torrence and Compo, 1998). The CWT gives an amplitude and phase measure for each wavelet 
scale at all time points in the data, obtained by convolving the real and imaginary parts (which are phase-shifted by 
90°) of the wavelets with the data vectors. Wavelet spectrograms were calculated for each detected ripple in a [-200, 
+200] ms window and for the LFP in the center of the pyramidal layer for each detected sharp-wave. Spectrograms 
for individual events were averaged to construct final plots. 

Theta modulation analysis 
Theta epochs during walking/running were classified as RUN, and those during sleep were classified as REM. The 
LFP in the middle of the pyramidal layer was band-pass filtered (zero-phase digital filter between 4-12 Hz) and the 
phase of the analytic signal obtained by the Hilbert transform. 
Theta peaks are at 0o and 360o and troughs at 180o and 540o.Theta modulation indices were calculated using the 
mean resultant length of the phases, and significance was estimated using the Rayleigh test for non-uniformity using 
the circular statistics toolbox provided by P. Berens (Berens, 2009).The mean angle and mean resultant length of the 
theta phases for a given neuron's spikes were taken as the preferred phase and modulation strength of that neuron 
respectively (Mizuseki et al., 2012). 
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Spatial Coding and Physiological Properties of
Hippocampal Neurons in the Cornu

Ammonis Subregions

Azahara Oliva,1 Antonio Fern�andez-Ruiz,1 Gy€orgy Buzs�aki,2,3 and
Antal Ber�enyi1,2*

ABSTTACT: It is well-established that the feed-forward connected
main hippocampal areas, CA3, CA2, and CA1 work cooperatively during
spatial navigation and memory. These areas are similar in terms of the
prevalent types of neurons; however, they display different spatial coding
and oscillatory dynamics. Understanding the temporal dynamics of these
operations requires simultaneous recordings from these regions. Howev-
er, simultaneous recordings from multiple regions and subregions in
behaving animals have become possible only recently. We performed
large-scale silicon probe recordings simultaneously spanning across all
layers of CA1, CA2, and CA3 regions in rats during spatial navigation
and sleep and compared their behavior-dependent spiking, oscillatory
dynamics and functional connectivity. The accuracy of place cell spatial
coding increased progressively from distal to proximal CA1, suddenly
dropped in CA2, and increased again from CA3a toward CA3c. These
variations can be attributed in part to the different entorhinal inputs to
each subregions, and the differences in theta modulation of CA1, CA2,
and CA3 neurons. We also found that neurons in the subregions showed
differences in theta modulation, phase precession, state-dependent
changes in firing rates and functional connectivity among neurons of
these regions. Our results indicate that a combination of intrinsic proper-
ties together with distinct intra- and extra-hippocampal inputs may
account for the subregion-specific modulation of spiking dynamics and
spatial tuning of neurons during behavior. VC 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

KEY WORDS: electrophysiology; place field; phase precession; deep
vs. superficial; CA regions

INTRODUCTION

The mammalian hippocampal formation has
received strong attention, largely because of its key
role in spatial navigation (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky,
1971, McNaughton et al., 1996) and several aspects
of memory formation, storage and recall (Squire,
1992, Eichenbaum et al., 1999, Vinogradova, 2001).
The hippocampus proper (Cornu Ammonis) is divid-
ed into three different subregions named CA1, CA2,
and CA3, based on their anatomical and molecular
features (Lorente de N�o, 1947, Amaral and Witter,
1989, Amaral and Lavenex, 2007, Cembrowski et al.,
2016, Dudek et al., 2016), and have been attributed
with different functional roles (McNaughton and
Morris, 1987, Rolls and Kesner, 2006, Leutgeb and
Leutgeb, 2007, Knierim and Neunuebel, 2016). The
principal (pyramidal) cells in these areas share many
morphological and biophysical properties (Spruston
et al., 1995a,b; Spruston, 2008). However, cells from
these subregions also exhibit different firing patterns
under several behavioral states, environmental manip-
ulations or task demands (Lee et al., 2004a,b, Leutgeb
et al., 2004, Mizuseki et al., 2012, Mankin et al.,
2015, Kay et al., 2016).

The extensive recurrent collateral system of CA3
distinguishes this region as an autoassociative network
performing pattern completion computations during
memory retrieval (Wallenstein et al., 1998; Neunuebel
and Knierim, 2014). On the other hand, CA1, the
output region of the hippocampus, has a feed-forward
organization with limited recurrent connectivity (Wit-
ter et al., 2000), and has been proposed to act as a
feature integrator of the incoming information from
its two main inputs: the CA3 and entorhinal cortex
(EC) (Bittner et al., 2015). The smaller CA2 region
has been traditionally neglected in terms of assign-
ment of a distinct role, although several recent reports
showed unique physiological properties of this region
(Hitti and Siegelbaum, 2014; Kohara et al., 2014;
Carstens et al., 2016; Dudek et al., 2016; Oliva et al.,
2016). Recently a role has been proposed for CA2 in
temporal encoding, through which CA2 firing vari-
ability over time would provide a temporal context to
CA1 to differentiate between similar events (Mankin
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et al., 2015). Also, the CA2 region was highlighted recently in
the encoding of the spatial position during immobility periods
(Kay et al., 2016) and in initiating sharp-wave ripple events
(Oliva et al., 2016).

Another important source of functional variability is the
inhomogeneity of these regions since the principal cells’ physio-
logical properties, connectivity and functional roles vary along
the transverse axis within each region. The proximal pole of
CA1 (closer to the CA2 border) is innervated by axons from
medial entorhinal cortex (MEC), while the distal pole is inner-
vated by those from lateral entorhinal cortex (LEC) (Tamamaki
et al., 1988; Witter et al., 2000). These projections have been
found to carry information about different modalities (Har-
greaves et al., 2005; Deshmukh and Knierim, 2011), and cor-
responding functional differences have been observed along this
axis of CA1, with better spatial coding in its proximal part
(Henriksen et al., 2010) and stronger responses to non-spatial
stimuli in its distal pole (Burke et al., 2011; Igarashi et al.,
2014). Connectivity also changes in CA3 from its proximal
part (CA3c, closer to the dentate gyrus), intermediate (CA3b)
to its distal pole (CA3a, closer to CA2). CA3c has stronger
connections with the CA1 region and is relatively more influ-
enced by perforant path information (which is first processed
in the dentate gyrus), while CA3a has the strongest recurrent
connectivity and receive the entorhinal information from layer
II entorhinal axons both directly via monosynaptic connections,
and disynaptically through the dentate gyrus (Li et al., 1994;
Ishizuka et al., 1995). Analogous to CA1, spatial coding prop-
erties have been found to gradually change along the CA3
transverse axis (Lee et al., 2015; Lu et al., 2015).

In addition, the deep and superficial sublayers of CA1 have
been proposed to constitute two types of neurons, with differ-
ent connectivity, spiking and oscillatory properties and possibly
specialized functional roles (Bannister and Larkman, 1995;
Mizuseki et al., 2011; Valero et al., 2015; Danielson et al.,
2016). The presence of any similar functional difference
between the deep/superficial sublayers of the CA2 and CA3
regions has not been investigated.

The distribution of intrahippocampal connections between
CA3 and CA1 regions show a unique topography: CA3c pyra-
midal cells project more strongly to distal portions of CA1
whereas fibers arising from cells located in CA3a subregion ter-
minate more densely in proximal CA1 (Ishizuka et al., 1990,
Li et al., 1994). This selective innervation also implies the pos-
sibility of transmitting different information across adjacent
segments of each region. Although anatomical data are avail-
able about intrahippocampal axonal connections (Ishizuka
et al., 1990, Witter et al., 2000), simultaneous recordings are
required to examine how functional connectivity across hippo-
campal subregions contribute to information processing.

In addition to the intrinsic cellular properties, intrahippo-
campal connectivity and functional organization are factors
that contribute to the observed gross functional differences of
CA1, CA2, and CA3 regions during behavior. Previous studies
investigated these regions individually, or at best, compared
only two regions simultaneously (Jarsky et al., 2008, Valero

et al., 2015). Studying each region separately in different ani-
mals and different laboratories with heterogeneous methods
inevitably leads to large variability and numerous animals are
needed to compare the individual observations quantitatively.
Here we utilize the advantage of state-of-the-art large-scale sili-
con probe technology and set out to simultaneously record all
subregions of CA1, CA2, and CA3 in behaving rats. We pro-
vide a comprehensive comparison of the physiological and
functional differences along the anatomical subdivisions of hip-
pocampal transverse axis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Surgery and Recordings

Surgery and recordings were performed in the Department
of Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, University of Szeged and
the Neuroscience Institute, Langone Medical Center of the
New York University. All experiments were performed in accor-
dance with European Union guidelines (2003/65/CE) and the
National Institutes of Health Guidelines for the Care and Use
of Animal Research and were approved by the Albert Szent-
Gy€orgyi Medical and Pharmaceutical Center of the University
of Szeged and the Animal Care and Use Committee of New
York University Medical Center.

Eight male rats (Long-Evans, 3–5 months old) were includ-
ed in this study. Electrode fabrication and implantation surgery
were discussed in detail earlier (Berenyi et al., 2014). Briefly,
animals were anesthetized with isoflurane anesthesia and one or
several craniotomies were created under stereotaxical guidance.
Eight-shank, 256-site silicon-probes (NeuroNexus, Ann-Arbor,
MI), with 300 mm inter-shank spacing, 32 electrode sites per
shank separated vertically by 50 mm were implanted along the
transverse axis of the dorsal hippocampus. Silicon probes were
mounted on custom-made micro-drives to allow their precise
vertical movement after implantation. To prevent the intraoper-
ative damaging of the hippocampus, the probes were inserted
above the target region and the micro-drives were attached to
the skull with dental cement. The craniotomies were sealed
with sterile wax. Two stainless steel screws were drilled bilater-
ally over the cerebellum served as ground and reference (ipsi-
and contralateral, respectively) for the recordings. Several addi-
tional screws were drilled into the skull and covered with den-
tal cement to strengthen the implant. Finally, a copper mesh
was attached to the skull with dental cement and connected to
the ground screw to act as a Faraday cage preventing the con-
tamination of the recordings by environmental electric noise
(see more details in Vandecasteele et al., 2012). After recovery,
the probe was moved gradually in 70–150 mm steps per day
until the desired position was reached. The operated animals
were housed in individual cages. Neuronal recordings were per-
formed daily for 20–30 days per animal to avoid the influence
of gliosis as a reaction to possible damage caused by the elec-
trodes over time. Recordings were performed by connecting the
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probes to a signal multiplexing head-stage attached to a thin
and light cable suspended from the room ceiling on a trolley
system that allowed free movement of the animal. Recordings
were made during running in a linear maze (50–60 trials) and
sleeping sessions of 3–4 h. Water deprivation of the animals
was maintained in periods of 6 days with 1-day rest of free
water access. The spatial position of the rats during behavioral
sessions was monitored using video tracking of two LEDs fixed
to the head-stage. The wide-band signal was acquired at 20
kSamples/s (KJE-1001, Amplipex, Hungary), and processed off-
line. The wide-band signal (0.2 Hz–10 kHz) was low-pass fil-
tered and down sampled to 1250 Hz to generate LFP, and high-
pass filtered (>500 Hz) for spike detection. The pyramidal layer
in the CA1, 2 and 3 regions was identified physiologically by
increased unit activity and the occurrence of LFP ripples (Ylinen
et al., 1995, Mizuseki et al., 2011). The identification of den-
dritic sublayers in CA1, DG, and CA3 was achieved by the
application of current source density (CSD) and independent
component (ICA) analysis to the LFPs (Fernandez-Ruiz et al.,
2012, 2013) and by known physiological markers such as the
reversal of sharp-waves (Ylinen et al., 1995) and depth versus
amplitude profile of theta oscillations (Buzsaki, 1986; Mont-
gomery et al., 2009). The CA2 region was specifically identified
post-hoc from histological sections by the thicker pyramidal lay-
er and wider and sparser cell bodies compared to CA1 (Lorente
de N�o, 1947, Chevaleyre and Siegelbaum, 2010) and confirmed
by specific immunolabeling (anti-PCP4 antibody, Sigma
HPA005792). CA3 area was divided into three approximately
equally wide subregions as in (Lu et al., 2015): CA3a closest to
the CA2 border (0% - 30% of the proximodistal axis), the
intermediate part CA3b (between 30% and 60% of the axis)
and CA3c within the dentate hilus (from 60 to 100% of the
proximodistal axis) (Lorente de N�o, 1947). Segmentation was
supported by the differences of cell density and thickness of the
soma layer along the CA3 axis as reported previously (Lu et al.,
2015). CA1 region was also split into three equally wide
regions: CA1 proximal, closest to CA2, CA1 intermediate, in
the middle, and CA1 distal, closest to subiculum.

Tissue Processing and Immunohistochemistry

After termination of the recordings, animals were deeply anes-
thetized and transcardially perfused with 0.9% saline solution
followed by 4% paraformaldehyde solution. Brains were sec-
tioned in 70-mm-thick slices (Leica Vibratome), with a 458 angle
from the midline, parallel with the plane of the implanted elec-
trodes. In addition, immunolabeling of the CA2 region with the
specific marker PCP4, validated to label the cells in this region
(Lein et al., 2005, Kohara et al., 2014), was performed. Slices
were washed three times in PBS-Tx 1%, then blocked with 3%
bovine serum albumin in PBS-Tx and incubated overnight at
room temperature with the primary antibody solution contain-
ing rabbit anti-PCP4 (1:300, Sigma HPA005792). After three
washes in PBS-Tx, sections were incubated for 2 h at room tem-
perature with goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor488 (1:500, Jackson
Immunoresearch 115-545-003) (Valero et al., 2015). Sections

were then washed and mounted on glass slides with fluorescence
medium (Fluoroshield with DAPI - F6057, Sigma, USA).
Immunostained slices were examined and images were acquired
with a confocal microscope (LSM880 Carl Zeiss) and/or with
an epifluorescence microscope (AxioImager Carl Zeiss).

Data Analysis

Neuronal spikes were detected from the digitally high-pass
filtered LFP (0.5 Hz–5 kHz) by a threshold crossing-based
algorithm (Rossant et al., 2015). Detected spikes were auto-
matically sorted using the masked EM algorithm for Gaussians
mixtures implemented in KlustaKwik2 (Kadir et al., 2014), fol-
lowed by manual adjustment of the clusters using KlustaViewa.
Multiunit or noise clusters were discarded from further analy-
sis. Cluster isolation quality was estimated by calculating the
cluster characteristics (Csicsvari et al., 1998; Mizuseki et al.,
2009; Stark et al., 2014), assisted by monosynaptic excitatory
and inhibitory interactions between simultaneously recorded,
well-isolated units (Bartho et al., 2004; Mizuseki et al., 2009).

Cross-correlation (CCG) analysis has been applied to indi-
rectly detect putative monosynaptic connections (Csicsvari
et al., 1998; Bartho et al., 2004; Fujisawa et al., 2008). CCG
was calculated as the time resolved distribution of spike trans-
mission probability between a reference spike train and a tem-
porally shifting target spike train. A window interval of [25,
15] ms with a 1 ms bin size was used for detecting sharp
peaks or troughs, as identifiers of putative monosynaptic con-
nections. Significantly correlated cell pairs were identified using
the jittering method (Amarasingham et al., 2012). For each
cell pair, surrogate data sets were constructed by randomly and
independently jittering each spike’s timestamp with a uniformly
distributed value in the range of [25, 5] ms, 1000 times. 99%
acceptance bands were calculated from the surrogate data set
CCGs for each bin, multiple comparison error was corrected
by introducing “global significance bands” (Fujisawa et al.,
2008). A cell pair was considered as having an excitatory
monosynaptic connection, if any of its CCG bins reached
above these global bands within the considered time window.
The connection strength was quantified by calculating the stan-
dardized height of the monosynaptic peaks defined as:

ĥ5
h2ljitter

rjitter

where h is the peak height, ljitter is the jittered mean and rjitter

is jittered standard deviation (Fujisawa et al., 2008).
Epochs of high theta (4–12 Hz) power during locomotion

(with a minimum walking speed of 3 cm s21) were classified
as RUN. Theta episodes during sleep were classified as REM.
All states including slow-wave sleep (SWS) and quiet periods
during wake state were detected using the ratio of the power in
theta band (4–12 Hz) to delta band (1–4 Hz) of LFP, followed
by manual adjustment with the aid of visual inspection of
whitened power spectra and the raw traces (Sirota et al., 2008,
Mizuseki et al., 2009, Mizuseki et al., 2011).
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LFP of str. pyramidale was band-pass filtered (4–12 Hz)
with a zero lag filter, yielding theta waves. Peaks of filtered
waves were identified as the positive to negative zero crossings
of the derivative (dy/dt), and phase was linearly interpolated
between the peaks. Peaks are at 08 and 3608 and troughs at
1808 throughout the article. The mean resultant angle and
length of the instantaneous theta phases of a given neuron’s
spikes were taken as the preferred phase and modulation
strength of that neuron, respectively. For the preferred phase
only neurons that were significantly modulated (Rayleigh test)
by the theta oscillations were considered. Each cycle was divid-
ed into 36 bins for both measurements.

Positions of the linear track were projected onto the track
axis. The position and spiking data were binned into 5-cm wide
segments, generating the raw maps of spike number and occu-
pancy probability. Rate map, number of place fields, spatial
information (Skaggs et al., 1993), selectivity and sparsity (Skaggs
et al., 1996) were calculated for each direction separately. A
Gaussian kernel (SD 5 5 cm) was applied to both raw maps of
spike and occupancy, and a smoothed rate map was constructed
by dividing the smoothed spike map by the smoothed occupan-
cy map. A place field was defined as a continuous region, of at
least 15 cm (THREE pixels), where the firing rate was above
10% of the peak rate in the maze, the peak firing rate was >2
Hz and the spatial coherence was >0.7. Place fields with fewer
than 50 spikes and fields that included the turning position of
the track were discarded. To compare the effect of subregions
on the number of place fields one-way ANOVA was conducted,
followed by post hoc student’s t tests. The same method was
used for comparisons between proximal, intermediate and distal
CA1, as well as to compare the number of cells with one single
place field across all subregions.

To visualize the theta phase advancement of spikes along the
field traversal (phase-precession), the instantaneous theta phases
(from the filtered CA1 pyramidal layer LFP) of spikes were
plotted against the linearized positions in the track for each
place field. Circular-linear regression between position and the-
ta phase was applied to calculate the phase-precession slope
and correlation strength (Kempter et al., 2012). This was per-
formed by first fitting a linear regression model to circular-
linear data by minimizing the circular error between measured
and predicted angles. The slope of the resulting regression line
was used to scale the linear variable (position) and to transform
it into a circular one. Finally, a correlation coefficient analog to
the Pearson’s correlation was obtained. For further analyses,
only fields displaying significant phase-position correlation
(P< 0.05) were considered and their slope, correlation strength
and phase range were calculated.

RESULTS

LFP and single units were recorded simultaneously from
multiple CA regions of the hippocampus (CA1, CA2, and

CA3; Fig. 1A,B) in eight rats. In all animals we recorded the
CA1 region from the proximal (fimbrial) to the distal (subicu-
lar) poles, in six animals CA3 was sampled as well (CA3a, b
and c) and in five animals the CA2 region was sampled, too.
Recordings were carried out while rats run in a linear track for
water reward or sleep in their home cages. The different
regions were separated according to physiological criteria (Diba
and Buzsaki, 2008; Mizuseki et al., 2009; Royer et al., 2010)
and post-hoc immunohistological validation of electrode loca-
tions combined with PCP4 antibody staining (specific labeling
for CA2 pyramidal cells). CA1 was divided into proximal,
intermediate and distal parts and CA3 was separated into
CA3c, CA3b, and CA3c. A total number of 1007 (CA1), 752
(CA3) and 512 (CA2) putative pyramidal cells and 171 (CA1),
125 (CA3), and 74 (CA2) putative interneurons were included
in this study.

Spatial Coding Properties of CA1, CA2, and CA3
Place Cells

Place fields were identified during linear track running (Fig.
1C). A large fraction of CA1 (from all sites of the transverse
axis) and CA2 cells were active place cells (at least one place
field in either of both running directions) than CA3 neurons
(grey bars in Fig. 1D; CA1 5 418 out of 607 cells, 68%;
CA2 5 180 out of 273 cells, 66%; CA3 5 112 out of 214
cells, 42%; P< 0.05 for CA1/CA2 comparisons with CA3,
rank sum test), in agreement with previous reports (Mizuseki
et al., 2012; Lu et al., 2015). While within CA1 there was no
significant difference (F(2, 185) 5 0.54; P 5 0.6268, one-way
ANOVA), the number of active place cells progressively
increased from CA3c to CA3a (F(2, 45) 5 3.6; P 5 0.007).
This latter gradient appeared due to the gradual increase of the
prevalence of multiple place field neurons, while the occurrence
of the pyramidal cells with a single place field was not signifi-
cantly different between the subregions (data not shown). In
addition, the deep sublayer of CA1 (closer to stratum oriens)
also displayed a larger number of place cells than the superficial
sublayer (P< 0.05 for all CA1 subregions, rank sum test; Fig.
1D) (Mizuseki et al., 2011).

The number of place fields per cell also displayed regional
differences. While place cells with more than one field were
common in CA2, CA3a and distal CA1 (Fig. 1E; 32, 22, and
30% of cells with more than one field in CA2, CA3a and dis-
tal CA1 respectively; ANOVA test for mean number of fields
versus regions, F(6, 185) 5 4.6; P 5 0.041), proximal CA1 and
CA3c cells had preferentially one single place field (85 and
95% of cells with only one field in proximal CA1 and CA3c
respectively; F(6, 106) 5 8.1; P 5 0.040). This result is in
agreement with a previous study reporting larger number of
place fields in distal compared to proximal CA1 cells in 2D
environments (Henriksen et al., 2010), which was also the case
in our data (F(2, 185) 5 5.1; P 5 0.02).

CA2 cells contained larger place fields while the sharpest
where found in CA3c cells (Fig. 1F; P< 0.01 CA2 versus CA1
and CA3, rank sum test). Larger place fields were also found
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in distal CA1 cells compared to proximal ones while they were
larger in CA3a and smaller in CA3c (F(2, 247) 5 3.6;
P 5 0.01 and F(2, 119) 5 6.89; P 5 0.0014, ANOVA test for
CA1 and CA3, respectively). No significant differences were
found in deep compared with superficial cells (Fig. 1F;
P> 0.05, rank sum test).

Deep cells in CA1 and CA2 showed higher firing rates
inside their fields than superficial ones while in CA3 superficial
cells were found to fire more than deep ones (Fig. 1G;
P< 0.05/0.05/0.01/0.001/0.01/0.01 and 0.01 in distal CA1,
intermediate CA1, proximal CA1, CA2, CA3a, CA3b, and
CA3c respectively, rank sum test). The in-field mean firing
rates were not significantly different from CA3 cells compared
to CA1 and CA2, taken the regions as a whole, but were
found to be different inside CA1 subregions (higher in

proximal site, F(2, 247) 5 5.3; P 5 0.039) and inside CA3 sub-
regions (higher in CA3a part, F(2, 119) 5 6.7; P 5 0.0017).
Accordingly, the peak firing rates showed similar tendency, low-
er in CA3c than in CA3a (F(2, 119) 5 6.72; P 5 0.0017) and
lower in CA1 distal than in proximal (F(2, 247) 5 4.6;
P 5 0.049). Of all pyramidal cells, CA2 place cells had the
highest peak firing rates (P< 0.05 for both comparisons, CA2-
CA1 and CA2-CA3, rank sum test).

The reported differences in number and size of fields and
firing rates matched the spatial information and specificity of
place cells in the different regions. More selective place cells
(calculated as peak in-field firing rate divided by mean firing
rate in the track) were found in CA3 compared to CA1 and
CA2 (Fig. 1I; P< 0.01 in both cases, rank sum test). Spatial
selectivity increased gradually from distal to proximal CA1 and

FIGURE 1. Spatial coding properties of place cells from differ-
ent regions. A. Anatomical scheme of the recording sites. Different
colors show different anatomical regions recorded (yellow: distal
CA1, orange: intermediate CA1, red: proximal CA1, green: CA2,
light blue: CA3a, medium blue: CA3b, dark blue: CA3c). Striped
and solid parts of all regions show deep and superficial sublayers,
respectively. B. Histological verification of the electrode locations
and subregional boundaries within the hippocampus. PCP4 spe-
cific marker (green) is labeling the CA2pyramidal cells, while all
somata are stained with DAPI (blue). Inset shows a section from

the same animal with visible recording tracks crossing all subre-
gions. C. Representative examples of place cells. Abscissae denote
the normalized spatial location of the animal on the linear track.
Proportion of place cells (D), number of place fields (E), place
field size (F), mean in-field firing rate (G), peak firing rate (H),
spatial selectivity (I), sparsity (J) and spatial information in bits
per spike (K) as well as in bits per second (L) for all different sub-
regions are plotted with their corresponding colors. Grey bars in
the background represent averages of all subpopulations in a given
region. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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from CA3a to CA3c (F(2, 185) 5 6.2; P 5 0.03 and F(2,
45) 5 7.9; P 5 0.038, ANOVA). In agreement with this result,
the sparsity of spatial representations (i.e., how sharply do the
firing rate increase in a small region of space, e.g., sparsity close
to zero correlates with a greater amount of spatial information)
decreased from distal to proximal CA1 and from CA2 to
CA3c (Fig. 1J; F(2, 185) 5 3.14; P 5 0.043 and F(3,
45) 5 7.49; P< 0.0001). In general, superficial cells were more
selective than deep ones in CA1 and CA2 (P< 0.05 and
P< 0.001 for CA1 proximal and CA2 respectively, rank sum
test) and less sparse (P< 0.05 and P< 0.001 for CA1 proximal
and CA2 respectively).

The information content of spikes (in bits per spike) was
higher for CA3 cells than for CA1 and CA2 neurons (P< 0.01
for CA3 versus CA1 and P< 0.001 for CA3 versus CA2, rank
sum test; Fig. 1K). Spatial information decrease from distal to
proximal CA1 and from CA2 to CA3c (F(2, 185) 5 3.91;
P 5 0.021 and F(3, 180) 5 3.87; P 5 0.0098). For the CA1
region, superficial cells carried more information per spike than
the deep ones (P< 0.05 for all subregions, rank sum test),
while for the CA3 region, deep cells were more informative
(P< 0.05 for all subregions, rank sum test). The spatial infor-
mation rate (bits per second) was also higher in CA3 and lower

in CA1 and CA2 (Fig. 1L; P< 0.05 and P< 0.01 for compari-
son with CA1 and CA2, rank sum test) and also gradually
increase form distal CA1 to proximal CA1 and from CA2 to
CA3c (F(2, 185) 5 2.7; P 5 0.042, and F(3, 180) 5 4.26;
P 5 0.005). However, in this case the CA1 and CA2 deep sub-
layer had a higher information rate than the superficial one
(P< 0.05, rank sum test for all comparisons). This apparently
contradictory result for the deep and superficial CA1 sublayers
was previously reported and accounted for the higher firing
rates of deep cells (Fig. 5) (Mizuseki et al., 2011).

In summary, place cells in CA3 region are more likely to
have only one field and code more spatial information com-
pared to CA1 and CA2 cells. Better spatial coding was found
in CA3c cells compared to CA3a ones and also for proximal
CA1 cells compared to their distal peers. CA2 cells were found
to code poorly for space, in agreement with previous observa-
tions (Mankin et al., 2015).

Phase-precession in CA1, CA2, and CA3 Place
Cells

During spatial navigation, hippocampal place cells also
exhibit a temporal code manifested by a progressive theta phase

FIGURE 2. Phase Precession. A. Examples of phase-precessing place cells from different
regions. Upper panels show firing rate maps and lower panels theta phase-position correlation
of the spikes. B. The range of phase-precession was markedly shorter in CA3 and CA2 com-
pared to CA1. C. Phase precession slopes were similar for CA1 subregions and smaller for CA3
and CA2. D. Phase-position correlation strength was larger in CA1 proximal cells and lower in
CA2 and CA3a. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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shift of the spikes as the animal traverses through the neuron’s
place field, also known as phase-precession (O’Keefe and Recce,
1993). Spikes occurring later in the field tend to appear at an
earlier phase of the theta cycle. Only fields displaying a signifi-
cant phase-position correlation (P< 0.05, circular-linear regres-
sion) were considered for this analysis. In all cases, the
reference theta phase was taken from the middle of the CA1
pyramidal layer, the peak being 08 and 3608 and the trough
1808. All CA1 subregions displayed a strong phase-precession
with a mean phase-shift of 240 degrees inside the place field
(Fig. 2; proximal CA1 5 105 fields, CA1 intermediate 5 106
fields, CA1 distal 5 88 fields). In comparison, phase-precession
in both CA2 and CA3 was much reduced, spanning 127 and
161 degrees on average, respectively (Fig. 2B,C; CA2 5 75
fields, CA3a 5 30, CA3b 5 44, CA3c 5 78). Accordingly, the
distribution of phase ranges across place fields was larger for
CA1 subregions and increased from distal to proximal sites
(Fig. 2B; 1868/2318/2668 mean for CA1 proximal/intermedi-
ate/distal; F(2, 247) 5 3.75; P 5 0.024) and significantly
shorter for CA2 (1278 mean; P< 0.0001 for all comparison

with CA1, rank sum test) and CA3 (1478/1608/1718 mean;
P< 0.001 for all comparisons with CA1, rank sum test). CA1
cells in the deep sublayers had a tendency to span a larger
range of phases than their superficial peers (Fig. 2B).

The differences of phase precession properties across regions
were also illustrated by the distributions of regression slopes
and the strength of phase-position correlation. Slopes were
steeper for all CA1 subregions than CA2 or CA3 (Fig. 2C;
P< 0.01 for CA2–CA1 comparison and P< 0.05 for CA3–
CA1, rank sum test) as well as phase-position correlation
strength (Fig. 2D; P< 0.01 for comparisons of CA3 and CA2
with CA1, rank sum test). Correlation strength also increased
from distal to proximal CA1 (F(2, 247) 5 4.46; P 5 0.012)
and CA3a to CA3c (F(2, 247) 5 2.63; P 5 0.043).

Modulation of Neurons by Theta Oscillations

Neurons in the hippocampus are strongly theta modulated
during exploration and REM sleep (Buzsaki et al., 1983). We
thus asked whether the reported differences in spatial and

FIGURE 3. Theta phase modulation of hippocampal pyrami-
dal cells. A. Population discharge probability of pyramidal cells
from the different subregions as a function of CA1 pyramidal layer
theta phase (dotted black line) during RUN and REM sleep. All
pyramidal cells were included. Two theta cycles are shown for bet-
ter clarity. B. Distribution of preferred theta phases for all

significantly modulated units (P < 0.01, Rayleigh test) in all
regions during RUN and REM. C. Modulation strength by theta
oscillations (mean vector length). Note the gradient from proximal
CA1 (stronger theta modulated) toward distal CA1 (less theta
modulated) during RUN. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonli-
nelibrary.com]
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temporal coding of hippocampal cells across regions corre-
sponded with differences in spike-theta phase relationship. For
this purpose, we used two complementary measures: the theta
phase distribution of spikes from a given population (Figs. 3A
and 4A) and the distribution of preferred firing phase of single
units (Fig. 3B). We analyzed separately pyramidal cells (Fig. 3)
and interneurons (Fig. 4). Local theta phases were used for
these analyses taken from the middle of the CA1 pyramidal
layer of each shank.

In general, CA3 pyramidal neurons were more strongly
phase-locked to theta oscillations than CA2 and CA1 cells dur-
ing RUN and REM (Fig. 3A,C; P< 0.01 and P< 0.05 for
comparisons with CA2 and CA1, rank sum test). Theta modu-
lation strength increased form distal CA1 to proximal CA1
and from CA3a to CA3c during RUN (F(2, 236) 5 14.34; P
<0.001 and F(2, 217) 5 3.1; P 5 0.02 for RUN) while during
REM state a gradient was notable from CA3a toward CA3c
(F(2, 217) 5 3.3; P 5 0.047). In addition, differences were not-
ed between deep and superficial CA1 during different states.
While during RUN superficial CA1 cells had higher theta
modulation strength than deeper ones (P< 0.05 for distal
CA1, rank sum test), during REM state the deeper cells were

stronger theta modulated (P< 0.01 for proximal CA1). In all
regions, theta modulation strength was higher during REM
compared to RUN state (P< 0.05 for all comparisons, rank
sum test).

The proportion of significantly theta modulated cells
(P< 0.01, Rayleigh test) was also higher in proximal CA1
compare to distal CA1 and in CA2 compare to all CA3
regions (F(2, 236) 5 3.31; P 5 0.042, F(3, 407) 5 3.1;
P 5 0.039).

It has been previously reported that neurons in different
regions fire preferentially at distinct phases of the theta cycle
during both, RUN and REM states (Mizuseki et al., 2012;
Schomburg et al., 2014). In line with previous reports, CA3
neurons fired, on average, at earlier theta phases than CA1
(Mizuseki et al., 2012) or CA2 neurons (Fig. 3B). While the
preferred theta phase for neurons at all CA1 subregions was
similar (1828/1868/1848 medians preferred phases, p> 0.05,
ANOVA), CA3c fired, on average, earlier (at the descending
theta phase) than CA3a or CA3b (1008/1808/1708 medians
preferred phases, F(2, 217) 5 34.1; P 5 0.015). CA2 cells
showed a very sharp distribution firing at a similar phase to
CA1 and CA3a cells, the early ascending theta phase.

FIGURE 4. Theta phase modulation of hippocampal interneurons. A. Population discharge
probability of interneurons from the different subregions as a function of CA1 pyramidal layer
theta phase (dotted black line) during RUN and REM sleep. All interneurons were included.
Two theta cycles are shown for better visualization. B. Distribution of preferred theta phases
for all significantly modulated units (P < 0.01, Rayleigh test) in all regions during RUN and
REM. C. Modulation strength by theta oscillations (mean vector length). [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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A strong difference appeared when comparing the preferred
phase distribution (and to a less extent also the firing probabili-
ty distributions) of CA1 cells during RUN and REM. A large
proportion of deep cells shifted their preferred phase from clos-
er to the trough to the theta peak (Fig. 3B right panel in first
row). This “REM shifting” behavior (Mizuseki et al., 2011)
was absent in both CA2 and CA3 cells.

Interneurons were, in general, more strongly theta modulat-
ed than pyramidal cells in all regions (Fig. 4A–C) as well as
they had a higher proportion of significantly modulated cells
(Fig. 4D). Contrary to the region-dependent phase preference
of pyramidal cells (Fig. 3B), the firing probability of CA1,
CA2, and CA3 interneurons was maximal closer to the theta
through and smallest at the peak (Fig. 4A). However, the dis-
tribution of preferred phases revealed that a significant propor-
tion of CA1 and, to lower extent, CA3 interneurons tended to
fire during the ascending theta phase during both RUN and

REM states. Inside CA1, the proportion of interneurons firing
at the ascending theta phase showed no dependency on subre-
gions. In addition, the strength of theta modulation decreased
from distal to proximal CA1 and from CA3c to CA3a (Fig.
4C; F(2, 236) 5 2.28; P 5 0.044 and F(2, 217) 5 4.1;
P 5 0.037 for CA1 and CA3, respectively during RUN; F(2,
236) 5 3.31; P 5 0.045 and F(2, 217) 5 5.2; P 5 0.025 for
CA1 and CA3, respectively, during REM) although the pro-
portion of significantly theta modulated interneurons was lower
in CA3c (Fig. 4D).

Firing Patterns of Different Regions in Distinct
Brain States

Next, we asked whether firing patterns of single pyramidal
cells in the different regions were dependent on brain states.

FIGURE 5. Brain state-dependent firing rates of CA1, CA2, and CA3 principal cells. A.
Firing rate distributions during RUN, SWS, REM, and QUIET states. B. Firing rate modula-
tion during various behavioral states compared to an idealized average firing rate (av: non-
weighted mean of the firing rates during the four discriminated states). C. Burst index
distribution for deep and superficial neurons of all subregions. Medians with deviations are
showed below. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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The overall firing rates of CA2 cells were the highest for all
brain states, followed by CA1, which were also higher with
respect to CA3 (Fig. 5A, P< 0.001 for CA2–CA1 and
P< 0.01 for CA3–CA1 comparisons, rank sum test). In CA1
and CA2, deep layer cells had also higher firing rates for all
states than their superficial peers (P< 0.01 for CA1 and CA2,
signed rank test). There was a gradient of increasing firing rates
from the distal to the proximal poles of CA1 (F(2,
387) 5 15.25; P< 0.001) and from CA3c toward CA3a (F(2,
279) 5 6.76; P 5 0.0012).

The highest mean firing rates were found during RUN
state for all regions except CA2 (F(3, 1007) 5 20.42;
P< 0.001). CA2 had higher firing rate during QUIET than
during any other state (F(3, 1007) 5 4; P 5 0.007, see also
Fig. 5B), and this difference was more pronounced for deep
than superficial cells (P< 0.01, rank sum test). During

REM sleep, firing rates were generally lower, especially for
CA1 superficial sublayer (P< 0.05 for all subregions, rank
sum test) and CA3c (F(2, 279) 5 3.04; P 5 0.046, see also
Fig. 5B).

To assess the temporal firing dynamics of single neurons, we
defined a burst index as the proportion of spikes with <6 ms
inter-spike intervals burst versus the total number of spikes
(Harris et al., 2001). The distribution of burst index showed a
markedly higher probability for burst spiking for CA3 and
CA2 cells compared to CA1 cells (Fig. 5C, P< 0.01 for CA3-
CA1 and P< 0.001 for CA2-CA1 comparisons, rank sum
test), and within CA1 and CA2 bursting was higher for deep
than superficial cells (P< 0.05 and P< 0.01 for CA1 and
CA2, respectively, rank sum test). Along the CA3 axis, burst
tendency decreased from CA3a to CA3c (F(2, 279) 5 3.37;
P 5 0.034).

FIGURE 6. Functional connectivity inside the hippocampal
transverse axis. Putative monosynaptic connections from different
regions to distinct sites of CA1 (proximal, intermediate, distal). A.
Examples of different putative monosynaptic pairs between differ-
ent regions. For each example the autocorrelograms (left and right
panels) and the crosscorrelogram of the given pair (middle panel)
is shown. Red and magenta lines denote the local and global con-
fidence levels for significance test, respectively. “h” value of the

crosscorrelogram shows the standardized height of the monosyn-
aptic peaks. B. Probability of monosynaptic connections. Amongst
CA2 and CA3 regions, CA3c is the most likely to project to CA1.
Proximal CA1 gets more inputs from all other subregions than
other CA1 subregions. C. Mean strength of monosynaptically con-
nected pairs. Notice the different strength of connectivity between
CA3-CA1 (all sites) and CA2-CA1. [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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Function Connectivity between Regions

Our large-scale recordings also allowed to study monosynap-
tic connections between neurons of different regions (Fujisawa
et al., 2008). We examined cross-correlograms of pyramidal
cell-interneuron pairs and calculated the spike transmission
probability within monosynaptic time window (<5 ms) to
identify putative synaptic connections between cells from the
different regions (Fig. 6A).

We found functional connections to CA1 interneurons from
all subfields of CA3 and CA2. CA2 and CA3a projected with
higher probability to proximal CA1 (Fig. 6B, P< 0.01 for all
comparisons, rank sum test) while CA3c projected preferential-
ly to distal CA1 (F(2, 387) 5 5.5; P 5 0.049). Among the
CA3 subregions, CA3c was the most probable to drive inter-
neurons in each of the CA1 subregions (F(2, 279) 5 5.33;
P 5 0.033). Interestingly, the strength of the connectivity
between the different regions was very different. CA3-CA1
pyramidal-interneurons pairs had higher spike transmission
probability than CA2-CA1 pairs. Within CA3, the strength
slightly increased from CA3a to CA3c (Fig. 6C,F(2,
279) 5 3.21; P 5 0.044).

DISCUSSION

Hippocampal pyramidal neurons in the CA1, CA2, and
CA3 regions showed distinct spatial coding properties, theta
rhythm modulation, behavioral state-dependent firing rates,
and burst patterns. Physiological differences also emerged when
neurons were compared at different locations along the trans-
verse or dorsoventral axis with these main regions, suggesting a
tight coupling between physiology, changing connectivity and
cellular/molecular properties along hippocampal subregions and
across sublayers.

The fraction of CA3 place cells was lower than those in
CA1 and CA2 regions but their coding was more selective and
informative, due mainly to the fewer place fields per neuron in
the CA3 region. Less specific spatial coding was observed in
the CA2 region and the distal segment of CA1. The range and
strength of phase precession was markedly higher for CA1
place cells than for CA2 and CA3 pyramidal neurons.

CA3 pyramidal cells had stronger theta modulation than
CA1 cells and fired earlier in the theta cycle on average. CA2
neurons fired at a similar theta phase as CA1 neurons but were
more strongly theta-modulated, commensurate with their more
limited phase-precession. CA1 but not CA2 and CA3 pyrami-
dal cells shifted their preferred firing phase towards the theta
peak during REM sleep.

Spatial Coding Properties of CA1, CA2, and CA3
Place Cells

All principal cells in the hippocampus are selectively respon-
sive to environmental and local cues during spatial navigation

(O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971). Yet, differences in their cod-
ing properties have already been noted in different hippocam-
pal regions (Skaggs et al., 1996, Leutgeb et al., 2004). While
fewer principal cells displayed space-dependent responses in
CA3 (53%) than in CA1 (72%), CA3 place cells were more
selective, and their spikes more spatially informative (Fig. 1),
consistent with previous reports (Leutgeb et al., 2004, Mizuseki
et al., 2012). Place cells in the proximal segment of CA1 were
more spatially informative than the distal CA1 segment, as was
also observed in two-dimensional environments (Henriksen
et al., 2010). These results had been attributed to the different
inputs reaching the CA1 region. Axons from MEC, where the
highly spatially selective grid cells are located (Hafting et al.,
2005), preferentially target the proximal CA1, while axons
from LEC, where less spatially modulated cells are found
(Knierim and Neunuebel, 2016), terminate on the distal part
(Tamamaki et al., 1988, Witter et al., 2000, Naber et al.,
2001). Furthermore, the dominance of theta-modulated CA3
inputs to proximal CA1 (Schomburg et al., 2014) could con-
tribute to the highly selective place cells of proximal CA1
subregion.

Remarkable differences were noted between place cells locat-
ed in deep and superficial sublayers of CA1. Larger fraction of
deeply located pyramidal neurons was spatially modulated,
consistent with previous work (Mizuseki et al., 2011), and this
difference was present along the entire proximo-distal axis.
Although a number of anatomical and molecular observations
can contribute to the functional stratification of CA1 pyrami-
dal layer (Thompson et al., 2008, Dong et al., 2009), their dif-
ferential afferents likely play a critical role. Deep CA1 neurons
are preferentially driven by medial entorhinal input layer 3
neurons (Mizuseki et al., 2011) with higher spatial selectivity
than those in the lateral entorhinal cortex (Hargreaves et al.,
2005). These combined differences in both the proximo-distal
and dorsoventral directions suggest that the dorsoventral divi-
sions are of unequal proportions in the different CA1 subre-
gions so that the fraction of “deep type” neurons with strong
spatial features increases gradually from the distal to proximal
direction.

For CA3 neurons, a gradient in spatial selectivity was
observed from CA3c (highly selective and informative) toward
CA3a, consistent with recent observations (Lee et al., 2015, Lu
et al., 2015). Again, this finding is in line with the gradient of
changing connectivity in this region. The numbers of mossy
fiber inputs decrease from CA3c toward CA3a, while the recur-
rent, associational (recurrent) projections between pyramidal
cells, as well as the number of axons from layer II of entorhinal
cortex become more prominent (Ishizuka et al., 1990; Li et al.,
1994; Ishizuka et al., 1995). We also found that while the frac-
tions of place cells were similar across CA3 subregions, the
prevalence of neurons with multiple place fields gradually
increased toward CA3a.

The CA2 region has been under intense investigation recent-
ly (Hitti and Siegelbaum, 2014; Mankin et al., 2015; Dudek
et al., 2016; Kay et al., 2016). The fraction of place cells was
greater in this subregion compared to CA1, but place field
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selectivity was less, indicating relatively poor spatial coding by
these neurons during explorative behavior. On the other hand,
a special coding for space during immobility was recently sug-
gested as a possible complementary role of CA2 (Kay et al.,
2016).

Our functional connectivity analysis (Fig. 6) matched and
complemented the anatomical data showing that CA3c area
innervates strongly interneurons in the distal CA1 segment and
gradually less so in the more proximal segments. In contrast,
CA3a and CA2 axons preferentially target proximal CA1 inter-
neurons (Tamamaki et al., 1988; Ishizuka et al., 1990).
According to this wiring scheme, CA1 proximal sites receive a
stronger combination of place cell inputs from the spatially
modulated MEC inputs and CA3. Distal CA1 neurons, on the
other hand, receive CA3c inputs, where the proportion of place
cells is lower, together with low spatially selective LEC innerva-
tions. The combination of these inputs may account for the
sparser and less accurate spatial coding of distal CA1 cells.

Phase Precession in CA1, CA2, and CA3 Regions

At the entrance of their place field, place cells tend to fire
close to the theta peak and this phase preference shifts toward
earlier phases in the theta cycle as the animal traverses the place
field (O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Huxter et al., 2003). In
the CA1 region, the range of phase precession was wide, span-
ning more than 2008, thus at the last part of the field, place
cells fired at the descending theta phase. In contrast, the range
of phase precession in CA2 and CA3 regions was strikingly
smaller, spanning only 130–1708. In addition, the slope and
strength of the phase-position correlation of spikes with place
fields was higher for CA1 than for CA2 or CA3 place cells.
Other studies have also shown that CA3 and putative dentate
gyrus place cells have a shorter range of phase-precession than
those in CA1 (Skaggs et al., 1996; Mizuseki et al., 2012).

Finally, the strength of the spike phase-position correlation
was significantly higher for proximally located CA1 cells. This
difference may reflect the more spatially tuned and stronger
theta modulated MEC input reaching proximal CA1 compared
to the distal segment, which is mainly under the control of
LEC (Witter et al., 2000; Naber et al., 2001; Hargreaves et al.,
2005).

Theta Phase Locking of CA1, CA2, and CA3
Cells and Behavioral Correlates

Although an extensive literature demonstrates theta phase-
locking of hippocampal neuronal spiking (Csicsvari et al.,
1999; Buzsaki, 2002), the present study offers a comprehensive
quantification of the theta dynamics of cells across all hippo-
campal subregions. On average, CA3 cells were significantly
more strongly theta phase-locked than CA1 and CA2 pyrami-
dal cells during both running and REM sleep. The preferred
theta phase of principal cells gradually shifted from the early
ascending phase in CA1 to the descending phase in CA3c
(Fig. 3).

Quantitatively different phase preferences were also noted
between deep and superficial neurons of the CA1 but not other
regions in distinct behavioral states. While the majority of
superficial CA1 neurons showed similar firing phase preference
during REM and RUN, a subset of deep cells shifted 1808

during REM state (Mizuseki et al., 2011). This phase shift is
likely due to the stronger entorhinal layer III inputs during
REM sleep arriving at the peak of CA1 pyramidal layer theta
(Mizuseki et al., 2009; Schomburg et al., 2014). Entorhinal
layer III only projects to CA1, and this projection is stronger
to CA1 deep cells, while CA2 and CA3 neurons only receive
entorhinal layer II inputs (Witter et al., 2000; Kohara et al.,
2014), which are fire mainly at the theta trough (Mizuseki
et al., 2009).

CA3a displayed a theta phase preference similar to CA1 and
CA2, whereas a shift to the descending phase appeared toward
the CA3c subregion. The different behavioral states had no
influence on the theta phase preference of the CA3 cells, but a
stronger phase locking was present in REM state than during
running. CA3c is strongly innervated by mossy fibers but
receives less entorhinal inputs than CA3a (Ishizuka et al.,
1990; Li et al., 1994; Ishizuka et al., 1995), which difference
may contribute to the lower percentage of theta-modulated
cells in CA3c than CA3a.

The theta phase preference of interneurons was similar across
the different regions (Fig. 4). The majority fired at the
descending phase or theta trough but a minority preferred the
ascending phase or even the theta peak, mainly in CA1. These
different theta-phase preferences of interneurons presumably
correspond to subsets of the many types of hippocampal inter-
neurons that have been reported to have different phase-
locking to theta and other oscillations (Klausberger and Somo-
gyi, 2008).

Pathophysiological Consequences of the
Nonuniform Physiological Properties along the
Cornu Ammonis Subregions

The behavioral state of the animal had a notable effect on
the firing rates in the distinct regions and subregions. In gener-
al, all neurons fired more intensely during RUN state than in
any other state, with the notable exception of higher firing
rates of CA2 pyramidal neurons during quiet wakefulness (Fig.
5). During REM sleep CA3 neurons, and in particular CA3c,
decreased their firing rates (Montgomery et al., 2009), resulting
in a decreased CA3 to CA1 oscillatory input during REM
(Fernandez-Ruiz et al., 2012; Schomburg et al., 2014). In all
brain states, the proximal superficial segment of CA1 was more
active than the CA1 in the remaining subregions and in CA2.

The CA2 region was the most excitable followed by CA3a
region, as reflected by higher burst tendency and overall firing
rates. The higher firing rates and bursting properties of CA2
neurons in combination with their strong recurrent collaterals
(Tamamaki et al., 1988) make CA2 neurons prone to synchro-
ny. This is in agreement with our recent demonstration that
the CA2 regions is the typical initiator of hippocampal sharp
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wave-ripples, particularly in the waking animal (Oliva et al.,
2016). This high excitability of the CA2 population also makes
it a vulnerable region in disorders. In vitro studies using
GABAA receptor antagonists also showed that epileptic spikes
originate in CA2, and computational studies corroborate the
CA2 region as a substrate of neuronal synchronization during
epilepsy (Traub and Wong, 1982; Wong et al., 1986). Data
from human studies further support the key role of CA2 in the
initiation of hypersynchronous pathological events (Avoli et al.,
2016).

Overall, our findings show substantial heterogeneity among
hippocampal subregions. Spatial coding properties are quantita-
tively different among the main regions (CA1, CA2, and CA3)
but also vary within regions (from proximal to distal CA1 and
from CA3c toward CA3a and CA2). These differences were
robust in terms of both single cell properties and circuit orga-
nization. Quantitatively different behavioral correlates exist
even across subregions, including the less investigated CA2
region. Further experiments, including simultaneous recordings
from the dentate gyrus, medial and lateral entorhinal cortex are
needed to provide a complete functional map of the circuit
dynamics and cellular interactions within the hippocampal
formation.
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Numerous lines of experimental evidence
support the fundamental role of
hippocampal sharp-wave-ripples (SPW-Rs)
in memory consolidation. These complexes
are composed of a fast frequency oscillation
(!150 Hz) in the pyramidal layer (termed
a ‘ripple’) and a large negative wave in the
stratum radiatum (termed a ‘sharp-wave’).
It is accepted that the sharp-wave is
generated by excitatory inputs from the
CA3 area but there is considerable debate
about the mechanisms of ripple generation,
demonstrated by the number of different
models put forth to explain it. In general
terms, all of these models are based on
circuit properties, and account for the high
spiking synchrony characteristic of ripples
with connectivity or functional network
features. On the other hand, there has been
significant experimental demonstration of
precise transmembrane conductance and
spiking dynamics of single cells during
SPW-Rs. However, the difficulty of isolating
individual synaptic contributions during in
vivo experiments (such as small inhibitory
potentials) and the inherent limitations of
in vitro studies (drug effects, differences
in the slice preparation and absence of
long range connectivity) have prevented
measurement of the contribution of single
cells to SPW-Rs. A precise quantification
of this contribution has recently beenQ2
provided by Bazelot et al. (2016), offering
a framework for the integration of the
subcellular, single cell, and network
mechanisms into a comprehensive model
of ripple generation.

One popular network model of ripple
generation states that ripples are mediated
by axo-axonic electrical synapses between
pyramidal neurons (Draguhn et al.
1998). Detailed computational models in
combination with in vitro data support

this theory, which describes how ectopic
action potentials (APs) can be generated in
axons of pyramidal cells and then propagate
both orthodromically and antidromically
to pace the ripple oscillation. A local
network of pyramidal cells in the CA3
area could then synchronize by electrotonic
coupling through gap junctions, generating
oscillations at ripple frequency. However,
recent experimental evidence obtained in
vivo argues against the mechanism proposed
by this model. First, a combination of
intracellular and extracellular recording of
APs in CA1 showed exclusive orthodromic
propagation during ripples (English et al.
2014) and, second, optogenetic silencing
of either CA1 pyramidal cells or inter-
neurons abolishes ripple events, suggesting
the necessity of both interneuron and
pyramidal cell activation, and the inter-
play between them, for ripple generation
and maintenance (Stark et al. 2014). Thus,
although distinct mechanisms could be
interacting in the generation of CA1 and
CA3 ripples, it is difficult for the electrical
coupling model to stand alone as the
unique mechanism of ripple generation. A
second class of model proposes that the
recurrent properties of a local network
act as a pacemaker of ripple oscillations.
Reciprocal inhibition between perisomatic
targeting interneurons could synchronize
rhythmically the firing of pyramidal cell
assemblies through inhibitory rebound
spiking. Another possible mechanism of
recurrent activity that would generate ripple
frequency oscillations comes from the feed-
back inhibition of pyramidal cells by peri-
somatic interneurons. Also, as suggested
by recent data from local optogenetic
manipulation of CA1 activity (Stark et al.
2014), a combination of both mechanisms
described by the second type of model could
also explain ripple generation. However, in
all these different models the contribution
of single cell activity is not specified.

Bazelot et al. (2016) have shed light
on this issue, describing how a single
CA3 pyramidal neuron can influence
the generation of ripples. The authors
performed intracellular recordings of
individual CA3 pyramidal cells and elicited
single APs using precise intracellular current
injection. They found that ripples followed
induced action potentials after an inter-
val of 2–6 ms. This time window between

when an AP is delivered and the ripple
initiation could be explained by the synaptic
delays of local recurrent activity. Latencies
for pyramidal cell–interneuron interactions Q3
within the CA3 region in in vitro pre-
parations have been measured to be
" 3 ms, which would be enough to recruit
other neurons via recurrent collaterals. In
addition, the authors also found that the
same pyramidal cell can trigger ripple events
and also activate interneurons, which elicit Q4
inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs)
with similar probability. Furthermore,
interneuron spiking is correlated in time
and magnitude with IPSPs occurring in
the stratum pyramidale during ripples. The
coincidence of successive ripple cycles with
depolarizing events onto fast-spiking inter-
neurons supports the fundamental role
of excitation–inhibition loops as described
during in vivo ripples (English et al. 2014;
Stark et al. 2014).

Interestingly, the authors could
differentiate distinct IPSP patterns.
The distance within which different IPSP
patterns could be recorded matched with
the spatial extent of the arborization Q5
of perisomatic targeting interneurons
(Gulyas et al. 2010), pointing to their
causal relation. Further data with paired
recordings including different subtypes of
interneurons would help to distinguish
the role attributed to distinct types of
inhibitory cells during ripple generation
and maintenance (English et al. 2014; Stark
et al. 2014).

Together, the main findings of Bazelot et al.
(2016) suggest a continuum, rather than two
separated modes, between IPSPs and ripple
generation. It has been shown that during
ripples both inhibitory and excitatory
activity compete to control spiking (English
et al. 2014). Considering the results of
Bazelot et al. within this framework, the
excitation–inhibition balance would lead
to either only IPSP generation or ripple
generation, depending upon which of
them predominate. Hence, only when the
excitatory tone is high enough can a ripple
could be generated. Q6

Characteristics that facilitate the
dominance of local excitation over
inhibition are a high excitability of
principal cells, intrinsic bursting properties
and strong recurrent collateral excitatory
connections. These features have been

C⃝ 2016 The Authors. The Journal of Physiology C⃝ 2016 The Physiological Society DOI: 10.1113/JP273062
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attributed mainly to the CA3 (GulyasQ7 et al. 2010) and CA2 regions of the
hippocampus. The peculiarities of these
regions endow them with a strong potential
for eliciting synchronous population
activity. It has been also demonstrated
that the firing of single CA3 pyramidal
cells can induce a population burst. In
addition, experimental evidence has shown
that some CA3 pyramidal cells have a
significantly higher number of postsynaptic
interneuronal targets compared with
CA1. This strong, divergent excitation
of inhibitory cells would potentiate the
development and spreading of the ripples
and/or IPSP activity. In this context and
within the time window described by
Bazelot et al. (!2–6 ms), it is feasible
that a single pyramidal cell with enough
inhibitory postsynaptic targets in the CA3
region could synchronize the discharge
of a population of around 5–10 local
interneurons. These interneurons could
then sustain recurrent interactions that
generate a ripple oscillation if the global
excitation–inhibition balance favours the
former.Q8

Bazelot et al. (2016) also compared
ripples initiated by a single CA3 stimulated
pyramidal cell with spontaneous events.
They found that the distances from which
they could record these distinct patterns
were significantly different. Induced ripples
appeared first close to the stimulation
electrode, suggesting that they involve
mechanisms of a restricted, small network.Q9
In contrast, spontaneous events could be
detected at longer distances, suggesting that
these ripples may occur based on similar
processes but simultaneously at different

sites. Although possible mechanisms for
the internal generation of ripples within
the CA3 region have been discussed, this
last result highlights the role played by
network synchrony in ripple generation.
The occurrence of simultaneous events at
multiple sites brings up the possibility that
an external pacemaker, which can trigger
the generation of a ripple (possibly also
mimicked by the discharge of a single CA3
pyramidal cell in the induced ripple case),
can also coexist with the local initiation. This
external pacemaker could be an input from
distant CA3 ensembles, entorhinal cortex
(either directly or via relay in the dentate
gyrus) or the highly excitable CA2 region.

The report of Bazelot et al. (2016)
establishes a framework through which
single cell contribution can be introduced
into network models of ripple generation.
Their results refine the hypotheses of
recurrent interactions as a necessary feature
for ripple generation. Although their study
focuses on the generation of CA3 ripples, the
mechanism of CA1 ripple generation should
be considered separately. Recent studies at
systems level with intracellular, extracellular
and precise optogenetic manipulations
point to similar mechanisms regarding the
network inhibition–excitation balance for
the generation of CA1 ripples (English et al.
2014; Stark et al. 2014). But importantly,
CA1 lacks the recurrent collaterals and
burst spiking properties which characterize
the CA3 region, implying a possible
lower impact of single cells for CA1
ripple generation. Thus, more physiological
correlates from the combination of in
vivo and in vitro studies, together with
electron microscopy data, are still needed to

distinguish between the different proposals
of recurrent interaction models. Possibly,
various modes and different combinations
of the proposed pyramidal cell–interneuron
interactions can interact to generate a ripple. Q10
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